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Ronald's and Keith's solutions to the

Stanford-Bin3t 'Plan of Search' problem.

Ronald's solution: divergent and unacceptable (though one can hardly

doubt that Ronald would find the missing purse).

Keith's solution: convergent and acceptable.
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ERRATA

Instead of Creativity and Intelligence read Modes of Thinking la
Young Children.

Instead of vigorously read rigorously.

Instead of (Kemp, 1964:) read (Kemp, 1963;).

Instead of 'Ti' in the Lumberyard Interview read 'R' (Ronald).

Instead of "the father as a semi-skilled garage attendant" read "the
father as a Post Office janitor"

Instead of "from each of the 6 subtests" read "from each of six subtests"

Instead of "not trying to rattle him." read "trying not to rattle him."

Instead of "a variety of" read "a greater variety of"

Instead of (Werner, 1948) read (Werner, 1957).

Instead of resume read resume.

Instead of "Ronald checked 'No' and Keith 'Yes" read "Ronald checked
'NO' and Keith 'yes"

Instead of "English teacher spoke of him" read "English teacher (inter-
viewed in November 1966) spoke of him"

Instead of "Once could say" read "One could say"

Instead of "that equips Keith well" read "that should equip Keith well"

Instead of "only identifies the question as" read "only identifies the
shutter question as"

Instead of "thinking into the Lawyer Dialogue" read "thinking into
both the Lawyer Dialogue"

Instead of "Ve might argue with" read "We might agree with"

Instead of "we fied things somewhat" read "we oversimplified things
somewhat"

Instead of "Keith has supported aloud" read "Keith had supported aloud"

Ada: Fenton, Edwin. "Social Studies Curriculum Reform: An Appraisal."
Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1966. (mimeographed)

Instead of Uygotsky read Vygotsky.
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PREFACE

Though from the outset the project described in this paper proposed to

study the thinking of individual children in social studies, we had little

idea, for some time, of what "individual" might mean in this context. Our

initial thoughts, therefore, were focused more on the material we proposed

to develop as a tool for studying the children, especially a unit on civil

law and the process of litigation. We conceived of this unit as an instru-

ment that could be used repeatedly with children, to study their individual

ways of learning.

Our commitment to the law unit as such has waned considerably in this

project as we have come closer to knowing the children we have taught. This

is not because law has seemed to be inappropriate for the children to study,

for, on the contrary, their interest and capacity have exceeded our expecta-

tions in many ways. Rather, too many hypotheses about the children them-

selves have been opened up and need to be explored in ways that do not per-

mit us to be tied at this time to the development of a particular body of

knowledge. We may return to the construction of law materials in another

year if our -understanding of the children and our resources permit us then

to develop a far more responsive and powerful research and teaching instru-

ment than we could fashion now. For the present, the law "unit" exists

chiefly in the minds of its teachers and pupils, in the assortment of brief

readings and exercises that were prepared for the children in 1965-66, and

in the data which is recorded in this report. The unit lies in the report

like a geological layer, a witness to our original approach to the children

and a foundation of our subsequent work with them.

In 1966-67, following our completion of the analysis of the law study

data, we have turned to a new group of children in a new setting, with a

more specific set of questions. We are particularly interested in individual

children's explataticns of social phenomena, especially the relationships

between their ways of explaining and their cognitive development, their moral

and social development, and their style of thinking. That these are cen-

trally related, one might say governed, in the personalities of individuals,

was the major hypothesis to emerge from last year's explorations and is the

main theme of our present research.



CHAPTER I

Rationale and Procedure

How do children think in social studies? In a sense a great variety of

investigations, of the concepts and interests of children of different ages

or of different social classes or intelligence, of children's capacity for

problem solving or critical thinking, of their tendencies to narrow or open

mindedness, and so on, all contribute to our understanding of children's

thinking in social studies. However, one feature of this research may make

it very difficult for a teacher to apply in his classroom. Invariably the

findings of the research are reported in terms of groups, whereas the teacher

must deal first and foremost with individuals. This emphasis of research on

groups severely limits the specificity of the phenomena that can be explained,

for until quite elaborate models of thinking can be developed for social

studies, together with quite complex research designs and instruments for in-

vestigating this thinking, only very gross generalizations can be made

(Keisler, 1966). Individual children vary enormously with respect to these

generalizations, or, to say the same thing in a different way, many factors

that have been randomized in groups interact in individuals with the rela-

tively few factors that have been consciously manipulated or controlled.

Thus Oliver and Shaver (1966), who have made the most progress in tracking

down interaction effects in social studies, particularly between various as-

pects of student personality, teaching style, and learning outcome, comment

more than once on the tenuousness of their findings and the likelihood that

other, as yet unidentified factors are involved.

Recently we have wondered what would result if, in our own research, we

began by concentrating on individuals and making intensive case studies of

just a few children. The idea was not so much that we would get more data

on these children. Oliver and Shaver, to cite their research again, collected

more data, though it was not as varied, on each of the more than 100 subjects

of their experiment than we have on any of the 10 subjects of the research to

be reported in this article. However, the focus is different. It was our

hunch that by trying to integrate our observations in terms of each separate

child we might accomplish several ends:

1. We might obtain a more fine-grained picture of the process of

individual children's thinking in social studies.
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2. We might get a feeling of how the pieces fit together in indi-

vidual children, their unique input and the teacher's input,

in a way that would be especially useful to us as teachers.

3. We might come up with new dimensions in the children's behavior,

or at least discover aspects of their thinking and performance

that we ourselves, if not others, had previously neglected.

This is the perspective of the clinical study of individuals. We would

like to procede at once to talk of what we did, but it would be misleading

not to recognize first in what way the case study depends upon or is comple-

mented by the study of groups. As soon as we speak, as indeed we shall, of

an individual's scoring relatively high or low on any instrument, we are

comparing him with others. Where the scores are standardized, we can compare

the individual with many others. For a number of the observations we have

made in the present study we can only wish that we had standardized scores

or ratings, and must be content with comparisons among our few subjects. Of

course it is the relationships between these scores, for example between IQ

and creativity scores, that interest us, and research on groups may tell us

which relationships to expect. The same can be said of qualitative observa-

tions that have been associated with each other in groups, for example, male

or female and dominant or submissive roles. Where an individual case conforms

to patterns established in groups we have a lead on the dynamics of the indi-

vidual, and where it departs we are alerted to search for complicating fac-

tors. The most powerful research would combine the study of groups and indi-

viduals, perhaps alternating between the one focus and the other. White's

Lives in Progress (1952) is a classic: example of the case study explicitly

informed about a great variety of investigations of groups, while Wallach

and Kogan's Creativity and Intelligence (1965), in addition to reviewing re-

lated research, presents the results of a single investigation in both group

and individual case study form. The function of the case studies in the

Wallach and Kogan report, however, is more to illustrate than to go beyond

Or complicate the generalizations based on groups. We would like to use

the case study in the second, more demanding tray.

In the present study we have fallen, or started, far .short of the ideal..

We have data on too few subjects to know, on most counts, the normative sig-

nificance of our observations on the individual children. There is little
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play back and forth here between statistical and case studies of interacting

factors or phenomena. Our intention from the outset was to concentrate

squarely and naively on the, individuals and to develop hypotheses for later,

more vigorously controlled research.

It happens that our study in 1965-66 was conducted in two quite dis-

parate settings, a combined 5th and 6th grade class in a suburban private

school with mostly white pupils and a 6th grade class in an inner-city public

school with all Negro pupils. We say it "happens", not because it was not

intentional, but because the intention was, again, to focus on just a few

individuals within each group, not to compare the groups as such. We wanted

simply. to increase the variance of our subjects, especially with respect to

the personal experience and concepts that each subject might bring to bear

on social studies; In ifesenting our findings we will confine ourselves for

the most part to just two cases, both of them taken from the inner-city class-

room.

Generally what we did.

We taught law to the children in each classroom for about 20 hours and

in addition we conducted a variety of tests and interviews with each of our

case subjects to try to understand their thinking about law.

Our research team consisted of five persons, a specialist in curriculum

research, a specialist in child development, two graduate assistants, and a

lawyer.* Law, especially civil law and the process of litigation, had been

chosen as the general topic to be pursued with the children, on the assump-

tion that they would not have studied it previously in school but that it

was potentially relevant to their lives and past experience. The staff

spent most of the 1965-66 fall term developing and clarifying its own con-

cepts of law and preparing resources for use with the children. Some pre-

liminary assessment of the children's concepts of law was carried out at

this time and 5 children, all males, were selected from the 20 or so children

in each classroom to be the subjects of the case studies (30 subjects alto-

gether). The basis for this selection was quite unscientific, viz., those

ANImp.fkl,
In the order designated, Joseph C. Grannis, Esther P. Edwards, James
Charbonnet, Sharlene Pearlman,, and Howard Cohen.
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boys who already stood out in our minds, as eventually all would, as dis-

tinctly "different" from one another. Girls were not included because we

were, for the time being, less interested in variance due to sex role.

In the spring term we taught all of the children in the first classroom

for about 20 hours over a 5 week period and observed, tested, and inter-

viewed the first 5 case subjects in and out of class both during and for

several weeks following the period of instruction. The process was then

repeated for the second class, with some changes of material and procedure,

both in the instruction and in our study of the children. Most of the analy-

sis and synthesis of the data was completed during the summer of 1966, with

some returning to the neighborhoods of the case subjects to test and talk

with them again as new hunches needed checking out.

Where we started.

We began with few expectations, and these very rough, of what the

children would be like and would do. Our acquaintance with the literature

on children's thinking in social studies had placed us somewhat in the

position Arthur Cohen found himself in when he had completed his review of

the research on certain aspects of attitude change:

In brief, if we have learned anything in this chapter, it is
not the universal validity of any propositions...what we have
learned is to become sensitive to certain kinds of psychological
process (Cohen, 1964, pp. 35-36).

Our project began with two general sets of interests. First, we wanted

to investigate the relationship between the concepts a child brings to the

learning situation in social studies and his interpretation of the material

of instruction. Second, we wanted to explore how a child's thinking in

social studies relates to his cognitive development, especially his capacity

to organize concepts hierarchically and his ability to use generalizations

in interpreting social or natural phenomena.

The first of these interests stemmed from the invebtigator's long

standing commitment to the idea of education as "the reconstruction of

experience". Now was the time to ask specifically what this idea might
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mean. McKeachie has stated,

we need a great deal of research to learn how we can look into
the conceptual syste6 a child has, and use it as a framework for
the development of new concepts or for the expansion and differ-
entiation of relevant concepts he already has. We need to diagnose
the nature of children's conceptual systems -- their inclusiveness,
their personal relevance, their ties to one another. Otherwise we
are likely to attempt to teach concepts rich with significance for
the social scientist but empty of meaning for the child (MtKeachle,
1964, p. 85).

Many studies over the past 40 years have examined the percentages of

children at different grade levels who have attained the accepted meanings

or usages of terms commonly employed in social studies (Mugge, 1962).

Relatively few investigations have been made of the children's.own con-

cepts, and very few have been directed toward their conceptions of com-

plex regions of social phenomena. Thus we have studies like that of Smith

and Cardinell (1964), which reports children's concepts of isolated terms

like honesty, India, river, Washington, and so on, but only in the areas

of children's conceptions of time (e.g., Edwards, 1964), race or ethnic

matters (e.g., Goodman, 1952), and government and politics (e.g., Green-

stein, 1965; Hess, Tourney, and Jackson, 1965) do we have studies of children's

conceptions in any depth. The existence of this last cited research on

children's conceptions of govennment and politics, as well as the poten-

tially related research of Piaget (1932) and Kohlberg (1958) on children's

moral judgment was another reason for our selection of law as the subject

matter of our work with children.

From the research on children's conceptions of government and politics

we could expect 6th graders in general (and thus be surprised by individ-

uals or not, as the'case develOped,) to give strongly positive responses

to general items praising the nation, the government and prominent roles

in the government like the President and the policeman. We could antici-

pate that 6th graders would tend, as 4th graders would not, to recognize

the primacy of Congress over the President in the making of laws, though

they could not generally be expected to be aware of more complex aspects

of the process like the roles of the political parties (Greenstein, 1965;

Hess et al, 1965). From Hess's findings we might expect the childten of lower
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socio-economic status in our sample to have no less positive views of gov-

ernment than the children of higher status, indeed to think even more favor-

ably of policemen than do their higher status counterparts, but to be some-

what less aware of or sanguine about their own prospects for affecting the

affairs of government (Ibid However, Negro children were not included in

the Hess data, and not differentiated from whites by Greenstein; since the

children of relatively lower status in our two classrooms were Negro, we

wondered if knowledge'ofthe movement for Negro rights and the clashes between

Negroes and white officialdom might not have reversed these children's atti-

tudes toward the possibility of participation and might have tempered their

positive feelings toward the govertment, or at least toward policemen.

From Piaget's research we could expect 6th graders to have come to the

general realization that rules and laws are made by men and can be changed

by men, and at the same time we could expect them to be very,strong in their

verbal adherence, at least, to the particular rules with which they are

familiar or which they have accepted as "the rules of the game". We could

also anticipate that the children would take into account the intentions of

someone who has done something, not just the consequences of his act, and

would think more in terms of preventative or restitutive purposes than sheer

retribution in determining the punishment for an act. However, there are

some problems in all of this. In the first place, Piaget argued that chil-

dren developed these ideas of rule and law through their working out of peer

group relationships, and he dealt only with fairly simple matters of con-

ventional morality and games. Would the ideas extend in school to the rela-

tively unfamiliar legal matters that we intended to present to the children?

A second problem was posed by our reading of Jerome Frank's Law and the

Modern Mind (1932). Though Frank based much of his own reasoning on Piaget's

early work (published before The Moral Judgment of the Child (1932),) he

arrived at a somewhat different conclusion from Piaget's about children's

idea of the origins of law. According to Frank, children and lawyers alike

(at least lawyers a generation ago) subscribe to a view of law that does

not recognize the ways in which men in fact change and shape laws to suit

their needs. Frank traced to childhood the lawyers' beliefs that laws are

"discovered" by the judicial process rather than made in it, and, more gen-

erally, that laws are infallible and unchanging. In our preliminary specu-
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lation we wondered if Frank had gone too tn and had ascribed to children a po-sition judges and lawyers had developed to enhance their own wisdom, or if,again, Piaget's more generous interpretation should be restricted to the ruleschildren actually use in their own groups.

Our own thinking about law, as we prepared to meet the children was muchinfluenced by the legal realism of Frank and his successors and by a more gen-eral sociological view of law:

Law is an institution in the sense of an integrated pattern or pro-cess of social behavior and ideas. What goes on.inside courts, legisla-tures, law offices, and other places in which law-making, law-enforcing,law-administering, and law-interpreting is carried on, together withwhat goes on inside the minds of people thinking with reference to whatgoes on in those places, forms a law way of acting and thinking, whichoverlaps but is not identical with economic, religious, political andother social ways of acting and thinking .(Berman, 1958, pp. 8-9).

We can put off for a moment a specification of the ideas that we wanted toteach. Here let us observe a fundamental problem that developed in our pursuitof the relationship between the children's
concepts of law and ours. It was

our intention to dope out the children's concepts or conceptual systems throughfour instruments administered before the onset of instruction: a multiple choicetest, a card sorting exercise, and two oral interviews, all designed by us. Wewould then observe and attempt to facilitate the reconstruction, or the expan-.sion and differentiation of the children's concepts through some20 hours of
teaching. In fact, far from this simple plan, we found.we were only beginning
to grasp the children's

concepts. toward the end of the instructional period
self. The reason for this, apart from the clumsiness of this first effort, isthat what appear now as the more fundamental concepts in the children's individ-ual systems were not anticipated by us and only gradually became evident, not
in direct statements. or choices by the children, but in the patternoUtheir
reactions to the whole variety of material with which they were confronted.
Consequently, this report will not claim that we influenced the children at allon the most basic levels of their thinking. Certainly they learned some details
about law, and in varying degrees they began to learn to use certain legal.
principles. However,..as to the overall framework of their thinking about
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law, it makes most tense to treat our entire engagement with the children

as an extended period of inventory and assessment.

Similar comments pertain to the second of our main thrusts, the attempt

to explore the relationship of a child's thinking in Social studies to his

cognitive development. Some investigators (Tabs, 1964) have claimed that

children as young as 10 can be led to make generalizations about social

phenomena, while others (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958) have observed that these

generalizations may not acquire formal significance for children until ado-

lescense. While we began with the intention of assessing and then influ-

encing the children's use of fairly specific operations, for example their

interpreting general rules and analogizing between cases, we slowly became

aware of stylistic features of the children's thinking that appeared to

override or color the particular operations we sought to develop. Indeed,

it seems to us now that these styles might merge with the children's basic

conceptual frameworks at a level that extends to their very personalities.

We have only enough evidence at present to hint at this, but it: is the

major hypothesis to be developed in this report and thus we have stated it

before providing any details. The idea that an individual's style of think-

ing and his social concepts might be integrated at the level of personality

is, of course, not new to psychology (Adorn, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson,

and Sanford, 1950). However, only in research on "critical thinking"

(Kemp, 1964; Oliver and Shaver, 1966) has even a beginning been made in

exploring the functions of personality in social studies thinking.

The law instruction.

The result of our preliminary reflection about law was a set of a

dozen or so generalizations, together with materials and activities with

which we might investigate these ideas with the children. Here is a sample

of the generalizations:

A. Laws distinguished from rules, customs, habits.

3. A law applies to all persons in a society or in the
diction of the government that maintains the law.

4. The law could not be maintained without sanctions.
state has special sanctions for enforcing the laws,

juris-

The
but the
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state does not have unlimited sanctions.

B. Judicial process and the resolution of disputes.

6. Without institutionalized or regular ways of resolving dis-
putes, life among men 'would be chaotic. Courts are a spec-
ial case of these institutions.

8. Men are fallible and they have prejudices: the "rules and
procedures ofthe law do not prevent them from making mis-
.takes in court.

C. The law in time.

11. The law conserves many ways of thinking and acting from the
past.

12. The decisions of courts must reconcile the precedents of
the past with the changing circumstances and values of the
present.

Like all generalizations these have only an approximate relationship

to reality and they are only a few of many that we could have stated about

law. Ue hoped that the children would come up with ideas related to these,

but we did not know in what form or order to expect them, and we did not

feel that we had to "cover" all of our on generalizations. As it turned

out, our discourse with the children, either in class or in individual

sessions, almost never occurred on this level of abstraction. The generali-

zations have been stated here to tell the reader more about us than about

the children, though this will help to elucidate what the children were

thinking as we examine two individual subjects below.

The content of the instruction, or the material in which we engaged

the children, can be outlined as follows:

Phases of the law instruction.

I. Liability. Relating various cases to general rules of
manufacturers' and employers' liability.

II. Initiating a law suit. Continuance of liability questions
with emphasis on alternative ways of resolving a conflict
and the sanctions of the court.

FINSINOSSIONOTMai



III. Preparation of the defense. Further development of lia-
bility with attention to the lawyer's attitude toward his
client and the. case. Iluilding a. case. Pretrial confer-
ence.

IV. The trial. Exploration of a contract case through a mock
trial, with emphasis on procedureof jury selection, ques-

t tioning of witnesses, and charge to and deliberation of
the jury. Comparison to Eskimo song duel.

V. Appeal. Consideration of various bases for appeal: pro-
cedural mistrial, inappropriateness of the judge's charge
to the jury. The historical development of a rule of law.

Again this is too much to cover. We passed from one phase to another

more to change the pace than because the children had dealt adequately with

any material or problem. The activities included whole class and small

group discussions of cases, talking with a lawyer, sort card exercises, a

mock trial, and listening to stories and a recorded dramatization..

Our selection of topics for study was not contingent on the children's

particular interests because we were not prepared under these circumstances

to obtain comparable data.on our case subjects. This monopolization of the

planning severely limited our opportunities for studying the children.

Their choices of topics, or their individual routes from one topic or ques-

tion to another, would be most important to study, especially in relation

to the children's individual conceptual systems and styles of thinking.

The ideal situation would include a multimedia laboratory or resource center

in which individual children's particular lines of inquiry could be tracked

and facilitated (Crannis, 1964). That even our interviews of the case sub-

jects were determined more by what we wanted to find out about the children

than by what they wanted to find out, about law or about us, will be evi-

dent to the reader from the quotations.

More about the law instruction can be inferred from the two case studies,

but we do not intend to give a complete account of it. Our interest lies

less in the law material than in the children themselves. In effect, the

children's performance in the law classes posed problems for us which we

then pursued in a variety of ways to be indicated in the next section. In

writing up the cases we have organized our data with regard more to salient

features of the children's thinking than to the sequence of our own operations.
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Methods of studying the children.

While most of what is written in this section would apply to all 10 of
our case subjects, there are.details that vary from one subject to another
and, more important, several procedures (those asterisked in the list below)
which were followed only with Ronald and 'Keith, the twa subjects presented
'in this report. To simplify things we will discuss our methods in terms of
Ronald and Keith alone.

We saw the boys just four-timed before the onset of the law instruction,
each time as we came to the school to administer a different test or inter-

view designed to tap their preliminary concepts of law and society. We tape
recorded only a feu of the 20 general class sessions on law, but kept notes
on the boys' performance in these sessions, both large and small group.
Each week of instruction was followed up, generally at the beginning of the
next week, with an interview of the subjects individually on the-material
we had been studying with them in class. Because we wanted to form our
first impressions of the children in terms of their law thinking alone, we
waited until the third week of instruction to begin conducting auxilliary
(nonlaw) tests and interviews. These inventories continued intermittently
for three months following the end of the instruction. The administration
of some instruments, for instance the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test and
the Xohlberg Moral Development Interview, had been planned before we worked
at all with the children. Others, for example the Wallach and Kogan cre-
ativity tests and the Belinger pendulum experiments, were resorted to as we

developed particular leads about the child-ftn. We will now list these

various tests and interviews, with a brief comment on each. The dates are
those that the inventories were administered to Ronald and Keith.

December, 1965. The Society-Game, a card sorting exercise designed to
elicit the children's conceptions of how various elements of society relate
to one another, technology, education, government, and so on. From a deck
of 32 titled picture cards the children selected cards they thought were
consistent with certain cards we gave them as starters. The children were
also asked to tell how they thought certain subsets of cards belonged to-
gether.
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February, 1966. First Multiple Choice, a set of 18 items intended to

sample the children's conceptions of the roles of various figures in a trial,

the rights of a defendent, the powers of a court, etc.

February, 1966. Original, Interview, a set of 5 problems that we dis-

cussed with the'children, including a "Lord of the Flies" situation, the

problem of a judge confronted by a case with no exact precedent, and others.

April, 1966. First Problems, an interview that presented 4 different

situations of conflict, between two individuals, an individual and a com-.

pany, an individual and the government, and two nations. We were interested

in whether the children would resort to legal institutions to resolve any

of these conflicts.

May, 1966. The Broken mg. and Bad Silk Cases, employer's and manufac-

turer's liability cases respectively, an interview to find out how much trans-

fer of thinking there was from the liability cases discussed in the first

week of class.

May, 1966. The Lumll Case, an interview following the second week

to assess the children's development of the liability concept and their capac-

ity to construct arguments for two sides of a case.

May, 1966. The Kohlberg Moral Development Interview. We presented 4 of

the 10 dilemmas in the Kohlberg battery. The interview taps many facets of

thinking about complex interpersonal problems, especially the subject's capac-

ity or disposition to see a moral problem from the standpoint of various

parties and his ability to relate a case or a decision to general principles

(Kohlberg, 1958).

May, 1966. The Lawyer. Dialogue, an interview in which the subject is

seated with a child from another classroom and asked to explain to the other

"what a lawyer would do and think" in response to a situation that is un-

folded through the following sequence of statements, each on a separate card:

1. Mr. Smith walks into a lawyer's office and says his car hit

another car.

2. Mr. Smith's lawyer now has two weeks to prepare his case before

the trial begins.

3. The lawyer for the other side has just finished questioning his

first witness in the trial.
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4. The lawyer for the other side is a friend of Mr. Smith's lawyer.

5. Mr. Smith's lawyer thinks the other side has a much better chance

of winning.

6. Mr. Smith is unpleasant and gets on his lawyer's nerves.

7. Mr. Smith's lawyer thinks Mr. Smith should have been more careful

in his driving.

8. The judge hearing Mr. Smith's trial is a good friend of Mr. Smith's

lawyer.

Mr. Smith suggests to his lawyer that they get someone to pretend

to have witnessed the accident and to testify in favor of Mr. Smith.

10. Somebody says to Mr. Smith's lawyer that lawyers just make trouble

for people.

11. Mr. SMith's lawyer thinks the decision of the court was not fair

to his client.

May, 1966. Stanford-Binet IntilligenceTest, administered by us. The

analysis of a child's performance on different kinds of items Is as valu-

able for our purposes as the child's overall score.

May, 1966. Law Attitude Inventory, a 21 item test that asks the subject

to respond positively or negatively to statements concerning people's rights,

the complexity of legal problems, and the efficacy of individuals in dealing

with legal situations.

June, 1966. Abstract Categorizing Test, a word sorting exercise that

estimates a subject's ability and disposition to organize social terms

hierarchically. In a previous study, performance on this test correlated

significantly with a subject's inductive learning of abstract social concepts

(Grannie, 1965).

June, 1966. Second Multiple Choice, a test that asks the subject to

assign relative priorities to different explanations of law phenomena, for

example:

7. Uhy do law change over the years?

Laws come out of people's ways of living,
change over time, laws must change too.

Judges make different decisions, and each
the law a little.

and because these

new decision changes
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People forget the old laws, so new ones have to be made.

June, 1966. Last Problems, an interpersonal.conflict problem where

again we wanted to see if and how the subject resorted to legal institutions,

and especially to find out what understanding he had of the sanctions avail-

able through the law.

June, 1966. The hanga.Pendulum Experiments, a sequence of 4 experi-

ments relating to the period of the pendulum and its weight, length, ampli-.

tude, and push. This requires 44essions with the children-individually , as

well as pre- and post-tests administered to the group, from all of which one

can make inferences about the children's ways of formulating and checking

hypotheses about natural phenomena. Professor Belanger, of the Harvard Gradu-

ate School of Education, has adapted the Piaget pendulum problem to his own

investigations of children's science thinking.

July, 1966.* The Wallach and Kogan Creativity, Tests. We used some of

the items from each of 6 subtests: Alternative uses, Pattern meanings,

Instances, Physiognomic sensitivity, Similarities, and Line Meanings

(Wallach and Kogan, 1965).

*
July, 1966. Followup Interview, a variety of questions concerned with

the boys' feelings about school, about Negro-white relations, about policemen,

and so on, as well as some conversation to explore further how the boys under-

stood generalizations, for instance, "People always have to adapt their ways

to the place where they live."

August, 1966.* Easton and Hess Questionnaire on Government and Citizen-

Ala. The questionnaire (Hess, Torney, and Jackson, 1965) was administered

to Ronald and Keith together and then a followup interview was conducted

with each boy separately, to clarify and enlarge their responses to certain

items.

It might be objected that our subjects, especially Ronald and Keith,

were tested and interviewed to a degree that would somehow invalidate our

findings. Two or three of our subjects did indeed seem to turn us off after

a point, but with the others we established a relationship of mutual respect

and enjoyment that continued to the end of the investigation. Our inter-
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viewing and testing of the children was done as much as possible in a relaxed

manner. Thus the Easton and Hess questionnaire was administered on the front

porch of Ronald's home and was interrupted by neighborhood friends and a spider.

What might have been lost by way of attention to a few items was more than com-

pensated for, as on various other occasions, by the encouragement given to the

boys' spontaneous reactions to the material. On this particular occasion the

boys even discussed each other's responses to some of the items as they went

along. However, we kept a record of the conversation and any switching of an-

swers and in this. way learned admething about the timing and the stability of

the two children's responses. Bearing in mind the classic dictum that you can-

not measure anything without changing it, we felt that we were affecting most

the children's specific information and the range of phenomena on which their

concepts came to bear, and least their underlying styles. The same observation

has already been made about the effect of our teaching.

Actually, we wish we had observed the children-under still more circum-

stances, for example, in their play with other children on the playground.

That we did not must be laid to lack of time or, more often, our not antici-

pating that we should look in a certain direction until it was too late to get

the data.

We interviewed the parents of the children in their homes, trying espe-

cially to get at the ways the parents governed the children, their expectations

for them, their perception of the children's performance in school and the

children's relationships to other children, particularly siblings, the parents'

views of the children's pre-school development, and the parents' views of their

children's schools themselves. From the parents' manner with us, their way

of talking about their children, from the children's own manner and what they

said about their parents, and from a few glimpses of the parents with the chil-

dren, we attempted to make inferences about how they talked and behaved with

one another.

At the close of the school year we interviewed the children's regular 6th

grade teacher, with whom we had had only the most casual contacts during the

period of instruction (when he was not present in the classroom). We also con-

sulted the children's. cummulative records at the end of the school year. These

included the results of California Achievement Tests administered at the same
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time as our experiment, as well as the results of previously administered

achievement and intelligence tests and the grades and sparse comments of past

teachers. Thus it was only toward the end. of our acquaintance with the boys

that we got the official word on their academic accomplishments and potential.

In our writeups of Ronald and Keith'we will be comparing the two boys

quite frequently, and sometimes referring to other children in the study. This

reflects the fact that we were comparing our subjects with one another through-

out the investigation, our intention to focus on individual cases notwithstand-

ing. Again, this argues for a procedure-that works back and forth systematic-

ally between studies of groups and of individuals. The present study is only

the first stage of the projected research.

The Two Case Writeu s.

In presenting each case we will first analyze the subjects' thinking on

a single item from the law study, the Lumberyard Case, discussed with the

children at the end of the second week of instruction. We will next enlarge

our picture of the subjects' conception of law and society, drawing on our

data from both the instruction and the auxilliary inventories, and then go on

to discuss the general style of their thinking. Finally, we will relate the

children's thinking to what we know of their family and school history.

The Lumberyard interview with which each case begins is, in a way, the

most important part of each case writeup. now,feel that every nuance of

an interview with a child is significant, and tells us or reflects something

about him, as much as it may also reflect something about the interviewer.

This is one of the main points to be made in this report, and much of the

material in each case is presented to back up or amplify the analysis of the

Lumberyard interviews. Other performances of the children could have been

focused on instead, but the Lumberyard interviews have been selected as the

clearest and most detailed examples.



is Lumberyard Case.

1. T. --

2. N. --

3. T.--

4. IL--

5. T. --

6. H. --

7. T. --

8. FL--

CHAPTER II

Ronald

The Hollowdale Lumberyard is surrounded by a high fence. And
the gate was usually locked when no trucks were going in or out.
However Kent and Renny hadn't had much trouble, getting into the
yard one day about a month ago, because they had found a large
shutter leaning against a fence, that made a perfect ladder.
They'd always wanted to explore the long rows of boards that were
stacked higher than the fence top. This day they found long tun-
nels which ran between the boards and were great for hiding, sort
of closed off from everything but the sky. As Kent ducked away
from Renny and ran down one long aisle, he looked up at the sky
overhead and thought what a fine place they had discovered and
how he would have to bring his friends back and show them this
place. Just then he saw a large board hurtling down on him from
above. He tried to dodge it but he couldn't. It hit him on the
back and pinned him to the ground. Two workmen who had been
stacking wood had accidentally thrown one piece over the pile.
They heard Kent cry, but couldn't see him at first. By the time
they arrived, he had passed out. Renny was so scared he ran off.
Kent was badly hurt and had to spend a long time in the hospital.
His Dad was sitting by his bedside in the Children's Ward, won-
dering what he could do about all the bills that were piling up.
What do you think he could do?

I think he should sue the men who threw it over. Since they ac-
cidentally threw it over, I think it would be the boss's fault.

Why?

Because the boss is the guy who's responsible for everything that
goes wrong and he has to pay the bills or something like that.
If something happens to somebody who's around the property.

You think they should try and sue them. Who would he sue in this
case?

Kent's father would sue the owner.

Okay, I'm sure you're right. Now when it gets into court what do
you think the arguments would be on the two sides? What would
Kent's lawyer say and what would the lumberyard say?

The lumberyard would say that Kent had no business being on the
property. The other lawyer might say that there wasn't no sign
saying he couldn't go in. The other lawyer might say that it
was locked and that was a good enough sign for him not to go in
there. And Kent's father might say that it is a boy's nature
to be hardheaded and go exploring things.
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9. t.-- What else?

10. M - Kent's lawyer could say that it wasn't his fault cause he didn't
know the men were working over there. Usually if they were
working real near by he would have been more careful.

11. T.-- Now suppose that the lumberyard's lawyer says that, well, we did
put that high fence around there to keep the kids out and so
they should have just stayed out.

12. M.-- Kent's lawyer could say, well, they found something like a ladder
that is, well, exactly like telling them to come in. "Here's a
way for you to get in." And like they always say, boys will be
boys.

13. T.-- What would each side have to prove? Can you think of something
that they would try to prove in court, 'cause they do try to .

prove facts.

14. M.-- They would try to prove which side was wrong and see that the
fair side was right.

15. T.-- Would there be any facts they'd have to prove?

16. Mr.-- Yes.

17. T.-- Like what?

18. M.-- Kent's. side would have to prove that he was just playing around
and not trying to steal anything and him and his friend have
evidence, he would be a witness. He could tell them why.they
-were in there and why they picked that place to play.

19. T.-- Is this like any other case we've talked about?

20. Mr.-- No.

21. T.-- I think it is, so let's try again. Of the different cases we've
talked about which do you think, it would be most like?

22. M.-- It's like the one where the boy got hit in the head with a golf
ball.

23. T.-- Why is it like that?

24. M.-- Because in this case they weren't supposed to be in there and
there was some Italian boy who went in there. Both boys went
over a fence or through it, that they weren't supposed to, and
both times one of the boys gets hurt.

25. T.-- Is it like it in principle?

26. M.-- Vo.

27. T.-- How did the case of the golf course finally get decided?

28. N.-- The two lawyers were justtalking to each other and wouldn't raise
their voices, and they found a solution and the person who lost
the case he'd have to pay.

29. T.-- In the golf course case who lost, do you remember?
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30. M.-- The golfers.

31. T.-- What was the argument that was given? What was the principle?
After all, the boys were trespassing.

32. M.-- Yeh. The lawyer said that those holes should have been patched
up and that the rangers weren't doing a good job and some people
said that they hadn't seen the rangers doing their job. He could
have said that if he could get better rangers for about two weeks,
if all the kids were thrown out, if he could get better rangers,
then he would have to pay. If they made that agreement he'll
have to hire some good rangers that he knew he could trust and
if he won the other guy would have to pay.

33. T.-- They should have a little kind of contest, is that it? And agree
to get guards for a couple of weeks?

34. M.-- If the rangers did a better job, then the other ones, then the
golf course would have to pay.

35. T.-- Oh, I see how that works, yeh. Now the judge told the jury in
that case of the golf course that a property owner had a certain
obligation. Vbat's that obligation?

36. M.-- If some man came trespassing and dug a hole and it was dark and
he was sneaking up here and fell in the hole, it wouldn't be my
fault. It would be his for sneaking over without calling me,
especially if I had a sign that said to be careful of the big
hole. But if he came up onto my porch to give me some magazines
or something and I wanted him to come and he fell through the
porch, then it would be my fault because I invited him up.

37. T.-- You earlier made an interesting comment about the shutter. Re-
member how you said that? That shutter was just standing there
like a ladder and it was almost saying something to the boys.
What was it saying?

38. M.-- "Come on in and have fun, and bring the others. And if you have
fun tell other kids not to tell on us."

39. T.-- If that's what that shutter means could that have a relationship
to this general idea about inviting, being responsible if you
invited somebody?

40. M.-- Well, no it's a little different, because the men were working
over there.and Kent was playing- hide and seek and he was hiding
from his friend, and when he looked up and saw it coming he tried
to dodge it and couldn't make it. And it pinned him down, and he
started screaming and the men came running round cause they
couldn't find him.

41. T.-- Do you remember that case we talked about with the dog and the
traps? Oh you were in Mr. C's group and didn't get that. Let me
tell you about it a little because it does relate to this. A man
in England set traps on his property and he said they were there
to catch foxes. They were bigger than he needed to catch foxes
and the neighbor's dogs were being trapped in them. And the
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traps had meat, very smelly meat, that had poison in them. He
put the meat in the trap and the Jogs would go around and round
and come on to the man's property; Finally, the owner of one of
the dogs sued the man with the trap, but the man with the trap
said that the dog had been trespassing on his property. And the
dog owner said, "No, my dog was lured onto your property because .

your property had the smelly meat on it."
42. M.-- That was just like inviting him over.
43. T.-- Right. And that was a very important principle, because oftenwhen a case comes up now they'll go back and they'll talk about

that case. Now in the case of the golf course the lawyers used
that case, because the golf course was like a lure to the chil-
dren, it was like a trap. What could a lawyer say in the Lum-
beryard Case?

44. M. -- The lawyer on Kent's side could say that the ladder was there to
invite and lure the kids over.

45. T.-- And if they could establish that, then how would the case turn
out do you think?

46. M. -- Well, Y think Kent's side.

47. T.-- Why were they right? They were trespassing you know.
48. M.-- The boys were just exploring, all boys sooner or later like going

around climbing trees and jumping over things, going into caves.All they say is, "Oh, boys, come here, boys, look!" They might
go into an old shaft mine during vacation. And if anything
happened it would be the man's fault whose property :it's on, be-
cause he didn't board it up. Cause anybody could walk in.

In the first 12 statements (Stmts.) of this interview Ronald makes a
fairly breathtaking assault on the problem. While all but one of our 10 sub-
jects consider the possibility of Kent's father's suing, only Ronald comes
close to understanding the basis of the suit. He spontaneously connects the
board's hitting Kent accidentally with the idea of suing the "boss", thus
revealing at least a crude idea of an owner's or employer's liability for in-
jury sustained on his property. He does not get hung up on Kent's trespassing
and in fact introduces the idea of children's "nature" (which no other subject
in Ronald's class, and only one in the first class seemed to be aware of.) He
rapidly constructs two workable arguments in good correspondence to each other.
And in response to the fence probe (Stmts. 11-12) he virtually employs the
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concept of invitation or attractive nuisance.*

In the next part of the interview the examiner is attempting, admittedly

with some ineptness, to explore further certain aspects of the subject's ca-

pacity for legal reasoning: his disposition to question facts that might be

crucial to the argument, his ability to use analogy, and his relating cases

to a general principle. First consider the brief exchange on the proving of

facts (Stmts. 13-18). Ronald seems at first not to know what aspect of the

case "facts" refer to, but then he comes back with quite an important matter

of fact to be established. One may still feel as the examiner did at the

time that Ronald was not really concerned with the necessity of proving facts

in this case. Had he raised a question about how the shutter came to be

leaning against the lumberyard fence, or had he asked any questions of fact

spontaneously at other times during the interview, as did some of the other

subjects, one might conclude that the determination of facts tons more impor-

tant to him in his way of thinking about the. case. Ronald seems to assume

from the outset, or at least in the way he winds up his initial statement of

the two sides of the case, that Kent has the better argument. At the same

time, this does not prevent Ronald from seeing that there are indeed two sides

to the case.

Another clue to Ronald's conception of proof occurs in Stmt. 32. Here

he suggests a kind of experiment to settle a question of fact in an earlier

case. In the Golfcourse Case there had been a dispute as to whether or not

the golfcourse had retained guards to keep children off the property, and not

Ronald proposes that plaintiff be allowed to hire guards of his own, to see

if they would do a better job than the guards allegedly employed by the golf-

course. Notice, however, that the examiner calls this a "contest." While it

bears some resemblance to a kind of evidence introduced into courtroom trials.

* The concepts of invitation and attractive nuisance merge or overlap in the

court's discussions of children's trespassing (Lyshak v. City of Detroit,

351 Mich. 230; 88 N.W. 2d, 596). Technically, it would be most accurate

to label the concept Ronald illustrates in Stmt. 36 "invitation" and the

concept illustrated in Stmt. 48 "attractive nuisance." However, the latte

can be subsumed under the former and we did not try to distinguish between

them in the Lumberyard Case interview.
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it has also the ring of a more primitive trial or wager. The plaintiff's

winning would result in the defendant having to pay, rather than in evidence

to be submitted to a court for its decision.

In Stmt. 19 the examiner in effect asks Ronald for an analogy. (We had
not used the term 'analogy' with the children in the instruction, though we

probably should have; the word itself is a valuable tool. We had, as the

present question calls for, discussed how certain cases resemble one another.)
It is-significant that Ronald, alone of all the subjects, says flatly "No,"
the Lumberyard Case is not like any other case. Our inference is not simply
that Ronald cannot draw the required analogy, for he goes on a moment later to
do so, at least at a level of factual correspondence. What strikes us more is

that Ronald does not play the school game. For many children a "yes/no" ques-
tion at this juncture in a discussion is a signal that the teacher "has some-
thing In mind." Ronald does not take the bait, and again he refuses it when

another such question (Stmt. 25) is put to him about the principle in the (now)

two cases under discussion.

By no means do we mean to imply that Ronald is not cooperative. Rather,
he does not use, or perhaps does not even perceive the clues to what the exam-

iner wants here, and, more significant still, he may not be disposed to do the

kind of generalizing that the examiner or the teacher expects.

The next thing to notice is Ronald's reply (Stmt. 28) to the question,

intended to lead into a discussion of the principles in the Golfcourse Case,
as to how the case "finally got decided". Perhaps it could be inferred -- it

has only occurred to the examiner at the time of this writing -- that Ronald's

response is an attempt to state what he thinks is the principle of the case,

viz., lawyers should not: raise their voices, etc. At the time of the inter-

view the examiner's feeling, now somewhat mitigated by this last consideration,

was that Ronald was replying to the immediate question at an inappropriate

level of abstraction. This feeling was set up by Ronald's response to the

earlier question about proof of facts, that "they would try to prove which side

was wrong and see that the fair side was right." Both responses at issue here

seem to be too general, rather than too specific for the occasion. Another

angle on these responses is that they refer to the procedure rather than the

substance of the resolution of the case. All of our subjects tended to stress
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procedure more than we anticipated in response to certain questions, for in-

stance, in telling us that they "discussed cases," "had a trial," etc., when

we asked them what they had learned or studied about law with us. Only Ronald

talked about procedure at this juncture in the Lumberyard Case, which suggests

that it is more central to his way of thinking about the case.

In class the first week all of the subjects had written (after class dis-

cussion) their own version of a principle of manufacturer's liability. Ronald's

statement, that "Th* maker has to make sure that people won't get hurt when

they use it," was not unlike most of the others, but differed from Keith's in

the omission of a clause setting "reasonable" limits to the manufacturer's

responsibility. In the second week the principle had been extended to owners

and managers of property and exmplicated with the concepts of invitation and

attractive nuisance. The children did not write statements of these ideas,

but they discussed them, especially in reference to the Golfcourse Case.

Ronald is recorded to have favored the side of the plaintiff in a small group

discussion, basing his argument especially on there having been holes in the

golf course fence, there not being enough guards, and the plaintiff's not being

able to read the "No Trespassing" signs. Now in reply to the examiner's ques-

tion about the judge's charge to the Golfcourse jury, Ronald gives a concrete

example of the concept of invitation.

Ronald's example shows that he has some understanding of the necessity of

relating a rule or principle to the case. This is suggested especially by the

fact that the details of his example do not come from the case in question.

However, Ronald's response differs from that of the other subjects in its

being more extensive, a full-fledged, almost narrative example, whereas the

statements of the other children tended to be specific to the cases, or con-

crete statements In the form of a generalization, for instance, Keith's sayings

that a property owner should "keep his fences high enough."

Another way in which Ronald's response differs from that of the other

subjects is that in giving an example of invitation, he does not think here in

terms of the owner's general responsibility to protect people, but instead il-

lustrates an auxilliary principle, one we had intended or thought we would

have to lead into, as we had done previously in asking about the fence in the

Lumberyard Case (Stmt. 11). That.we expected a statement about a property
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owner's general obligation is indicated by the wording of the question. Ron-
ald's reply is divergent, but it gets at a more difficult aspect of the problem
and suggests a greater potential relatedness of the Golfcouese and Lumberyard
cases than all but one of our other subjects had perceived.

In Stmt. 40 Ronald resists applying to the Lumberyard Case the principle
of invitation he has just illustrated! In fact, he seems to slide off into a
narration that takes over his original response, that is, if he began with
something in mind that distinguished between the two cases, he loses it some-
where along the way.

Now the examiner is really puzzled. Ronald has talked about the shutter
in the Lumberyard Case in terms that imply the concept of invitation, yet he
rejects the examiner's labeling the case this way. Does Ronald resist general-
izing altogether? Perhaps the problem is that the actual term "invitation"
connotes to him an intentional, overt gesture toward someone, whereas his in-
terpretation of.the Lumberyard Case is more subtle (and, though he does not
realize it, more powerful). The examiner therefore tells him about a case
that we had incorrectly supposed Ronald knew about from a class discussion.
At a critical point in the telling, Ronald interjects, "That was just like in-
viting him over." He then procedes, after prompting, to apply the term to
the Lumberyard Case, and when the examiner doublechecks to make sure he under-
stands the application, he invents a lovely new example. Still, he does not
try to relate the term 'invitation' explicitly to his own new case and he
does not state the principle he is using in a generalized form.

One last thing must be noticed in this interview. Both in discussing
the shutter's invitation to the boys and in talking about boys' exploring
Ronald projects himself into the situation to a point where he actually speaks
another's part. "Oh boys, come here boys, look!" Of our 10 subjects only
Ronald engaged in this role playing in diagnosing the Lumberyard Case.

Let us summarize the characteristics of Ronald's thinking that seem to be
reflected in this brief sample. He thinks fluently. To say he thinks "con-
cretely" might be somewhat misleading, for while he enters into situations
narratively at times, he has a certain conceptual looseness or flexibility
that enables him to see different sides of a case and to apply new concepts to
it. At the same time, though he can generalize between cases he seems to
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prefer not to, and even when he is led to make a generalization he does not

state it in abstract form.

There is a kind of funniness about Ronald's discourse with us. His re-

sponses are often different from what we expect, not simply in the sense of

"right" or "wrong", but in the light of the cues we think we have given him.

Partly, Ronald does not seem to be trying to complete or match the examiner's

thoughts in the ways that are conventionally recognized 'in school. Sometimes,
he seems to lack a sense of the appropriate level of abstraction at which to

respond to a question and occasionally to lack yntrol over the direction or

relevance of his thinking. Not the least reason for his unpredictability,

Ronald is highly inventive, producing details of a given case and making up

new cases to illustrate his points..

Though there is only a hint of this in the Lumberyard Case interview, we

will assert that Ronald is less concerned with establishing the truth of a

proposition, whether fact or generalization, thin in constructing an argument

or a story with ideas he takes as given. Similarly, he rejects ideas as much
because they do not seem to fit his constructions of the moment as because

they do not accord with even his own knowledge of things. Ronald reacts with

feeling, empathizing with someone in a situation that is described to him.

He is quick to judge, but still he is not moralistic, that is, he takes account

of circumstances in forming his opinion. In fact Ronald seems to have a cer-

tain quality of moral maturity which is reflected in his relatively sophisti-

cated ideas of the responsibilities of the various parties in the Lumberyard

Case. Finally, the interview may contain a couple of hints of a particular

concern Ronald has with the procedure of resolving a dispute or conflict.

In the remainder of our discussion of Ronald we will qualify and enlarge

upon these observations. The reader must be advised, however, that at the

time of the Lumberyard interview we were not in the position we are now to

understand Ronald's or the other children's responses. In the interview, and

even more in class at that time, Ronald's thinking seemed tantalizing but

strange. Only in the light of all our encounters with him does any one per-

formance make sense.

Ronald's concepts of law and society.

A central thread in the ideas Ronald brings to bear on and develop through
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the law material is his constant resort to practical, peaceful means to settle

disputes. There were two ideas of this sort in the interview analysed above,

the experiment of hiring guards already noted and the observation that the

lawyers in the Golfcourse Case would have talked "without raising their voices"

and thus found a solution. The first of these ideas, like others scattered

throughout Ronald's record, has the flavor of both convention and ivvention.

Another example of this would be his suggestion in response to our Original

Interview question about what to do if some of the children stranded on an

island together would not obey the rules of the gouup: "Split up the group

and let people do things their own way, then try to help those who were in

trouble." In response to the First Problem item about two countries in con-

flict over land because a river boundary had gradually shifted, Ronald re-

marked, "Gee, I see their problem!" and then proposed that the land be re-

turned to the country first controlling it and that money be given to the

second country to make up for the loss of their buildings and so forth on the

land. When asked if there was anybody that both countries could go to to

help solve their problem, Ronald replied, "Well, if there was some king and

they went to him, he might cheat them, but if he was a fair king he might

work out a way for them both to be satisfied." If this failed, there might

be a war and the winner would take all the land.

At the outset of our experiment if not at the end, Ronald, in common with

most of our subjects, thought of the law mainly in terms of something that

happens to or restrains wrongdoers, rather than as a resort for the injured

parties themselves (beyond calling the police). or an institution to protect

one's 000511.1e innocence. Thus in response to a problem involving a complaint

About motorcyclists making noise, he suggested that the cyclists be arrested

for disturbing the peace, but he did not see the relevance of the law or the

court if the cyclists felt they were within their rights. The first week in

class he proposed that a painter who had injured his back when his employer's

scaffolding collapsed under him should thereafter just paint at ground level,

or, that failing, get another job. He did not suggest any way, except mere

_asking for it, that the painter could get his medical bills paid by his em-

ployer. In the Last Problem, involving a boy who had been badly injured by

another, he did suggest suing for damages after we asked him a leading question,
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but his first response Wits to observe that the boys should have had a contest

instead of fighting (the primitive trial idea again) and then that the family

of the injured boy would want to have the other put in reform school. That

Ronald thought immenately of suing in the Lumberyard Case may have been partly

a function of the instructional context at that time, whereas at the end of

the hildren's study they were focused not on suits as such but on appeal

grounds and procedures. On the other hand, all of the other subjects in Ron-

ald's class thought at once of suing in the Last Problem.

Ronald's not readily turning to the law and courts to solve certain prob-

lems may have involved a special twist for him individually, viz., the belief

that law complicates things for men, who would be better able to conduct their

affairs without law. On the Law Attitude. Inventory, only Ronald responded

negatively to the alatement "If people could not take their problems to court,

it would be much harder to get the problems settled", and only he responded

positively to the related item, "Business would be much easier to run if there

were no laws telling busiLessmen how they should do things". This squared

with Ronald's feeling in a class disflussion several weeks later that anyone

should be ablq to understand a written contract, for if one has signed it he

known what he has signed. In the Lawyer Dialogue, toward the end of our in-

struction, Ronald replied to the card stating that lawyers make trouble for

people that hi a lawyer (1.e bad slipped into the role of the client) was trying

to help him -- r ea"..t response compared to a few others that commented on the

chaos that would result from not having some system of law to resolve disputes.

On the Easton and 'less questionnaire Ronald checked only the car item

among the fUlowing to indicate what he thought was a law: (a) brush your

teeth, (b) don't cheat in school, (c) cars must stop at stop signs, (d) get

to school on time, and (e) always vote. How Easton and Hess's subjects re-

sponded to this has not yet been revealed, but Keith checked (b), (c), and (d),

a difference between the two children that seems significant to us in terms of

their respective ideas of law. (Of course, Ronald was correct in not checking

(a), (b), and (e); the simplest point to be made is that he does not see the

domain of law as being as wide as Keith sees it.) In response to our own
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question on the First Eultiple Choice Test, "Who can make a law?", Ronald

checked only "e state" among the following alternatives: (a) a state, (b) the

church, (c) a school, (d) a city, (e) a factory, and (f) the family. Keith,

by contrast checked all of these. Again, when we asked the children outright

in the Original Interview, "What is a law?", Ronald said it was "something'

written out that helps prevent bad things from happening and protects people",

while Keith said it was "sowething that the people of the state, the country,

or whatever they live In, should obey": Keith's explicit definition seems to

restrict law to the conventional political jurisdictions. However, the con-

cept "obey", which ue will notice later is particularly central to Keith's

outlook, opens ao rate to the larger domain indicated in his multiple choice

responses. It will Le shown that Keith is not generally, or stylistically,

prone to overgeneraliziw. Itonald, on the other hand, is prone to undergen-

eralizing. }Ti r more restricted conception of law thus seems to be a function

of two factors, sastanAve and stylistic respectively, his problem orienta-

tion and his under;.;;nraliminA.

On the Easton au c: Hecs questionnaire again, Ronald checked that people

who break lases alw':va get c.aught (c f. Keith's usually, get caught) , and he re-

sponded YES (cf. aeithes yes) to the statement, All laws are fair". Simi-

larly, in the Kohnog InZe-.Niew Ronald sari he could not think of any bad

laws (in this Keith Etareo with him, as we would expect). From all this we

conclude that Ronald doac not have e cynical or soured view of law, as one

interpretation of his Law Attitude Inventory responses might suggest, but

rather that he just does not mlate lau to most areas of life.
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Perhaps the conviction that men could handle their problems better with-

out the law and lawyers is consistent with Ronald's ingenuity and persistence

in suggesting that people get together and settle things themselves. However,

Ronald also tends to oversimplify problems and their solutions and in the pro-

cess to slight rights or feelings that he himself recognizes to be important.

This trait he shares to a greater or lesser degree with all of our subjects,

and we should actually turn the statement around and observe that Ronald has

somewhat more appreciation of the complexity of human affairs than most of our

subjects. The key may lie in a distinction between understanding the motives

and actions of individuals, in which Ronald seems to excell, and comprehension

or awareness of complex social systems or institutions, in which he appears

tc be more normal for his age or grade in school. (Even this latter "normalcy"

has Ronald's special stamp on it, as we shall try to show.) We can get bear-

ings on this by examining Ronald's performance in a variety of inventories.

In the Original Interview Ronald differentiated correctly between the

roles of the police, the lawyer, the judge, and the jury, saying for instance

that "a lawyer would help me on my side" and that "a judge sentences wrong-

doers and lets the people (the jury) decide if a person is guilty or not".

Ronald evidenced more knowledge of these roles than most, though not all of

our subjects. Uowever, in the Lawyer Dialogue Ronald, almost alone of all

the children, distinguished consistently between ideal and actual behavior of

lawyers and judges, as, for example, in the following interchange:

Ronald: ...the judge would try to get the people on Mr. Smith's side,

if he's that kind of judge.

Ex: What other kind of judge could there be?

Ronald: A fair judge wouldn't try and help Mr. Smith's lawyer win.

Of course, almost any subject could be brought to say this sort of thing

with sufficient prompting. The wording of Ronald's statement, particularly
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the "if," spontaneously implies the recognition of both real and ideal, or

real and norm. All but one of our other 9 subjects tended to speak of only

one alternative at a time: the judge's being the friend of a lawyer won't

make a difference in court because judges are supposed to be fair, or the

judge's being a friend means that the trial will be fixed. The reader will

have already noticed that Ronald's remark about a "fair" king (p. 29) was also

conditional. Kohlberg (1958) finds that the capacity to recognize simultane-

ously role norms and deviant performances is one of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of the moral judgment at Level III, Kohlberg's highest level. Ron-

ald in fact, as we will note further below, scored highest of all but one of

our subjects on the Kohlberg Moral Dilemmas, and his protocol includes a

couple of examples of recognizing role deviance.

One must account for the fact that in response to the Easton and Hess

item, "think of the Policeman as he really is," Ronald checked "Is friendlier

than almost anyone," and "Would always want to help me if I needed it," and

yet the one real encounter with a policeman that Ronald told us about had

quite a different quality. Here is an abbreviated version of Ronald's "true

story":

We were on our way to Middletown and we were speeding on the
highway and a policeman stopped us. He took us all the way to the
station. We paid a fine and they kept us there a long time. Then
we had to find the road and the police wouldn't even help us. We
were far behind where we were supposed to be and we had to sleep
by the road.

Ronald's responses to the Easton and Hess policeman and president items

are almost identical, corresponding to the undifferentiated, fairly benevo-

lent image that Easton and Hess report is standard for children of Ronald's

age. The Easton and Hess items on officials, however, addressed as they are

to "the Policeman" and "the President", maywell'elicit children's, or for

that matter adults' concepts of the roles more than the actual performances

of the role occupants. What does "really" mean when the question is about

the policeman? To check that the policeman is "friendlier than just a few

people" does not solve the problem of how you indicate role deviance. Ronald's

solution is to check according to the role, but, on a different occasion, to
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tell us according to his experience. On this latter occasion we actually gave

Ronald the option of telling us a ttue story or making one up, and Ronald

elected the first. We will see later how differently Keith handled the Easton

and Hess questionnaire and the story.

Al behavior related to Ronald's recognizing role deviance in the law ma-

terial is his playing roles of others, or, more simply recognizing or imag-

ining feelings in others. This was quite prominent in the Lumberyard inter-

view and in Ronald's response to other law material. Ronald volUntarily ex-

pressed the feelings of one or another person in all four of the Kohlberg

dilemmas, a marked contrast to the behavior of all our other subjects, who

volunteered virtually no feeling of others. Here are some of Ronald's spon-

taneous remarks:

"It would be worse for a father to bfeak a promise to his son
because the son would really be expecting it, would really plan
to go and the father wouldn't take it as hard."

"If the other guy trusts him then he'll feel guilty."

"He (the salesman) was stingy and selfish . . . and he would
have felt bad if the lady died..."

"He should leave, because after the bombing if his family had
been killed the man who was there would be responsible and would
feel bad...."

Is Ronald merely projecting his own feelings into others? Kohlberg

(1958), in discussing George Herbert Mead, stresses Mead's view that a person

develops his concept of self by learning the role expectations that others

have toward him. This leads Kohlberg to the idea that the development of

moral judgment depends partly on this learning of roles. Ronald's higher

performance on the Moral Dilemmas and his responses to the law material seem

to reflect this learning, plus a kind of looseness that allows Ronald to put

his empathy to use in talking about people.

When the children listened to a recorded dramatization of an Eskimo song

duel, a few days after the mock trial, it was Ronald who perceived that the

villagers ended the duel by joining in the song of one of the contestants.

Here Ronald was demonstrating some capacity for understanding a complex social

process. However, it was not Ronald but another child who went on to draw
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the analogy to the jury in our system. In the Lawyer Dialogue Ronald demon-

strated some comprehension of the truth finding function of cross-examination

in a trial, but in a later conversation he attributed to personal meanness

the attack of one of the mock trial lawyers on a witness. When our instruc-

tion began Ronald knew nothing of the possibility or process of appeal in

the courts, but after we had introduced it he used the concept on various

occasions, even commenting spontaneously during the pendulum tutorial that

he had "learned about appeals and that a man is innocent until proven guilty"

in class with us. An example of Ronald's using the concept is his saying, in

response to the Lawyer Dialogue statement that Smith's lawyer thought his

client might lose the verdict, "It's time to begin preparing an appeal." How-

ever, when the last statement in the dialogue indicated that Smith's lawyer

thought his client had not had a fair trial, Ronald said, "Maybe that's be-

cause his client lost and he tried hard to make his client win. A person

like that is a spoiled brat." Only when we asked if there was anything

further that Smith's lawyer could do, did Ronald say, "He could take it to

a higher court." The "spoiled brat" comment could be taken as a realistic

interpretation of the lawyer's feeling, in line with Ronald's other remarks

about role occupants. We are also inclined to see it as a falling back on

the primitive contest idea, that is, as an expression of sentiment more ap-

propriate to a game than a court trial. To be sure, a trial is like a game

in certain respects, especially in the adversary system of our own courts,

and Ronald's comment may be realistic from this standpoint too (Huizinga,

1950). Unfortunately, though one day subsequent to the Lawyer Dialogue we

had the children compare a trial to a baseball game, we do not have a record

of our subjects' individual thinking on this.

Ronald's thinking about sanctions in various contexts reflects his gen-

eral fluency and his savy about people, together with his just beginning to

understand the working of complex institutions and, what we think is related,

his indisposition to think in terms of systematic abstract categories. When

he was asked in the Original Interview how the children stranded on an is-

land would deal with an older boy who was picking on younger ones, Ronald

said they would get mad at the older boy, jump on him, and put him out of

the group. When asked what would happen if a leader neglected to enforce
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the laws, Ronald said people would disobey him, and would take over and do things

their own way. In the class's discussion of the mock trial case, Ronald argued

that the defendent's furniture store should be allowed to keep the goods it re-

claimed, despite plaintiff's misfortune, because people otherwise would not honor

their contracts (a high level response in the Kohlberg scheme and more general-

ized than usual for Ronald). In the Last Problem interview Ronald showed that

he knew the court could compel a reluctant defendant or witness to attend, but

when he was asked a related, more general question, why people resort to the

courts when they are not always sure they will win, he replied, "They try you

know, like they say if at first you don't succeed, then try, try again."

The following is a discussion with Ronald of a generalization about sanc-

tions recorded two months after the instruction:

Ex:-- What do you think this idea means? "Without ways of making people
obey the laws, men could not have justice."

Ron-- Without electric chairs, guns, tear gas, the police couldn't do any-
thing. Everybody would do what they want, policemen would have only
nightsticks and people would jump them... The whole police force
couldn't do anything because they don't have weapons to make people
do justice.

Ex: -- How does the idea apply to how the courts work?

Ron-- They make you have a fingerprint if they suspect you.

Ex: - - Does it apply to the Eskimo song duel we listened to?

Ron-- No, there's a little difference there. They didn't look at the facts,
if the rhyme sounded good, then that man won.

Ex: - - What happened at the end?

Ron-- Kakachik left, everybody was laughing at him and singing against him.
So he went to find some other spot to live and he took his one wife.
Usually someone dies when he leaves the tribe, so they probably died
in the winter.

Ex: - - Doesn't that apply to the idea that there must be ways of making
people obey the laws to have justice?

Ron-- Oh yes, it does apply now! The force of their singing against him
made him leave.

The "Oh yes" at the end sounded to us like a real "aha", even though the

examiner was pulling for it. At the same time, Ronald's thinking about sanc-

tions is not systematic, that is, while he enumerates different weapons of the
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does not think (as we did in class) in terms like ways of enforcing conformity

in everyday affairs, ways of compelling people to attend the courts, ways to

enforce court decisions, and so on. We will not say that Ronald could not learn

to think in these terms, but in the next section of this writeup we will comment

on several factors that make a difference in his learning..

A detail of the interview that we notice is Ronald's distinguishing between

the rhyming contest and getting the facts, which we take to be an advance in his

conceptualization of trials.

Ronald's performance on the Second Multiple Choice Test adds to our picture

of his thinking about complex social institutions. Each of the 8 items on this

test presented a question and three possible answers, all of which were repre-

sented to the children as being correct. The children were asked to rank the

three answers to each question in order of relative weight or importance or

significance. In fact, the choice between a first or second answer was particu-

larly hard to make for many of the items, and we decided later that even our

own choices here had been somewhat arbitrary. However, we (the project staff)

were quite agreed on which of the three answers to any question was least satis-

factory or least significant, and thus a subject's score on this test was deter-

mined by the number of these third alternatives that he chose for a first or

second answer. Keith, alone of all our subjects, included none of these third

alternatives in his first and second choices. Ronald included 6 of the 8 in

his first or second choices, twice the number of the next highest (or next most

discrepant) performance on this test. Notice, for example, Ronald's choices

on the following two items, (our own choices are given in parentheses after the

alternatives:)

1. It is harder to prove somebody guilty in a criminal trial today than

it was 500 years ago. Why is this so?

2 Criminals are smarter than they used to be. (3)

3 An accused person has more rights and more protection (1)

than he uued to have.

1 Lawyers have more ways to defend someone than they used (2)

to have.
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8. Eskimos do not have courts like ours. Why is this so?

1 The Eskimos do*not have any lawyers. (3)

2 Their life is simpler and they do not have as many (1)
problems.

3 The people in an Eskimo village all know each other (2)

and so they can hold their own trials.

What seems to be operating here can be expressed in several ways. Ronald

lacks a sense of the priorities or the hierarchical relationships among the

answers, or he does not have a grasp of the major causal relationships involved,

or he thinks more in terms of the persons and roles involved than in terms of

the more impersonal processes or relationships.

Our claim that Ronald's comprehension of complex social processes or insti-

tutions is more limited than his understanding of individuals and personal roles

roots as much on our knowledge of his thinking about politics and current events

as his thinking about the courts and the law per se. Ronald knew that Congress,

not the President, makes laws, but he knew absolutely nothing of the roles, even

of the existence of the Republican and Democratic parties when we administered

the Easton and Hess questionnaire to him. When we attempted to explain the

parties, he quickly associated them with the distribution of leaflets and the

blaring of sound trucks in his neighborhood, but he also connected the parties

with what he literally understood to be a pitched battle with weapons, an inter-

pretation which he inferred from having heard on television (and remembered all

these years!) that Nixon was "cut down" by Kennedy. Interestingly, neither

Ronald nor Keith recalled the more recent Johnson-Goldwater contest as well as

they did the Kennedy-Nixon contest, indeed neither knew Goldwater's name. Ronal(

also professed to be totally ignorant of the meaning of the term 'democracy',

and when we told him some people thought the U.S. was a democracy and Russia was

not, he guessed that democracy meant "stronger".

From our limited efforts in this direction, we realized that it would re-

quire a few hours to teach Ronald at least a rudimentary understanding of the

political parties and of democracy. Perhaps the reader is appalled by this

cavalier estimate (what is a "few" hours and what is "rudimentary?") but we

mean to imply that part of the.situation is not so much lack of capacity or
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disposition (which we will consider later) but the absence of any effort by any-

one previously to teach Ronald these things. Ronald said, and we believe, that

there had been no instruction of this sort in school. Also there seems to be

little or no discussion of politics with Ronald at home, despite his generally

honorific response to an Easton and Hess item that his parents were "usually

interested" in current events and what happens in the governmnet.

In response to the Easton and Hess question asking which children would be

picked. as "the best citizens" Ronald chose "A boy who helps others" and "A boy

who goes to church," thus omitting "A boy who is interested in how our country

is run." At the same time, he checked all but (d) of the following items as

being at least "more important than many problems" in America today: (a) curing

sickness, (b) Communist Russia, (c) making our cities beautiful, (d) people out

of work, and (e) making sure all Americans have equal rights. Hess reports that

most sixth graders include the boy who is interested among their two choices

for best citizen, though most fourth graders and younger children do not, and

that sixth graders typically rate [four] problems as at least "more important

than many" in America today. Keith, we shall notice, chose "A boy who is in-

terested..." and "A boy who goes to church" for his two best citizens, and at

the same time rated only (e) of the five items at the "more important than many

problems" level. Ronald's responses are, we think, consistent with our picture

of him as being concerned with problems and at the same time not seeing how the

government or law relates to them.

The reader may'be startled that Ronald, a Negro who lives in the inner-city

and attends a de facto segregated school, rated "people out of work" as being

only "more important than a few problems." (Indeed, Keith checked this one as

simply "not a very important problem," the lowest of the possible responses.)

We can relate this to the fact that Ronald's father and mother are both em-

ployed, the ilther as a semi-skilled garage attendant and the mother as a sales-

woman in a neighborhood shoe "seconds" store. Equally significant, no doubt,

Ronald's father owns the two story frame house in which the family lives on the

second floor, renting the first floor to an aunt. Ronald told us that the

house would someday be torn down in an urban "renewal" project now underway in

adjacent neighborhoods, but he said he had no idea of how this would affect his

family and he expressed no feeling about it.
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In the Original Interview Ronald told us that the purpose of laws was "to

protect people, to help people get bitter jobs without getting hurt, and to

prevent fires." We cli' not follow up the job idea in this interview, and now

it seems to contradict, at least in spirit, Ronald's placing a low priority on

unemployment. We will guess that he has heard and perhaps talked about specific

cases of job discrimination, but, again, that he has not connected it (and sec-

ond class education etc.) with the general problem of unemployment. This is

the sort of clinical hunch that seems to arise as often when it is too late to

investigate as earlier, that turns out sometimes, if not often, to be wrong,

and that one feels none the less obliged to record.

We tried to discuss with Ronald the Negro rioting in northern cities, and

he told us his family had been in Cleveland at the time of the rioting there.

(On the same trip to Middletown mentioned before the car broke down and the

family stopped in Cleveland for one night.) Ronald said he did not see the

rioting, but that his brother had "bumped into a drunken man on the way to the

bathroom" %tom they had supposed to be one of the rioters.

Ex: - - Why was there rioting in Cleveland?

Ron-- Because men got drunk on a lot of beer and whiskey.

Ronald does not connect the rioting with unemployment, poor housing, or

other systematic causes of Negroes' discontent. If he has discussed the riots

at all with his parents, we might speculate that they too have condemmed or

dismissed them as due to drunkenness or misbehavior. Ronald's father is a lay

Baptist preacher. He is not active in the Civil Rights movement, We think,

though we cannot be sure, that Ronald has been frank with us about his beliefs

and feelings, as, for instance, on a day when we asked what difference it would

make if a jury was all white and the defendent was Negro. "That man is black,

and black is bad," Ronald exclaimed, once again assuming the role of another.

He is aw:d of whites' bad feelings toward Negroes, and in this case he has

connected these feelings with an unfair trial. Once more, however, we must

guess that Ronald does not grasp the larger patterns of discrimination.

Ronald's discussion with us of the war in Vietnam is worth reproducing

here because it reveals in quite a different context a number of the features
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of his thinking that one finds in Ronald's discussion of law. The interview

has been reconstructed from notes, so the wording is not exact.

Ex: - - Ronald, what's going on in Vietnam?

Ron-- They're fighting like they always do with handgrenades, tanks, jeeps,
planting mines [other weapons enumerated.] Between the Americans
and the people from Vietnam, it's every man for himself.

Ex: -- What do you mean?

Ron-- If an American finds a man from Vietnam and takes him prisoner, if
the man tries to escape, there's no second chance, you shoot him.

Ex: - - What do you think the war means to the people in it?

Ron-- Victory, retreat, success or failure.

Ex:-- Think of the people in the war.

Ron-- Well, there are Japs, Germans, Americans, Vietnams.

Ex: - - Suppose you were a reporter, what would you tell about how people
see the war?

Ron-- I'd tell how the war started, how they thought they had a good plan.

Ex: - - What about the people who are not soldiers?

Ron-- They'd tell how bombs missed their target and destroyed the crops,
and killed the livestock, how the land was destroyed and they were
out working in the fields.

Ex: - - What would they think about this?

Ron-- It's rotten and nasty!, after we were working so hard for men to
come and destroy what we produced.

Ex: - - How do you think the war will end?

Ron-- Someone will win the war and take over, then try to conquer the
world. They'll take over the next country and then the next and the
next. They'll make people work as slaves and won't let you pray to
God at night.

Ex :-- Is that so, no matter who wins?

Ron-- If Vietnam wins, they'll take over the United States, they're so
greedy. But they can't destroy China, China has more people than
the whole United States and Alaska, Europe, Australia put together.
China could take over the whole world.

Ex: - - How do you suppose the war in Vietnam can be brought to an end?

Ron-- They'll stop it and shake hands and be friends. Solve their problems.

Ex: -- Will this be hard to do?

Ron-- Yes, all those men that were killed or captured, men wouldn't want
to give up that easy, and they had all that training how to fight.

Ex: - - What do you think is really going to happen?
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Ron-- The United States might win, they won lots of wars before, or they

might lose too.

Ex:-- Do you talk about the war much with people?

Ron-- No, sometimes we play war -- we get guns, hiding places, firecrackers

for mines [a long account of the war play was not recorded.]

Ex:-- Do you learn about the war from television?

Ron-- Yes, mostly I watch Gallant, Combat, shows like that. I read about

wars in history books.

Ex:-- You said people would have to solve problems to end the war in Viet-

nam. Can you give an example?

Ron-- They'd put down their guns,, they might divide the land up evenly,

might say two space ships can't.land at the same time. They could

paint the moon to show whose land it was and they could get cars up

there. They'll put a sign on the moon so if anyone lands he'll know

he's trespassing and will go away. They'll have a rule, no one can

claim more land than he can use.

In this interview we see clearly Ronald's sense of people's feelings and

motives, his naivete about complex institutions like those involved in settling

a war, his instinct to solve a problem, the oversimplified solution, and his

mixture of information and misinformation, or his mixture of information per-

taining to different contexts. We see also the examiner's difficulty in cue-

ing Ronald into a given level of abstraction, Ronald's discursiveness, and a

certain confusion of reality and fantasy. Finally, Ronald gets onto concrete

jags,like his description of the war play, but he also shows an awareness of

alternatives ("Victory, retreat, success or failure," "The United States might

win, ... or they might lose too,") which indicates a kind of looseness that

one does not associate with pathologically concrete thought (Goldstein and

Scheerer, 1941) and which in fact seemed more developed or less inhibited in

Ronald than it was in our other subjects.

The style and development of Ronald's thinking.

I. Categorizing. Ronald scored 99 (MA 12/4, CA 12/5) on the Stanford-Binet

Intelligence Test. Though the test was not administered to our subjects until

near the end of the instruction, it was done by a member of our team who had

had little contact with the children up to that time. The examiner commented

on Ronald's performance,
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Dutiful -- a little passive -- good memory, accurate for numerals,
not quite as aware of details visually. Good grasp of word meanings,
adequate recognition of the absurd; little ability to categorize or
deal with abstractions.

We will want to consider later the significance of Ronald's "dutifulness"

or passivity; his seeming inability to categorize or deal with abstractions is

the first thing to bring into focus. Ronald, age 12 years and 5 months at the

time of examination, failed all of the similarities items at Year XI of the

Stanford-Binet, saying, for instance, that "A snake is a long animal like a

rope and a cow has two horns like a devil," in response to the item asking how

a snake, a cow, and a sparrow are alike. Related to this is his performance

on the Society Cards exercise, where one type of question asked the children

to remove a card from each of various sets of four cards and tell how the

others belonged together. In each case Ronald selected a card that he thought

was itself wrong in some way, disregarding relationships among, the cards.

Ronald's and Keith's responses to 3 of the 6 sets can be compared here to no-

tice the mode of their grouping. (The reader does not need to know the con-

tent of all the pictures to make this comparison.)

4. Ron: "V (money), if you don't have money you can get a job."

Keith: "P (hunting elk for food,) factories, money, and school are
not like hunting."

5. Ron: "P (hunting elk for food,) when you hunt yousshould use a dog

to help."

Keith: "E (hunting ducks for recreation,) this is sport, the others

are about food."

6. Ron: "U (no weapons in houses,) people should keep weapons for

their houses -- there may be an invasion from other planets."

Keith: "U, the others are all about government.

One may ask what difference it would make in Ronald's performance if he

were told very explicitly, "You get points for statements of the form, 'These

belong together because they are all XI' This is virtually what we did with

the Abstract Categorizing Test, on which Ronald's score of 54 (x0, range of

the 10 subjects 0 17 to 154) was lower than all but 2 subjects The test

asked that the subject find "as many relationships as possible" within each of
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three lists of 10 words each (in fact, only category relationships were

scored,), and the second list was prefaced by an example of how the words in

the first list might have been related. The sequence of Ronald's scores on

the three lists, 29, 25, 0, indicates that the mere presentation of.an example

after the first list did not facilitate his categorizing. (The sequence of

Keith's scores was 34, 68, 38, yielding a total of 140, the second highest

among the 10 subjects.) However, in an interview a week later we explained

the first list again and this time encouraged Ronald to "play the game."

Ronald then worked out a number of categories of words in the third list; his

score on this part of the test alone would have been over 100. From this we

hypothesize that Ronald does in fact have the ability to deal with abstract

categories, at least to a greater degree than he normally indicates. That

he does not seem to have is the disposition or inclination to categorize. It

should be noted that Ronald defined correctly all of the abstract words for

Year XIII (the same items as Year XI) of the Stanford-Binet, suggesting that

he does in fact have a command of abstractions in some sense. What we need

is an instrument that would discriminate more precisely than our A.C.T. does

between a subject's ability and disposition to categorize. We also need an

instrument to assess another, related aspect of thinking that we have noted

more than once in relation to Ronald, the subject's control over, or concern

for choosing appropriate levels of abstraction in response to questions or

cues. We think Ronald's thinking lacks this control much of the time, but

we have no more evidence than the sort of discourse that has already been

presented.

ii. Generalizations. Ronald's use of generalizations is even harder to

characterize than his use of abstract categories. We have noticed that he

seems to be reluctant to apply a generalization explicitly to a case which,

so to speak, he has already entered into concretely. On the other hand, he

is unusually forward about making up new cases to fit a generalization or a

principle. In addition to the examples we have noticed in the Lumberyard

interview, others can be cited. To illustrate the principle of employer's

liability, he invented a marvelously intricate but nonetheless suitable case

about a big game hunter's hiring men to catch a lion for him and providing

them with a faulty cage. On the same occasion that some leading was required
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to get Ronald to apply a generalization about sanctions to the Eskimo song

duel, we conducted a discussion of another generalization, which must be re-

produced here in full:

Ex:-- What do you think of this idea, Ronald? "Whenever one country is
stronger than another one, the stronger country will try to domin-
ate the weaker one."

Do you know what 'dominate' means?

Ron-- Yes, to destroy, to wipe out?

Ex:-- No, not necessarily, like. . .

Ron-- To conquer.

Ex:-- Yes, that's one way. But you could dominate Keith or Keith could
dominate some other person. You don't have to.destroy or conquer
a person, but be a big influence on him, control him in certain
ways.

So what do you think of this idea, "Whenever . the weaker."

Ron-- They'll always pick on the weaker?

We119 I'm asking you -- what you think it "leans and so on.

Ron-- Well, I think it means the stronger nation always picks on the
weaker nation because the stronger nation knows it's the greatest
and the smaller nation doesn't have a chance.

Ex:-- Can you think of an example of this?

Ron-- Well, if they were planning to have war and the weaker nation
found out about it they would find all the ways to defense, but
the stronger nation would probably win the fight and they would
put them in chains and make them work.

Ex:-- Uh huh.

Ron-- And then another country would come along and beat that country
and.

Ex:-- Can you think of any examples of real countries you know about?

Ron-- Well, at the time Abraham Lincoln was President he said that no
man should be a slave. And he stopped the white people from
picking on the Negroes and making them slaves.

Ex:-- Uh huh. So you're saying he stopped them from dominating, is
that it?

Ron-- He stopped them from ruling.

Ex:-- Do you think this idea is always true, when one country is
stronger than another, the stronger will dominate the weaker?

Ron-- Yes.

Ex:-- Now does it fit the United States, for example?
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Ron-- Well, sometimes the U.S. gets greedy and wants more land and
more power, so they might pick on a weaker nation and they
might take over that nation and have the people work for them.

Ex:-- Well, can you think of an example?

Ron-- Yes, if the whole United States came into Mexico and conquered
it and then after that they got Mexico to fight with them and
they went down to Cuba and conquered it, then that would be an
example of a stronger nation picking on a weaker one.

Ex:-- That's a pretty good example! I don't know if you know it (the
interviewer in fact felt that Ronald did not know this,) but
about. 100 years ago we did have a war with Mexico and that's
how we got California.

Ron-- Oh -- we took it away from them? So that's how it happened!

irc...hava what Is tr,"0,4 striking in this interview is Ronald's generation
of the example w; the United States and Mexico, not so much because of the

coincidence with historical fact, but because he can so freely imagine the

United States committing such an aggression. It will be seen later that

Keith at first resisted the application of the generalization about strong

and weak nations to the United States; he felt, that le, the 'United States

would not try to dominate ocher countries. We think there are several fac-

tors in the different responses of the two boys to this and many other items

or problem. Ronald often, though not always, seemed less concerned than

Keith with the truth of an idea, but more inventive or creative in developing
At. (This is not meant to imply that Ronald's interpretation of the idea
about nations is not true; we will have a different point to make about
this.) Ronald also, as we have noticed before, seems to feel freer to rec-
ognize or imagine departure from ideal behavior on the part of authorities,

and, related to this, his moral judgment (not necessarily his behavior) is
more mature than Keith's is. We shall spend some time in developing these
points here.

Our intention in presenting several generalizations to Ronald and
Keith was not only to test their ability to move from such statements to

specific or concrete examples, but also to sound out the children's atti-
tudes toward generalizations. Perhaps it seems strange to be speaking of
"attitudes" here. However, we had the feeling in both of the experimental

classrooms that most of the children had no spontaneous need or use for
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generalizations, even though they could be brought to say them or to deal

with some of their implications. Piaget, in the last chapter of the Growth

of Logical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence (1958), suggests that

there is a dramatic reversal of a child's perception or idea of the rela-

tionship between the real and the possible that seems to occur on reaching

adolescence. Whereas in childhood, the possible is seen as a function of

and limited by the real, in adolescence the real becomes a function of the

possible. This, we feel, is one component or indicator of an "attitude"

that one might have toward generalizations. A related, and perhaps earlier

constructed component has to do. with whether or not one holds generalizations

to be-crucial to explanation, that is, whether one seeks to subsume a spe-

cific instance or happening under a generalization in order to explain the

specific. Just as we can imagine some, if not many or most individuals not

ever experiencing the shift between the real and the possible, we can imagine

that some are always less disposed toward generalizations, and correspond-

ingly more disposed to elaborating the concrete or contextual ramifications

of things to explain them. This last attitude might well be more character-

istic of historians than of economists, or of some historians contrasted

with others. It might equally be more characteristic of clinical psycholo-

gists than of experimental psychologists. The same variability of human

phenomena that we cited at the outset of this paper as a reason for our

case study approach makes the more concrete or-contextual mode of explanation

(and, let us add, justification) a necessary complement to the abstract in

social thinking generally, and results in or reinforces both contextual and

abstract styles of thinking.

Each time we presented a generalization to Keith and asked him what he

thought of it, he spontaneously remarked on its being true, or "not true all

the time." Once, when we asked him if a generalization about discontent

leading to revolt applied to nations (after he had applied it to individuals)

he said, "it ought to," and then proceeded to cast about for an historical

example -- a fore-shadowing, at least, of the formal attitude that Piaget

refers to, though even Keith rarely stated generalizations spontaneously in

discussions with us, in the classroom or out.

Ronald's reaction to the statement, "When people are very discontented
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with their lives, they will revolt," was an explosive "That's bad!" He went

on to invent a long story about a wife who quarrelled with her husband, di-

vorced him, married and quarrelled again, divorced again, and so on. When we

asked Ronald if the generalization also applied to nations, he made up a story

about nations fighting over pigs.

The examiner in the discussion of strong and weak nations asked Ronald

at the outset if he knew what "dominate" meant. This may be presumed to have

influenced Ronald's set toward the question, "What do you think of this idea?"

and we should perhaps not stress the fact that Ronald did not comment on the

truth (or untruth) of the statement until the examiner asked, "Do you think

this idea is always true?" Still, this is the only time in our interviews

that the question of truth, as opposed to applicability, arose with Ronald,

whereas it was continually an issue for Keith. Ronald seems, in short, to be

able to imagine examples of generalizations given to him, but he does not treat

them as a model of reality, that is, as necessary for the explanation of re-

ality and as requiring distinctions between positive and negative instances

in reality.

Ronald's lack of concern for the truth of generalizations seems to go

along with his being much less preoccupied than Keith with whether he himself

was right or wrong, a fact which was epitomized in the respective sayings of

the two boys when an alternative to something they had said was suggested.

Ronald tended to say, "Oh, is that so?" or "Oh, I didn't think of that," where-

as Keith was more likely to say, "Oh, I was wrong," or "Oh, oh, I made a goof"

or "I made a booboo."

iii. Creativity. So far, the application of this analysis to Ronald's having

suggested that the United States might invade Mexico is simply that Ronald

is not concerned and therefore not constrained by the possibility that his

imagined example might not be true. Wejlave implied often, however, that there

is a more positive aspect of this, Ronald's high inventiveness or creativity.

Lt was to check out our intuitive namozois ut this; that we administered to Ron-

ald and Keith item from 020h of the 6 subtexts of the Wallach and Kogan cre-
ativity invent,PrY . ETA nave no way of comparing the boys with Wallach and Ko-
gan's rdoulatien, but we can learn something from comparing them with each
daer.
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Table I

Scores* of Ronald and Keith on the
TTallach and Kogah Creativity Inventory

No. Items
Scores

Ronald Keith

I. Alternative uses. 5 36 29

II. Pattern meanings. 5 50 23

III. Instances. 3 76 33

IV. Physiognomic sensitivity. 8 19 20

V. Similarities. 4 20 20

VI. Line meanings. 3 15 14

Ronald seems to have warmed to the task on the first three subtests and was

clearly producing Mine than Keith on /I and III. (Of course, the tests were

administered to the boys separately. Knowing that our expectation could in-

fluence the result, we were especially encouraging to Keith, reminding him

that he could take as much time as he wanted, but not trying to rattle him.)

To give the flavor of Ronald at his best, let us citeoneof his more produc-

tive responses. A task II item presents a drawingl.C'(:\I ;9 which can be

turned in any direction, and asks the subject to name everything he thinks it

could be. Ronald suggested the following: suns, the letter B, a butterfly,

a roller coaster, two houses, a house and barn, flying saucers,-igloos, egg

shells, two spoons, bowls of fruit, elephant's toes, the hoofs of a horse,

train wheels, eyes, eyebrows, the bags under someone's eyes, teeth, racing

glasses, the eyes of an insect, the body of an ant, and a tree cut in half by

a bunsaw. This is a condensed version of Ronald's list. A number of his

suggestions were a good deal more vivid, for example, where we have written

"bowls of fruit," he described, "Two bowls of luscious fruit, strawberries

sad peaches and apples, laid out on a table for a picnic."

Keith's response to this item was as follows: two rainbows, eyes, C's

with and L, Beetle glasses, and two hills. Interestingly, Keith told us at

length about having seen two rainbows (or a double rainbow) on a recent vaca-

tion, and we felt from his manner of telling this that he was more concerned

to justify his response than to tell us what the rainbows looked like.

* Only the total number of responses, not their originality, has been recorded
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Ronald's not scoring higher than Keith on the sensitivity to stick figures,

or physignomic sensitivity task, seems to contradict our observation that Ron-

ald was more concerned with people's feelings than any other of our subjects.

It is possible that our presenting only 8 of the 35 items used by Wallach and

Kogan did not provide sufficient data to differentiate the children, yet our

feeling at the time of administration was that, if anything, Keith would do

better than Ronald with more items. It should be noticed that this is the one

convergent task in the subtexts we chose from the'Wallach and Kogan battery.

To be able to perceive the conventional expressions and postures of people's

feelings on demand does not necessarily imply that one would spontaneously at-

tribute feelings to people in a problem or story. We also wonder whether Ron-

ald's tendency not to answer at an appropriate or required level of abstraction

accounts for his (and some cther children's) responding to some of the stick

figures in terms of the concrete details rather than the theme or organization

of a given figure. Both considerations that we have raised here to account

for Ronald's not scoring higher than Keith on this task have caused us to go

back to Wallach and Kogan and look again at their findings. It turns out that

high intelligence and high creativity, as they define these, are orthogonal

contributers to the sensitivity to stick figures task. It thus makes sense to

find Ronald and Keith, who appear to be somewhat opposite in these attributes,

making equivalent scores on the task.

Ronald's scoring the same as Keith on the similarities task is more dif-

ficult to interpret. Performance on the similarities task correlates more

highly with the other creativity measures used by Wallach and Kogan than with

their intelligence measures, so on this ground alone we should expect Ronald

(if he is indeed high in creativity and low in conventionally defined intel-

ligence) to score higher on the similarities subtest. However, the task calls

for the same operations of categorizing that we have previously noted Ronald

performs less well'than Keith, except that now just two instead of three or

more terms are to be related at a time. Furthermore, Wallach and Kogan associ-

ate with conventional intelligence the type of analytic-descriptive thinking

that is most involved in categorizing, while they associate with creativity a

relational-thematic kind of thinking that seems (from a rather turgid discus-

sion) to result In somewhat less categorizing, at the same time that it devel-

ops other relationships among terms. That Ronald and Keith in fact produce
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the same number of categories for this subtest may be the result of a counter-

balancing of the two factors of inventiveness and set to categorize. It may

point to something more that needs to be studied, particularly the significance

of Ronald's coming up with categories for 2 term items when he had not pre-

viously produced categories to include 3 or more terms.

Finally, Ronald's producing the same number of line meanings as Keith we

took to be partly a result, at the time, of his being tired or bored, perhaps

as a function of the preceding change toward more test-like tasks. (Keith, by

contrast, expressed disappointment when we were done.) The line drawings have

struck us as being considerably more abstract than the patterns of the second

task, and we have wondered if this might not be also a factor. Scores on this

task seem to be more highly correlated with intelligence scores than are the

other creativity tasks, yet TTallach and Kogan include it nonetheless in their

creativity inventory.

During the first two weeks of our instruction Ronald illustrated the law

cases with cartoons he drew in class. After the first time one of our research

staff reacted positively to these cartoons, other children in the class, in-

cluding Keith, became quite intrigued with them and started to draw cartoons

of their own. The drawing tapered off as the mock trial got underway, but

Ronald's teacher later told us he "filled up his desk with drawings' through-

out the year.

Ronald once told us at length about a "novel" he was writing, a space ad-

venture called "The Dogs from Mars". He sketched out "ten chapters" of the

projected book, a child's story on a very ambitious scale. At the time we

were not yet alerted to the significance of this aspect of Ronald's thinking,

and we did not ask to see any of the novel. Now we suspect it existed in

the drawings that piled up in Ronald's desk. He said he wished he could get

it published, but he had no idea how it could be done. WO suggested that he

and Keith try to print it up themselves, but of course this was fantasy and

avoiding the question on our part. A cheap printing press of the sort that

has been introduced into some elementary school classrooms might make many

things possible for Ronald, and for Keith too. As things stand, "The Dogs

from Mars" may be both the first and last of Ronald's novels.
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iv. Scientific problem solving. Ronald's performance on the Belanger pendu-

lum problems throws still a new light on his thinking. The 5 subjects in Ron-

ald's school were rated on four criteria by the examiner, the author, who con-

ducted both the learning sessions and the pretest and posttest. These criteria

were: variety of hypotheses, consistency of explanations, generality of ex-

planations, and persistence in attempting to explain. Ronald was ranked high-

est on all but one of these criteria, the one being consistency, in which he

ranked third (after Keith and another child). Since Professor Belanger ad-

ministered the problems to our first group of subjects, it is difficult to com-

pare Ronald with them. From inspection of the protocols he appears overall to

rate higher than three, and perhaps four. of these first film subjects, though

his I.Q. is lower than all of them.

The pendulum problem -- to figure out what determines the period of the

pendulum -- is quite abstract when one must start from scratch. However, the

children were given the four variables they experimented with, weight, length,

amplitude, and push, and thus they did not themselves have to abstract these

from the situation. Furthermore, they experimented with each variable alone

on a different day, so that the problem did not require them to isolate the

variables, the key operation in the Piaget version of the experiment. These

conditions may have been especially propitious for Ronald. We guess that he

might have had trouble establishing and controlling the relevant variables.

Even with the examiner telling Ronald which variable to test on a given day,

he tended on two occasions, as Keith did not, to vary more than one condition

at a time. Nevertheless, with the appropriate level of abstraction effectivel;

determined for him, Ronald generated a variety of testable hypotheses.

That the variables were not completely determined for the children was

reflected in some of the other subjects' solutions. For example, one boy con-

cluded that the pendulum moves faster when it is higher up, "like an airplane"

and moves slower down low, "like a boat". Another boy invented the idea of a

point on the ground that was somehow controlling the pendulum. Keith too, we

will see, introduced an extraneous variable to protect, invalidly, a hypothe-

sis that was not confirmed by the data. In comparison to some of the children

therefore, Ronald appears to have been more constrained or disciplined by the

data and the given variables. On reflection, this does not seem ipso facto

conzracidtory to his being lees constrained in.a purely verbal situation, but
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It comes as a surprise nonetheless. A common denominator to both performances

is his low defensiveness, and another is his orientation to the concrete con-

text.

Ronald generated and tested more hypotheses than any of his classmates

and all but one of the subjects tested by Belanger. When asked to explain on

the post test why he thought pushing the pendulum made no difference in its

period, Ronald wrote,"It will go faster but it has farther to go". Here he

stated a compensatory relationship between amplitude and velocity, a response

that Belanger says is "pretty good" for 6th graders he has dealt with (all sub-

urban children), and that was grasped by only two others of our 10 subjects

(both of them in the first experimental group). On the other hand, Ronald

missed one of two other posttest items on amplitude:

#4. The pendulum held out further will make (MORE) (FEWER) (SAME) number
of round trips in 15 seconds because SAME, "It must always
come out that way."

#10. The pendulum which will make the greatest number of round trips in
15 seconds (THE RIGHT ONE) (THE LEFT ONE) (WILL MAKE THE SANE NUM-
BER) [the left pendulum has a smaller amplitude] . . . THE LEFT
ONE, "It does not have as far to go."

In this inconsistency we think we see the effect of Ronald's not thinking

as systematically as Keith, that is, not checking each of his responses against

the various possibilities or, at the least, against each other. At the same

time, we find overall that he is more generative, which means, again, that

from the outset he combined the variables of the problem to yield a variety

of hypotheses. Thus we think we notice in Ronald's pendulum performance the

effect of three factors, high generativeness, low systematization, and low

defensiveness, which seem to be rooted as much in his general style and per-

sonality as in the more objective or impersonal schemata of the combinatorial,

etc., to which Piaget attributes differences in subjects' performances. "Low

systematization" we admit begs the question somewhat. We have in mind Ron-

ald's "funniness" about levels of abstraction, as well as his inconsistency

in the pendulum problem, and we do not know what effect on this the mastery

of hierarchical and combinatorial schemata would have. We must also bear in

mind Ronald's capacity to generate complex examples and analogies, which re-
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quires a certain kind of systematization of one's thought. Perhaps his is a

systematization governed more by concrete than by abstract models, but this

too must be differentiated from that view which takes the concrete as just a

stage in one's developkent toward abstract thinking (e.g., Werner, 1948).

v. Defensiveness and anxiety. Let us elaborate some on Ronald's low defen-

siveness, which we have noticed now in his not clinging to unconfirmed hypo-

theses in the pendulum. problem and in his general "What -d'- you- know!" response

to different ways of looking at something (generalizations excepted). Wallach
and Kogan observe that low defensiveness is associated more with creativity

Man with high conventional intelligence, while moderately low test anxiety
is associated more with high intelligence. Ronald's teacher, without having

in mind anything like our own construction of things, told us that Ronald had
"the weakest defenses" of all the boys in his room, and that he cried when

the teacher spoke harshly to him. Most of the boys, and particularly Keith,

resisted the teacher's criticism and, in the teacher's own words, "put up a
fight". Wallach and Kogan's concept of low defensiveness might not have been
meant to suggest weak defenses, but the combination is plausible and inter-
esting.

Still another angle on this is Ronald's high suggestibility. When we

administered the Easton and Hess questionnaire to Ronald and Keith jointly

Ronald was much more influenced by Keith, as they discussed some of their re-

sponses together, than vice versa. Keith, to be sure, hada general influ-

ence on Ronald that we shall take more note of further on. However, we our-

selves found it easier to suggest ideas to Ronald than to Keith under certain

conditions. These conditions can perhaps best be defined as a state of high

pressure and demand from us. When the heat was on, Ronald tended to comply

or clam up, while Keith stuck by his original ideas or point of view. At the

same time, Ronald was less tuned in to our more subtle cues, and he seemed

less concerned than Keith with conforming to our expectations when the pres-

sure was low. Since in most of our interactions with the children we tried

to present as little threat as possible, we observed Ronald's nonconformity

and looseness much more than his yielding and switching. With Keith, as we

will show in writing him up, we observed much monitoring of subtle cues, but

sometimes saw him get his back up and defend a response quite staunchly:
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Ronald's "dutifulness" and "passivity" in response to the Stanford-Binet

may reflect high anxiety in the conventionally convergent testing situation.

We have no independent measure of this, and perhaps it would be more valid to

say simply that Ronald "tuned out" of the Stanford-Binet. His behavior on this

occasion was im.marked contrast to his response to the first part of the Wal-

lach and Kogan inventory, when he flourished and beamed under the relatively

open conditions of the interview. Keith, by contrast, seemed uneasy at first

and literally tried to make the inventory a more conventional testing situation,

by, for example, calling time on himself at certain points (there was in fact

no time limit) so that he could "go on to the next question." And Keith was

correspondingly more eager to continue "the test" at the end.

vi. Defensiveness and anxiety continued and moral talmsit. It was during

the administration of the Kohlberg moral dilemmas that we first thought we

noticed these dimensions, relative anxiety and defensiveness, in Ronald's and

Keith's behavior. At the time we did not label these that way, but the ex-

aminer noted in the margin of Ronald's protocol that "something happened" mid-

way through our discussion of the second of the four dilemmas. Since we are

about to consider the development of Ronald's moral judgment in general, we

will reproduce the dialogue of the first two dilemmas, to give the reader some

feeling for it:

Ex:-- Joe was a 14-year-old boy who wanted to go to camp very much. His
father promised him he could go if he saved up the money for it him-
self. So Joe worked hard at his paper route and saved up the $40
it cost to go, and a little more besides. But just before camp
was going to start, his father changed his mind about letting him
go. His father's friends had decided to go on a special fishing
trip and Joe's father was short the money it would cost him to go
with them. So he told Joe to give him the money he had saved from
the paper route. Joe didn't want to give up going to camp, so he
thought of refusing to give his father the money.

Q. Should Joe refuse to give his father the money or should he
give it to him?

Ron-- Joe should refuse. His father promised him he could go to camp.
It took him a long time to earn and save up all the money, he was
tired and he had worked hard.

0

Ex: -- Would a loyal son loan his father the money?

Ron-- Yes, if he wanted to give up camp.
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Ex:-- Does his father have the right to ask. Joe for the money?

Ron-- Yes.

Ex:--.What would be the best reason for Joe to give his father the money?

Ron-- If-his father would give him another chance. His father should
pay,him back or saveup more so he can go.

Ex : -- Joe wanted to go to camp but he was afraid to outright refuse to
give his father the money. -So he gave his father $10 and told him
that was all he had.made. He took the other $40 he had made and
paid for the camp,with it. He told his father that,the.head Of the
camp-Said he could go then and pay for it later. So he went to
camp, but his father didn't have enough money to go on the fishing
trip with only the $10.

Did Joe do wrong in doing that or was he justified in doing that
under the circumstances?

Ron -- Yes, he was.justified.

Ex:-- Joe's father broke his promise about lettint, Joe go to camp. Was
that Wrong or was it all right under the circumstances?

Ron-- It was wrong for the father to break his promise.

Ex:-- Which is worse: a son breaking a promise to his father or alather
breaking a promise to his son?

Ron-- It would be worse for a father to break his promise to his son
because the son would really be expecting it, he would really plan
to go, and the father wouldn't take it as hard.

Ex:-- Why wouldn't someone break a promise anyhow?

Ron--.Because other people make preparations. They have all that work,
they make their plans, and then they find out they can't go.

Ex:-- Later Joe's father found out that Joe had lied to him about the
money. What should his father -do when Joe gets back from camp?

Ron-- He should question him, find out why he did it.

Ex:-- Should he punish Joe for lying?

Ron-- No.

Ex:-- What would you do if you were Joe's father?

Ron-- I'd tell him I was sorry I'd broken my promise. I'd go to him and
say if I was a boy I'd have done the same thing.

Ex:-- (Situation II) Before Joe went to camp, he told his older brother
Alexander how he really made $50 and that he had lied about it to
their father. Alexander wonders if he should tell his father or
not. If he does tell, his father will be angry and will punish
Joe. If Alexander doesn't tell, his father may never know about
it.

Q. Should Alexander tell his father that Joe lied about the money
or should he keep quiet what Joe has told him?
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Ron--"He should keep it private, keep it private, keep it a secret til
he's a big grown man. Then he could tell, but it would be too
late to do anything about,it because it was so long ego.

Ex:-- Why shouldn't he tell right away?

Ron-- Because if the other guy trusts him then he'll feel guilty. Also
the othef guy will get a gang of boys and beat him .up.

Ex:-- Would it be wrong for Alex to tell, or is it up to how he feels?

Ron-- It's-4 to how he feels.

Ex:-- Why would he think he should till?

Ron-- Well, if he thought it was really necessary, he'd tell.

Ex:-- What would Joe think of Alex if he told?

Ron-- He'd be mad.

Ex:-- Would he be a loyal son if-he kept quiet?

Ron-- No, he shouldn't keep a secret from his father unless he has a
real good reason for doing it.

Ex:-- Would it be Alex's fault if Joe got punished?

Ron-- Yes, if he told on him.

Ex:-- Would he be a loyal son if he kept quiet?

Ron-- No.

Ex:-- Which is more important, being a loyal son or a loyal brother?

Ron-- A loyal son.

Ex:-- Suppose their father actually asked Alex whether Joe had lied
about how much money he had earned. Should Alex tell his father
the truth or should he get out of answering?

Ron-- He should get out of answering.

Let us notice first how toward the end of the second dilemma Ronald seems

to have switched his position to align more with the father, or with telling

the father, a stance that contradicts his earlier position of waiting to tell

the father and, indeed, the spirit of his approach to the whole first situ-

ation. What accounts for Ronald's switch?

From the point where the examiner asked Ronald, "Why would he [Alex)

think he should tell?" we thought we sensed (though we were only half aware of

it as it happened) Ronald's cooling toward the interview and simultaneously

trying to accomodate to the implicit thrust of the examiner's questions. One

index of this is Ronald's becoming less expansive, or, more simply, his an-

swers becoming briefer during the latter part of the second situation. We
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speculate that Ronald at first accepted.oUr assurances that we were not giving

him a "school test" and only wanted to find out how he thought about certain

problems, and that subsequently he started responding to us.as'if we were in

fact driving for right answers and as if it was necessary for him to say the

right-things. As the task became more convergnt, ~Ronald'to some extent con-

verged on the answers implied by our questions, and to some extent simply re-

sponded less.

The sequence and substance of our questions was determined by the Kohlberg

protocol. We have since realized that even this highly structured interview

can be conducted in such a way as to make our questions appear to be more spe-

cifically contingent on the subject's preceding responses, for example, by in-

corporating more of the subject's words and phrasing in our follow ups. That

we did not do so, but used Kohlberg's questions literally, might have made it

appear, among other things, like we were playing the familiar game of the

teacher trying to fish out of the student what the teacher has in his own mind,

or more generally, like we were angling for the "official" answers. The spe-

cific question that seems to have precipitated this, "Why Would Alex think he

should tell?", especially has this potential. It takes a considerable trans-

formation to hear the question as it was meant, "If Alex ever thought he

should tell, what might be his reason for it?" That Ronald should respond in

some way and at some point to questions as if they were leading does not tell

us much about him. ghat is informative is the contrast with his behavior when

he is not responding to questions this way (especially when they are in fact

meant to be leading!), which for Ronald is the more usual mode of response.

The comparison to be made later with Keith will illuminate this more.

It will be convenient to give here Kohlberg's brief resume of the six

types of moral judgment that he feels have been validated in his research.

As he stresses, these are "ideal types", so that only rarely would individuals

conform exactly to all the characteristics of one type or another as given.

Nevertheless, the types represent empirically confirmed clusters and sequences

of behavior, and in our own research they have been very useful in relating

the children's performance on the dilemmas to their behavior in other situ-

ations, especially the law material.
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SCHEMA OF DEVELOPMENTAL TYPES

(Kohlberg, 1958)

Level I - Value-resides in external quasi-physical happenings, in bad acts, or
in quasi-physical needs rather than in persons and standards.

,Type Obedience and punishment orientation. Egocentric deference
to superior pOwer or prestige, or a trouble avoiding act. Objective
responsibility.

Type 2: Naively egoistic 'orientation. Right action is that instru-
mentally satisfying. the self's needs and occasionally other's.
Awareness of relativism of value to each actor's needs and perspec-
tive. Naive egalitariansim and orientation to exchange and reci-
procity.

Level II - Moral value resides in. performing good or right roles, in maintain-
ing the aonventional order and the expectancies of others.

'Type 3: Good boy orientation. Orientation to approval and to
pleasing and helping others. Conformity to stereotypical images
of majority or natural role behavior and judgment by intentions.

Type 4. Authority and social order maintaining orientation. Orien-
tation to "doing duty" and to showing respect for authority and
maintaining the given social order for its own sake. Regard for
earned expectations or others.

Level III - Moral value resides in conformity by the self to shared or share-
able standards, rights or duties.

Type Contractual legalistic orientation. Recognition oran
arbitrary element or starting point in rules or expectations for
the sake of agreement. Duty defined.in terms of contract, general
avoidance of violation of the will or rights of others, and majority
will and welfare.

Type 6: Conscience or principle orientation. Orientation not only
to actually ordained social rules but to principles of choice in-
volving appeal to logical universality and consistency. Orientation
to conscience as a directing agent and to mutual respect and trust.

Following Kohlberg, two different systems have been used to score our sub-

jects' protocols and thus classify them as to level and type. First, we have

matched each discussion of a situation or dilemma with model discussions pro-

vided in Kohlberg's Global Rating Guide. On this basis Ronald's four discus-

sions were typed as 5, 5/2, 2/5, and 2 respectively. Second, each sentence in
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a subject's protocol has been classified, using a second,more detailed coding
scheme developed by Kohlberg. Those statements of Ronald's that could be clas-
sified (in any protocol, many cannot) were distributed evenly between all three
levels-of the Kohlberg scheme: 6 in Types 1 and 2, 6 in Types 3 and 4, and 6
In Type 5. (No statements in Ronald's prototol were classified as Type 6.) In
line with the shifts reflected in the global ratings.i. there 11 a trend from pre-
dominantly higher to predominantly lower level statements in Ronald's protocol,
although statements at different levels occur cheek by jowl throughout his die-
cussions, as, for instance, in his giving as reasons for Alex's not telling,
Joe's trust (Type 5) and the possibility that Joe would beat up Alex (Type 1).
On a scale between 100 and 600, Ronald's total score by the first rating system
Is 360 and by the second. is 333.

Before analyzing the substance of these classifications, let us notice that
the trend from a higher to a lower level in Ronald's discussions throws a fur-
ther light on the shift that the examiner felt at the time of the interview.
It suggests in what way the performance of a subject like Ronald may be affected
by his perception of the interview as a test, if this is indeed what happened.
Kohlberg has observed that sheer verbal output is one factor, or at least a cor-
relate of more advanced performance on the moral dilemma.* One reason for this
seems to be the degree of elaboration that is required to state a Level III
position, for instance to distinguish among a person's various legal or contrac-
tual obligations. 'Thus the Global Rating Guide comments on Type 5 responses to
situation II, "Hay not be very different from Type 2 except in containing more
intermediate type elements." (In general the differences between Types 2 and 5
are quite pronounced, but they may be developmentally related, as we will notice
shortly.) Another consideration is that the more advanced performance requires,
almost by definition, a less egocentric or egoistic point of view, and this too
may be discouraged or inhibited by a threatening test situation. All this is
not meant to say that Ronald would have been a "pure" Type 5 under "normal" cir-
cumstances. The pattern of Ronald's responses is a mixture of Types 2 and
and we are discovering, or speculating about, the conditions under which the
Type 2 or the Type 5 components predominate. Presumably in "real life" too, or

Private communication to the author.



in the classroom, Ronald's behavitm shifts, as a function of threat or some re-

lated factor. A similar observation could have been made before about Ronald's

creativity.

Sometime after making the analysis in the preceding paragraph, the author

discovered that Kohlberg had already observed a correlation between a test -

taking set and Level I responses to the moral dilemmas-(Kohlberg, 1958). How-

ever, Kohlberg's point is more that a person whose moral judgment is on Level I

will be more likely to have a"test-taking set, that is, to try to guess what

answers are expected of him.. We are suggesting a somewhat different relation-

ship, in which the test set, perhaps as a function of threat, may operate to

shift the level of a. person's moral judgment frod a higher level toward Level I.

The validity of our claim that Ronald combines Types 2 and 5 in his moral

judgment is open to question. Kohlberg has correlated individuals' use of the

6 types (as indicated by global ratings of individuals' discussions of the

various dilemmas,) and has found increasingly high negative correlations as two

types are increasingly separated in the developmental hierarchy. Moreover,

Kohlberg maintains that the later types are'not simply grafted onto the earlier

ones, but are reorganizations of them. On the other hand, he does speak of

"mixed" types, and at least in Ronald's case, Type 5 seems to provide a plaus-

ible form for the reorganization of Type 2. Two key elements of 5 that are

missing in 2 are mutual respect (as opposed to mere exchange or "you scratch

my back and I'll scratch yours,") and the idea of laws, contracts, and stand-

ards as social constructs. Ronald seems to have both of these to a fair ex-

tent. On the other hand, Ronald only occasionally gives evidence of another

crucial element of 5, the idea that laws etc., define a social system. Kohl-

berg attributes much of the character of the Level III moral judgment to the

development of formal thought in adolescence. We think we see Ronald antici-

pating it in certain respects, for example, in his distinguishing between role

norms and performances. However, again, Ronald does not take generalizations

or principles as models of reality and, as we saw with the.Society Cards and

the .pendulum problemsi.does not use. a system of concepts as a model.

Kohlberg's characterizations of Types 2 and 5 seem to be consistent with

much that has been inferred about Ronald from other sources. Of course, we

began to think in Kohlberg's terms fairly early in the project. Still, this
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was only one patt of a very.complicatetmix, and in fact the Kohlberg material

itself is very complex. We were therefore aided as much,in understanding Kohl-

berg by our analysis of the children's other performances as vice versa, and

we do not think we have just tailored Ronald to fit Kohlberg. If the reader

will cast back-to the Lumberyard interview he will find reflected there many

features of the Type 2 and 5 moral judgment, for example, Ronald's relativiS6

(his recognizing the viewpoints of the two parties to the dispute) and Ronald's

recognition of an arbitrary starting point for the sake of an agreement (as in

his proposal of a conteseto settle the Golfconrse dispute.) Equally signifi'

cant are the characteristics of the four remaining types of moral judgment that

one does not find pronounced (though of course they are present) in Ronald's

thinking. He is not particularly oriented toward obedience and punishMent

(Type 1) nor toward:maintaining the conventional order and the expectancies of

others (both 3 and 4). (This last statement means expectancies pr se. Ronald

is very much concerned with mutually defined or contractual expectancies.) That

he does not consciously employ universal principles of choice does not In It....

self differentiate Ronald from our other subjects, since none of them did so,

perhaps because they have not reached the stage of formal thinking that would

make this possible or likely. However, we have reason to anticipate that Ron-
.

ald, because of the contextual style of his thought, will be less inclined to

resort to universal principles even when his thinking has reached its full de-

velopment (whether it should then be called "formal" a la Piaget or something

else.)

It must be.stressed that in saying Ronald is not oriented to punishment or

to fulfilling expectancies, we are referring to his cognitive performance rather

than to his everyday actions with people. We have little to go on other than

our most casual observations, but it is. our hunch thai.there are two lines in

the development of Ronald's moral judgment, a cognitive line moving directly

from an organization focused in Type 2 to a reorganization focUsed in Type 5,

and an action line that is proceding from Type 1 to Types 3 and 4. We do not

know what this does to our own postulates about the continuity of thought and

action, or of experience and conceptualization. Perhaps action under the rubrics

of Types 1, 3, and 4, can be subsumed or rationalized under 2 and 5 as "playing

the game", a construction that often, but not always, seems especially applic-

able to Ronald. Kohlberg's ideal types are to be sure, not meant to be com-

' '
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pounded in this manner, but it seems like the most direct way to raise the ques-
tion that has occurred to us.

That as many of Ronald's individual statements can be classified in Types 3
and 4 as in 1 and 2 or in 5 may signify that a Statement which is of one type

in and of itself cad function in an argument whose overall pattern is of another
type. For example, Ronald's opening statement in the first discussion, ."His

father promised him he could go to camp," in itself is classified in Type 4.
.

The statement-implies' a concern for maintaining expectations per se (in this

case 'Joe's expectation of the'father,)4 or to put it differently, by itself it

cannot be taken to imply more than this. Ronald's subsequent emphasis on Joe's

planning elevates the general tenor of the discussion to a contractual concep-
tion of expectations. It is not the mere presence of Type 5 statements, how-

ever, that result in the discussions being classified as Type 5. according to

the Global Rating Guide. Kohlberg suggests that a Type 4 discussion of Situ-

ation I. will be .basically "oriented to an internalized sense of the father's

authority," with thi result, among other things, that the subject decides Joe

should give the money to his father. A Type 5 discussion is "oriented to a

sense of contractual rights in the situation, in terms of which the diffuse

father-son relationship is irrelevant," with the result that the subject chooses,

with little uncertainty, to refuse the money. Thus Ronald's initial statement

that the father had made a promise, while it is technically Type 4, turns out
not to be characteristic even of a Type 4 discussion. A more likely Type 4

statement in the latter case would be the subject's saying it was the sons's

duty to give his father the money, or that the father had the authority to kuap

his son from camp.

Kohlberg does not report correlations among statements (as opposed to dis-

cussion ratings) of the 6 types. From inspection of two cases that he gives

statistics for, and from a comparison with the other cases in our own sample,

we observe that Ronald's statements are somewhat less concentrated in a given

portion of the scale. Whether this pattern would continue to hold in more dis-

cussions, and what it would signify, must remain in doubt.

Ronald's responses to two items on the Easton and Hess questionnaire gain

a little significance when viewed from the standpoint of bis moral development.

Ronald checked 'No' and Keith 'Yes' for the statement, "It is all right for the
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government to lie to aaother country if the lie protects the American.people."
. Easton and Hess report that the average response to this item moves steadily

from 2.25 at Grade 3 to 2.85 at Grade 6, which is in the direction from 'yes'(Z)

to 'no'(3).. Ronald's is thus the more mature response in a crudely operational
sense.

Another Easton and Heim item presents the children with the foilowingsques-
tion:

(40) If,you think-a policeman is wrong in what he tells you to do, what
would you do? Put an X: beside the one that tells what you would do.

1. Do what he tells you and forget it.
2. Do what he tells you brit tell your father about it.
3. Do what he tells you but ask the policeman why.
4. p What` he tells you but t.11 tha petl4ceman he is wrong.

R^Illeaft easoe!knA #1, whereas Keith checked #2 for this question. Again, Ronald's
response is the more mature one on Easton and Hess's scale.

vii. Impulsiveness. One last obserVation is also based on a comparison of
Ronald's performance with Keith's on the Easton and Hess questionnaire, but fits
our general experience with the two boys. Ronald tended to react much more
swiftly than Keith to the items. We predict that he would be closer to the im-
pulsive end of Kagan's impulsive - reflective continuum, while Keith would be
closer to the reflective end (Kagan, 1965). It shoUld be clear now, however,
that this does not mean Ronald is less "reflective" in the larger sense, for he
seems to have a greater capacity to look at things from different.angles# Like
all our generalizations about the children, the judgment that Ronald is less
reflective takes on a different signifiCance when it is joined with our other
observations.

Ronald's Family and School History

Ronald lives with his mother and father, a brother who is 11 years old, and
a sister who is 10. The 5-room second-floor that they occupy in the house they
own is amply and colorfully furnished. Tinted pictures of members of the family
are displayed in the living room, a preacher's certificate hangs framed on the
wall, and much of the furniture and carpeting is covered with plastic sheets to

;411(`-'
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keep it clean. Ronald's father has recently.hired a mintjto. remake the front

porch railing, taking his idea from an interesting geometric design from a porch

across the street. There is a small patch of bare yard in front of the houle,

but it serves no observable function. Ronald plays in the whole neighborhood,

when:he is not sitting in front of the television set in the upstairs entrante-

w0 as he seems to.do much of the time

Each time we encountered' him Ronald's father, a post, office janitor, vas

Wearing a freshly laundered workman's uniform. When first,telephoned him

for permission to interview his child at home, he voluntarily suggested a time

when we could meet hid' and his wife, a'privilege we had been advised by the

school not to request on the presumption-that parents would resent our intrusion.

Mr. S. was very hospitable and at the same'time rathei awkard. He always waited

for our lead in the conversation; and he shifted uncomfortably in his chair as

we talked, somewhat, it occurs to us now, in a manner like Ronald's. For Ronald

too waited for our-questions, though he was generally much more fluent than his

father in answering. We imagined that our being white, our different dress'and

language, and our appearing in a role like that of a teacher, all contributed to

Mr. S's uneasiness.

Mrs. S., whom we met in the store around the corner in which she sells

shoes, was more relaxed with us and told us more than we specifically asked for

in our questions.

Most of our conversations with Ronald's parents, as with all the parents

in our study, consisted of variations on conventional statements of role norms

for boys in the family, at play, and in school. In the brief time we had to

talk together it was difficult to get to, or even sense the direction of, the

significant particulars. The few leads that we did glean can be reported here

fairly briefly.

Mr. S. Told us that Ronald had always been a somewhat "puny" child, small

and underdeveloped for his age. For some time now Ronald's younger brother has

been bigger than he and able to beat him up, and the father frequently inter-

venes to break up fights. Most of the time Mr. S. talks with the boys about

how they should behave, but once in a while he feels he has to give them a

"hiding". The father takes his family on a variety of outings, to the country

and so on, and one suspects that he and Ronald talk a lot about these activities
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However, the father said that Ronald does not tell him much of what is "on his

mind". Mr. S. did not know that Ronald had been studying law in school, though

Ronald had previously told us of his mother's saying, "Listen to that boy talk

about law! He'd make a lawyer!" Mr. S. said Ronald had wanted to be a carpen-

ter when he was little and more recently had wanted to be a minister. After we

remarked that Ronald had done well in the law study, his father asked us if we

thought he should become a lawyer. He said Ronald's thinking had never seemed

very special, and he was obviously pleased but somewhat baffled by our interest

in Ronald. It was our general impression of Mr. S. that he was astern and

taciturn father, given to moralizing with his children, sympathetic to them but,

at least in Ronald's case, not very skillful in drawing them out.

Mrs. S. also emphasized Ronald's frailness as a child, and we realized how

central this was to both parents' thinking about him, a circumstance that sur-

prised us since Ronald had not seemed particularly small or weak in comparison

to his classmates. Height and weight measurements have been recorded annually

on Ronald's school record, and we have been able to determine that his height

and weight were very close to the means for American Negro boys at both 6 and

10 years of age. (Ronald's brother is actually larger than most boys his age,

and in fact is larger than all but one of Ronald's male classmates.) Further-

more, Ronald's record of not more than 10 days of absence in any school year,

(see Table II),does not suggest that he has been unusually prone to sickness

Mrs. S., however, spoke especially of Ronald's infancy. He was born two months

prematurely and, so the mother said, his life seemed to hang in the balance for

months thereafter. Partly for this reason and partly because they then lived

on a third floor in a crowded neighborhood, Mrs. S. kept Ronald indoors most of

the time and never let him out alone until he was old enough to go to kinder -

&erten. She said she guessed they had been "overprotective" with Ronald, and

that this might account for his now being shy and, she thought, socially under-

developed.

Mrs. S. observed that Ronald was reticent to ask for things, for instance,

for permission or money to go to the movies, and often he put Keith up to asking

for him. He seemed to be especially afraid of his father, though both parents

(and, one gathers, especially the mother) had tried to encourage Ronald to speak

up more for himself. When he was angry or upset, he usually shut himself up in

his room with a book, but he did not readily give vent to his feelings.
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It was Mks. S.'s recollection that Ronald did "alright" in school until the

third grade, and then something happened and he started to have trouble. He was

retained an extra year in the third grade and ever since then, in her perception,

has brought home "bad" reports from school.

Mr. Smith completed eight years of school, while Mrs. Smith completed

twelve, graduating from a public high school in the city where they now live.

How does one relate the little that we now know about Ronald's life in the

family to what we have seen of his thinking? What we say about this will sound

too sensible or too simple, precisely because we do not have enough of the de-

tails that complicate an explanation of a person and thus give it the texture

of reality. We think that Ronald's action, much of which can be characterized

in the words of the Stanford-Binet examiner as "dutiful" and "passive", and let

us add defenseless, reflects his father's sternness and the excessive dependence

of Ronald's early childhood. However, Ronald not only fears his father, he

greatly respects him. This was clear not only from the more conventional things

Ronald said and did, but from remarks like one he offered in response to an

Easton and Hess question about his father's powei to coerce people: "My

father can't just beat people up, he's a preacher." Ronald in fact seems to

have accepted on a verbal plane, as his father (who does beat Ronald up from

time to time) has proffered on a verbal plane, the preacher's model of a per-

son who tries to find peaceful solutions to problems and takes the standpoint

of different parties to a conflict.

Whether there is a connection between the divergence and generativeness of

Ronald's thinking and some feature of his family life, perhaps his mother's

special encouragement of him, is very hard even to speculate about. If low de-

fensiveness is a necessary, it is certainly not a sufficient condition of cre-

ativity.

We now turn to Ronald's school history, late in this report as it was ex-

amined relatively late in our study of Ronald. By sheer coincidence, a "case

study" of Ronald, consisting of a summary of his school record together with

the administration of standardized tests, was being made by school personnel

at the same time that we conducted our own study. The most prominent item in

the school's writeup of Ronald is a quotation of a report and recommendation

made in May or June of 1962, presumably by the person who administered at this
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time (1962) a Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test to Ronald. We ourselves

have not seen the 1962 report, but the 1966 version of it reads as follows:

4-
Ronald S., Grade III

CA,8.4 MA 6.8 IQ 80 Revised Stanford-Binet

Observation: a quiet-mannered, clean, immature, colored boy. Passed the vision
and hearing tests.

The boy entered the City Public Schools on September 4, 1958, in Kindergarten
at the age of 4-7. No record of retardation. In Grade II the boy received a
'D' rating in conduct and effort and failed in written and oral English and
mental arithmetic. In September, 1961, he was placed in Grade III. He has been
absent 3 days during the current school year and is failing in conduct, effort,
reading, written English, spelling and arithmetic. Received unsatisfactory re-
marks in Respect for Authority, Cooperation, Self-Reliance and Workmanship.

A letter was sent requesting the mother to come to the office on May 22nd, but
the mother did not keep the appointment.

Child is described as subject to day-dreaming, courteous, and lazy. Easily dis-
tracted by extraneous stimuli.

Willingness: normal attitude
Stanford Achievement 1962 (Grade 3)

Paragraph meaning 2.7
Arithmetic computation 2.9

Conclusion: Chronologically ready for Grade IV but mentally too young for suc-
cessful work in Grade IV, is even mentally young for Grade III.
Would have profited by retardation in a lower grade.

Recommend retardation in Grade III.

Ronald was in fact retained in Grade III. He entered Grade IV in September

1965 and has been promoted regularly each year since that time.

Let us first comment on the character and personality observations in the

1962 report. It was probably the Stanford-Binet examiner who described Ronald

as "quiet-mannered, clean, and immature," and, later on, as "easily distracted

by extraneous stimuli." It was very probably Ronald's third grade teacher who

described him as "subject to day-dreaming, courteous, and lazy," for these terms

occur in a checklist which the teachers each year are required to apply to the

children. We have seen the list in the report of Ronald's 6th grade teacher,

and because it suggests an important part of the frame of reference in which
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the children are perceived in Ronald's school, we will reproduce it here.

Affectionate, confident, enthusiastic, joyous, responsive, aggressive,
excitable, fearful, over-anxious, over-sensitive, quick-tempered, repressed,shy, sulky, subject to day-dreaming.

Conscientious, cooperative, courteous, industrious, kind, loyal, obedient,
reliable, self-controlled.

Conceited, discourteous, disobedient, easily influenced, irritable, lazy,
secretive, self-distrustful, selfish, stubborn, uncontrolled, unkind, vane.

Ronald's sixth grade teacher checked "subject to day-dreaming", "kind",
and "lazy" in June, 1966. We do not know if he had examined or had even had
access to the 1962 report. Perhaps he made these observations independently,
or perhaps his perception of Ronald was influenced by the earlier teacher's view
of him. What is more significant to us is the limited frame of reference in
which both teachers were led to see and judge Ronald. "Subject to day-dreaming",
instead of being related to other terms having more to do with the nature of a
pupil's thinking, is couched in a heavily moralistic list of adjectives. We
might ourselves have said that Ronald was a day-dreamer, or kind, or even lazy,
but the terms take on a considerably different meaning in the light of our fur-
ther thinking about him.

Ronald's attaining an IQ of 80 on the Stanford-Binet in 1962 by no means
seems inconceivable to us, and yet we know now how inadequate an estimate of
Ronald's intelligence this is. A year and a half later, in October, 1963, Ron-
ald attained an IQ of 99 on the group administered Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence
Test. This "looks" more like the right figure for Ronald, but, again, it is
not the whole story.

Table II summarizes the marks Ronald received from his teachers from the
second through the sixth grarks, and Table III shows Ronald's performance on
standardized reading tests over that time. In Table IV are given both Ronald's
and Keith's scores on the California Achievement Test, administered to the
children at the end of Grade VI.

(Insert the tables here]

How does one reconcile Ronald's receiving a 'D' in reading in Grade II with
his scoring close to Grade Level II on entering Grade II and well into Grade Level
III at the end of Grade II? Again, how does one account for the score of 4.3 in
September, 1962, the beginning of the year when Ronald was required to repeat
Grade III? Several factors must be considered in trying to understand tbiq.
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TABLE III Reading Scores for Ronald

September, 1960 Gates Primary Reading 1.8 II

May, 1961 Gates Advanced Reading 3.3 II

September, 1961 Primary Diagnostic 2.6 III

May, 1962 Primary Diagnostic 2.9 III

September, 1962 Diagnostic Reading 4.3 III

September, 1963 Durrell Sullman 4.0 IV

May, 1964 Durrell Sullman 4.6 IV

june, 1966 Stanford Achievement Test 5.9 VI

June, 1966 Stanford Achievement Test 4.3 VI

September, 1966 Metropolitan Reading Test 7.4 VII

September, 1966 Metropolitan Reading Test 8.3 VII
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TABLE IV California Achievement Test Scores

for Ronald and Keith, June, 1966

Ronald Keith

5.7 Paragraph Meaning 6.2

5.5 Word Meaning 6.3

5.6 Average Reading 6.2

6.2 Spelling 4.5

7.1 Language 6.5

5.1 Arithmetic Reasoning 8.2

3.8 Arithmetic Computation 7.5

4.5 Average Arithmetic 7.9

5.6 Battery Median 6.4
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The school itself would probably point first to the "immaturity" observed

in Ronald at the end of his first year in Grade III. The slight improvement

in Ronald's marks from 1962-63 on might then be cited as evidence that "retar-

dation" (the school's unfortunate term for holding a child in a grade) had

been beneficial to Ronald, perhaps through his being more able to attend to

school tasks and work with, or in the presence of, other children. Today,

though he is theoretically a year off the pace (in fact, many of Ronald's class-

mates have also been retarded a year,) Ronald is again perceived as a relatively

immature child. His seventh grade guidance counselor cited Ronald's shyness

and his not using a handkerchief as examples of his present "immaturity." We

have wondered if Ronald's space fantasies are a sign of immaturity, especially

those with anthropomorphic animals as characteis, but we do not have a basis

for comparison to other children. We do knoW that he plays with children his

own age, including Keith. At school the games we saw the Grade VI boys play

outdoors usually were playground sports like basketball, while in the neigh-

borhood the play seemed to be more informal, ranging from war games to kick -

the -can or just chasing around the area.

Ronald's "laziness" presumably relates to his not completing school assign-

ments, and thus would be another factor in his failing reading at a time when,

we have reason to believe, he was actually capable of the reading expected.

It is doubtful that the elementary school made any demands on Ronald's time

outside of class, so in-class tasks or assignments are the matter in question

here.

During the five weeks of our law instruction Ronald consistently appeared

to be one of the most interested of all the children. However, we worked al-

ways with the whole class or in small groups and it might be conjectured that

Ronald would have been less motivated to do certain individual assignments.

Ronald's Sixth Grade teacher told us that he was especially remiss in com-

pleting his arithmetic assignments, and Ronald told us that he liked arithmetic

the least of his subjects, while he liked English and History the most. From

Table IV it can be seen that Ronald's achievement in arithmetic at the end of

Grade VI was the lowest in all the subject areas measured by the California

Achievement Tests. We find ourselves wondering if a low ability or disposition

for convergent thinking is a factor in this, affecting his general performance
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in school, but especially affecting his achievement in arithmetic. Ronald's

difficulty with abstraction, which we might define most fruitfully in terms of

his use of certain models of thinking, is presumably still another factor, but

exactly what bearing it might have must remain an open question for now.

Ronald's divergence has certainly created problems for him. His sixth

grade teacher characterized him to us as an "uninhibited dreamer," while his

present seventh grade homeroom and English teacher spoke of him as a "funny

duck," saying, "As soon as Ronald opens his mouth, you know it's different."

This latter teacher cited Ronald's talking about space adventures as an example,

but we imagine that in discussion with him she has felt the more general slip-

page and surprise that we ourselves sensed before we could begin to put our fin-

ger on it. This teacher also spoke of Ronald as "highly' creative," and said

she had placed on the class bulletin board an illustrated story by Ronald, about

a trip the class had taken to the zoo. Since we were talking with her some time

after we had concluded ourselves that he was creative, or at least has a poten-

tial to create, it was gratifying to know that a teacher had finally seen this

in Ronald, and we wondered if her being an English teacher made her more recep-

tive to it. We can imagine that some of Ronald's teachers have reacted quite

negatively to his not responding to their questions in ways that they expect.

Ronald's average score of 7.9 on the Metropolitan Reading Test (cf. Table

1110, administered this fall at the outset of Grade VII, takes on added signifi-

cance when one considers that the median score tor all 205 boys entering Grade

VII in Ronald's school this fall was 5.5. Only 28 of these 205 boys were reading

on grade level or above, and among these 28 (and thus in the whole class) Ronald

ranked 10th. Almost all of the 205 boys were Negro. Why Ronald should have

fared better than his classmates we cannot easily say. One might presume that

his general fluency with words has been a factor, and maybe a systematic com-

parison of his home with the homes of his fellow students would reveal that he

had had more support from his parents, linguistically or otherwise. Ronald's

seventh grade English teacher also remarked on his "excellent English," his

'speaking "clearly" in "well-chosen words" and. without "those dreary errors" that

the teacher spends much of her time trying to correct in other pupils. Much of

this was surely learned or determined before Ronald ever came to school and thus

it could have made a difference in his learning to read. But what difference?
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His poor marks of 'D,' 'C,' and 'C-' in Oral English during his three years in
Grades II and III suggest again that many factors, on both the learner's and

the teacher's side, have complicated the relationship between Ronald's capacity
and his performance in school.

What Ronald will become or how he.will do in the high school or in later

life, we will not predict. How he will think about men and society even a few

years from now we will not predict either. We do intend to go back to Ronald

someday, and in the continuities and discontinuities between his present and
his future thinking we hope to discern more of the patterns and processes that

have now just begun to come clear to us.
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Appendix to Chapter II

Some time after we had examined the school's case study of Ronald, and after

our own writeup was completed, the testing and guidance office made a summary of

the case. This summary, similar in format to the one made in 1962 and similar to

a 1966 summary of Keith's case quoted in Chapter III, is reproduced here:

1011111.14

Ronald S. Grade VI

Stanford-Binet Form L.M. administered by Dr. Esther Edwards of Harvard in June
1966 with the following results: CA 12/5, MA 12/4, IQ 98.

Health: vision passed, hearing passed, height 58, weight 86 1/2.

School history: Entered ',School in Kindergarten at age
4,9. Entered Grade I at age 5,9. Retarded in Grade III. Tested at that time
and found to have I.Q. of 80 on Stanford-Binet. Transferred to School
in Grade 5. Has had good school attendance. Has been., below grade level in
reading each year. Failed in reading in Grade !I. Spent two years in Grade III.
Earned C's in all work of the grade in second year. Marked C in reading and B
in arittmetic in Grade IV. Narked C in reading and arithmetic in Grade V. Failed
in arithmetic in Grade VI and was marked C in reading.

[Insert California Achievement Test Eames .Here.)

See Table IV (Page 69)

Conclusions:

1. Normal intelligence.
2. Average rate of mental growth.
3. Should achieve on a successful level in Grade VII.
4. Was retarded in Grade III.
5. Has been below grade each year in reading.
6. Achievement in arithmetic is more than two years below grade level.
7. Received failing marks in arithmetic this year.
8. Average achievement is more than a year below grade level.
9. Was marked C in all subjects except arithmetic.

10. Is to be promoted to Grade VII in September, 1966.
11. Child would benefit by extra help in arithmetic.

Recommendations:

1. Refer to a remedial reading clinic.
2. Refer to City. Public Schools' Eye Clinic for vision evaluation.
3. Promotion to Grade VII in June 1966 would seem advisable.

It can be seen that the school did not venture the interpretation we pre-

dicted they would (cf. p. 70 above), of the effect of Ronald's Grade III retar-

.t;
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dation on his subsequent school performance. Instead, what emerges more oppres-

sively than ever from this case summary is the dreariness and emptiness of school

marks as a way of describing a child and his development.

ol

it



CHAPTER ZII

KEITH

Our writeup of Keith viii be briefer than Ronald's since we have already

set up much of what we have to say about him. However, it is necessary to state

at the outset that Keith is not simply Ronald's opposite number. The device of

conparing the two boys tends to make them seem to be opposites, because their

differences are more salient than their similarities and because the comparison

of any two individuals tends to polarize their differences, instead of setting

them in a more complicated., multi-dimensional frame of reference. Indeed, this

oversimplification is the writer's problem as much as the reader's, and one

function of our remarking it at this point, before launching into the Lumberyard

Case, is to remind ourself that Keith must be approached as an individual in

this analysis.

Even at the time of the Lumberyard interview, our comparison of the boys

to one another waslimiting,. as well as facilitating, our perception of Keith.

Whereas with Ronald we were trying hard to tune into a way of thinking that

sounded increasingly dissonant to our ears, in the same measure we thought we

were "onto" Keith as a familiar type and Ronald's opposite. To put it simply,

Keith seemed to be looking for right answers from authorities, and we, intent

on finding out what he thought "himself," were determined not to play his game.

But how much did we respond selectively to certain features of Keith's thinking

and encourage him to play the very game we did not want to be a part of? The

same question could be asked in different terms of our relationship to Ronald,

and indeed we have reason to do so. That subtle actions by the investigator

can have significant effects on his subjects, even when he is striving to be

neutral, is well established in research on research in psychology (Rosenthal,

1963). In our own case, this was confirmed for us as Keith became a more com-

plex and.mroe -interesting person, virtually as a function of our asking if our

initial reaction to Keith had partly blinded us to him, and as at the same time

we wondered if we were not romanticizing Ronald's "looseness". How much of the

Lumberyard interview that follows is Keith, and how much is us, is impossible

to say exactly. The notion of an investigator-free interview is perhaps a little

like the idea of a culture-free test, and subject to somewhat similar limitations

As we did in the case of interpreting Ronald's interview on the moral dilemmas,
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we will take the position that this is Keith-reacting-to-us-as-examiner, an im-

portant side of Keith, but not the only side that we will notice.

N.B. It is important that the reader read the text of the Lumberyard inter-
view and form his own impressions of it before passing to the examiner's inter-
pretation.

The Lumberyard

1. Ex--

Interview.

This is about the Hollowdale Lumberyard. The lumberyard was
surrounded by a high board fence, and the gate was-usually locked
when there were no trucks going in or out. However, Kent and
Renny hadn't had much trouble getting into the yard about a month
ago, because they found a large shutter leaning against the fence
that made a perfect ladder. They always wanted to explore the
long rows of boards on the other side that were real great for
hiding, and playing hide and seek. This day they found long rows
of tunnels, great for hiding and sort of closed off from every-
thing but the sky. As Kent ducked away from Renny and ran down
one long aisle, he looked up at the sky overhead, thinking what a
fine place they had discovered and how he and Renny should go and
tell all their friends about it. Just then he saw a large board
hurtling down on him from above. He tried to dodge it but
couldn't. It hit him on the back and pinned him to the ground.
Two workmen who had been stacking wood, had accidentally thrown
one piece over the pile. They heard Kent cry, but they couldn't
see him at first. By the time they arrived he had passed out.
Renny was so scared, he ran off. Kent was badly injured and had
to spend a long time in the hospital. His Dad was sitting by his
bedside in the Children's Ward at the hospital, wondering' what to
do with all those bills that were piling up. What do you think
he could do?

2. K:-- Do you mean the workmen knocked down the board?

3. Ex-- No, they were heaving the boards up onto the stack.

4. K:-- Did they know Rent was there?

5. Ex-- It doesn't say, we don't know that.

6. K:-- Couldn't his father pay the bill?

7. Ex-- No. Well, suppose he could and he just didn't want to?

8. K:-- I don't think he could do anything. If it wasn't the lumbermen's
fault and Kent shouldn't have gone there.

9. Ex-- Well, I'll tell you something now. Lawyers are always trying to
figure out all the angles to something. What kind of angle do
you think they might try to figure out on this? Would they make
any kind of argument?
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10. K:-- About that fence, the ladder thing, they should have checked their
fences every day, or something like that?

11. Ex-- What would the lumberyard say?

12. K : -- The boy-shouldn't have been there in the first place, or they didn't
know the shutter was there.

.13. Ex-- Is this case like any other that we've talked about?

14. K : -- I think so. Same thing about the golf ball case. The guy didn't
see the kids down there, and the guy hit the golf ball, and then,
by the time he saw the kid it was too late and he hit the kid in
the head.

15. Ex-- How else is it like that case:

16. K:-- A boy went through a fence.

17. Ex-- Any other way?

18. K:-- The father won.

19. Ex,- In which case?

20. K4 Both probably.

21. Ex-- Oh, you think so. !thy?

22. K:-- I don't know. I don't see why not.

23. Ex-- The father did win in the golf ball case.

24. K:-- Yes. But I don't see why in this case.

25. Xtr- It has to do with a couple of rules that the courts use. In the
golf course case, the judge told the jury that a property owner
has a certain responsibility. Do you remember what that was?

26. K:-- Make sure that his. I knowUhat it is but I can't say it in
words. He should make sure that the fence is high enough. Some-
thing like that.

27. Ex-- Well, it's got to do with children especially. Property Owner
should take care . . .

28. K:-- And make sure that his property can't hurt no one else.

29. Ex-- He should take reasonable care to see that people, especially chil-
dren 'don't get hurt. Why would that be?

30. am Cause children always get into things.

31. Every smart land owner should know that,.and should be responsible
for that. Remember the story about the dog and the man who set
traps for the dogs?

32. K:

33. Ex-- You might not have been in the group that talked about it. In
England, a long time ago there was a case that came to court. A
man was putting traps out on his property and the traps, he said,
were to catch foxes, but they were actually too big. He used to
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put smelly meat in them, and a neighbor's dog smelled the meat
and came on the man's property and got killed by the traps. So
the man who set the traps said, "The dog was trespassing and was
on my property. I'm not responsible." And the dog owner said,
"No, my dog was lured onto your property by the meat-that you put
in the trap." And the court made the award to the does owner,
because they said that the man's property was an attractive nuis-
ance that was luring the dog into danger. That argument was used
in the golf course case. Now how would that be used?

34. K:-- The boys were lured into it in the winter time.

35. Ex-- And because having a big beautiful golf course in the middle of
the city, the property owner should know that the kids will come
onto the property, because it is so attractive. Now how would
that apply in the lumberyard case? . . . Or wouldn't it?

36. K:-- It's not attractive, the lumberyard.

37. Ex-- Suppose you were a kid playing in the neighborhood there.

38. K1-- I don't think I would go near the lumberyard.

39. Ex-- No? I think I might have. I used to play in a ditch a crew of
men had dug in the street when I was achild:

40. K: -- Yeah, that's what I like to do.

41. Ex-- Suppose the judge in the lumberyard case said to the jury, "The
property owner is responsible for protecting children against in-
jury on his property." How do you think the jury would apply
this in this case. Do you think the jury would have decided
that the lumberyard had violated the rule or had not violated the
rule?

42. K1-- They had not violated the rule. They had their fences up nice
and high. Did they say the lumberyard put that thing there?

43. Ex-- We don't know. It doesn't say.

-44. K1-- Well', they tried the best they could to keep the children out.

45. Ex-- 'Would there be any facts they would try to prove one way or an-
other in court?

46. K: -- Whether the lumberyard put the screen up or whatever it was that
they put up.

47. Ex-- Who would try to prove that?

48. K3 The lawyer of Kent.

49. Ex-- How could that be proved?

50. K4 4. I'd ask some other man.

51. Ex-- If it was still around, the shutter, they could go and get it,
maybe the kids dragged it over, in that case it wouldn't be the
lumberyard's fault. But maybe the lumberyard put it there.

.-.1100104044011M411010***10r4014,:43,zw;,:;..;.A14-
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52. K:-- It was on the other aide of the fence, it wasn't their property.
Why would they put it there?

53. Ex-- Oh yea, oh yea.

54. K:-- They've got a.great big lumberyard and you think they'd put it
inside.

55. Ex-- O.K. Well, that's the kind of fact they'd try to prove in court.
Maybe it's just.an open and shut case so they wouldn't even haVe
to go to court. They could work it out ahead of time.

It is characteristic of Keith that he begins by asking us.several questions.
'The function of his first question seems to be to establish whether or not the
workmen in the lumberyard made a mistake. The function of the second appears
to be similar but here we hit a snag. Keith, in concluding that the accident
was not the lumbermen's fault, does not conserve the uncertainty in the exam--,

iner's response that "It [the story] doesn't say" if the workmen knew Kent was
in the yard. The examiner felt, therefore, that a major function of Keith's

question had been to sound him out, literally to get the examiner to say some-
thing that would indicate his position on the case; and since the examiner did

not seem to state a position, Keith could fall back on his own. Though the

examiner was not particularly conscious of this inference at the time, the langu-

age with which he responded to Keith definitely suggests that he had made it.

It is as though he were saying, "Since you want me to tell you something, Keith,

I will. Lawyers, like you, are always trying to figure ot.t all the angles to

something" Whether, in fact, Keith was trying to figura out the examiner can-

not be said with any certainty. We are inclined to think it was an element of

his approach, but also that our almost sarcastic response (though the tone of

the examiner's voice was friendly here), may have heightened this attitude as

much as it discouraged it.

We were responding with some disdain (though again we do not think it was

in the examiner's voice) to another aspect of Keith's original position, what

we took to be his limited view of the rights and wrongs of the case. This was

first signaled by Keith's query about the father's ability to pay the bill, a

fact which we considered irrelevant to the question of rights and liability, and

was indicated further by his conclusion that nothing could be done "If it wasn't

the lumbermen's fault and Kent shouldn't have gone in there." Keith's argument
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focuses on the presumption that the workmen were doing their job properly and

on the fact that the boys were trespassing. He thus does not raise the question

of whethei the lumberyard itself might have an obligation to the boys, even though

its employees were working properly, end even though the boys were trespassing.

It may be that Keith has already worked out in his mind his refutation of the

lumberyard's responsibility for the shutter (cf. Stmt. 52), but we suspect that

anothei factor is entering the picture as well, a relatively immature concept of

moral or legal obligation. This is more difficult to state in Piaget's terms,

which apply especially to primary group morality, than in Kohlberg's terms, which

have greater application to the more complex problems of a larger society. Even .

from Piaget's point of view, the more mature child would be expected to take

special account of younger children's nature, though. not necessarily in every

problem. However, in the Piaget scheme the more mature child would judge an

act in terms of the actor's intentions rather than its physical consequences,

and, again, would judge in terms if individual rather than collective responsi-

bility, both of which judgments Keith makes here. The law in our society often

holds to more sophisticated versions of what are represented by Piaget as the

less mature concepts, and the potential liability of the lumberyard turns on

just these points. Though Kohlberg does not happen to make this observation

about the law, his scheme of moral development does allow for higher level forms

of the concepts of collective or corporate responsibility and liability for con-

sequences regardless of intentions. Keith, as we shall see, scored consistently

low on the Kohlberg Moral Dilemmas.

The next turn in the Lumberyard interview was rather startling to the ex-

aminer. Immediately on being asked what kind of argument Kent's lawyer might

make, Keith converged on the critical item, the shutter. Ronald, the reader

will recall, turned to the shutter only after some prompting, while no other

subject in this class, and only one in our other class, involved the shutter at

any point in the argument. Either from .the construction of the story, or our

manner of'reading it, or from his own swift analysis of all the possibilities,

Keith senned the importance of the shutter just as soon as the examiner raised

his question.

It is especially at this juncture in the interview that we wish we had re-

sponded differently to Keith. The best response would have been to say, "What
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do you think would happen in court if Kent's lawyer used that argument?" Such
a question might have invited Keith to develop the significance of the shutter
angle, and more generally to elaborate the arguments for both sides. However,

we did not think of this reply at the time, and we were concerned that a follow-

up asking him more directly to develop the shutter argument would be interpreted
k

by Keith as implicit confirmation of it, confirmation he seemed to be seeking

by his inflecting his own voice at 'the end of his suggestion (Stmt. im so as

to make a question of it. By asking what the lumberyard's lawyer would say in

reply, we picked Keith off the hook and ended up, possibly, reinforcing his

original position.

That Keith was quite alert to the nuances of our questioning is evident in

the section that follows. In Stmts. 20 and 22 he indicates that he now thinks

Kent's father will win in the Lumberyard Case, not because he accepts the argu-

ment (cf. Stmt. 24, "I don't see why in this case,") but, we presume, because

we have been pushing the analogy to the Golfcourse Case, which Keith knows was

'won by the plaintiff. The tone of his "Both probably" (Stmt. 20) is baffled

and at the same time resigned.

This orientation of the examiner and subject to each other as much as to

the problem -- for the examiner is at least as caught up in it as Keith seems

to be -- continues throughout the interview. In Stmt. 26, Keith's manner of

hesitating after starting to state a rule, his saying "I know what it is but I

can't say it in words," and the "Something like that,"all call for support and

assistance from the examiner, a tactic that is personally engaging and that

equips Keith well to play the school game, as indeed it succeeds in this in-

stance. In Stmt. 35 the examiner repeats his earlier strategy of attempting

not to imply support for a position opposite to Keith's: "Now how would that

apply in the Lumberyard Case? . . . or wouldn't it?" Keith in Stmt. 36 seems

to.take advantage of the examiner's escape clause. In Stmt. 40 Keith agrees

with the examiner about playing in a ditch, but since Keith does not himself

notice the possible implication of this for the issue of the lumberyard's at-

tractiveness, the examiner chooses not to press it. Finally, in Stmt. 51 the

interviewer has once again phrased an alternative for Keithso as to cut off a

switch to the plaintiff's position, and this time has done it in such a way as

to place the emphasis, as it need not be, on the question of whether the lumber-
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yard itself left the shutter in a place where it gave entrance to the children.

Keith's interpersonal sensitivity in the examiner-subject situation does not

extend to projecting himself into the thoughts or feelings of the children in
the case. His saying the lumberyard was-not attractive (Stmt. 36), and his say-

ing "I don't think I would go near the lumberyard" in response to the examiner's

asking him to suppose that he was a kid playing in the neighborhood, suggest

strongly that he has less of a disposition than Ronald to empathize with or play

another person's role, particularly in view of his subsequent admission that he

too likes to play off limits (if we can assume he understood the trespassing con-

notation of the ditch-analogy.) In the association here of Keith's test-like

orientation to the examiner, with his not role taking and his not making or con-

sidering special allowances for children's nature, we can see a somewhat differ-

ent case of the pattern that we first noted in the latter part of Ronald's Kohl-

berg interview. The less mature moral judgment again occurs in conjunction with

listening for answers from the examiner.

With respect to the analogy of the Lumberyard and Golfcourse cases Keith,

like Ronald, saw the factual correspondence of the cases but did not volunteer

their possible analogy in terms of a general rule or principle of law. As we

commented in comparing him with Ronald, Keith in Stmt. 26 gives a concrete in-

junction in a general form, in his effort to supply the rule we have asked for

in Stmt. 25. He does not himself supply the qualification "reasonable," even

though he had stated his manufacture's liability rule the week before in terms

of reasonable care, and, perhaps more important, had argued in favor of the de-

fendent in the Golfcourse Case on the grounds that posting signs and employing

rangers constituted reasonable care.

It was Ronald who had objected most forcefully to Keith, in a small group

discussion, that the child who was injured on the golfcourse was too young to

read the signs and that some witnesses said they had not seen the rangers or

guard duty. Keith resisted these objections in the small group, but when his

group was asked to report its deliberations to the class as a whole, he stated

the objections as things his group had talked about.

There is a certain parallel in Keith's handling of the facts in the two

cases. Whereas Ronald approached the facts more in terms of what actually worked
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or happened -- that the children did in fact gain entrance etc. -- Keith dealt

with them. more in terms of What should have happened, especially from the stand-
point of the defendent's intentions. Thus he used the signs and guards as evi-
dence of the golfcourse management's good intent, and in the Lumberyard Case he

says, "They had their fences up nice and high" (Stmt. 42) and "They tried the

best they could to keep the children out" (Stmt. 44). Now to be sure, a lawyer
.

might well make the same argument. Keith, however, does not quite make it. He
seems to be more concerned with proof than Ronald, specifically in his asking
"Did they say the lumberyard put that thing there?" (Stmt. 42), but where the

examiner replies; "We don't know," Keith assumes the very point he questioned

about, just as he did earlier when the examiner gave the same reply to Keith's

question about whether the workmen knew the boys were in the lumberyard (Stmts.
4, 5, and 8). It is as if Keith thought he did not have to take account of

facts the examiner does not know, instead of facts a lawyer would need to estab-

lish in order to convince a court.

Perhaps the exchange that follows (Stmts. 45-54) seems to controvert this

analysis, since Keith here not only identifies the question as a question
of fact to be determined in court, but he takes issue with the examiner's state-

ment (actually more of a query, in tone of voice), "But maybe the lumberyard
put it there." (Stmt. 51). The examiner, however, had just previously sanctioned

the possibility that the children might have dragged the shutter over, and had

said that "in that case it wouldn't be the lumberyard's fault." His "Oh yea,

oh yea" (Stmt. 53), in response to Keith's asking why the lumberyard would have
placed the shutter on the other side of the fence, simultaneouSly expressed two
thoughts: that Keith had made a good point, and that the examiner had used a
bad strategy and it was time to quit.

Let us hope that the reader has not completely lost patience, either with

the interview or with our analysis of it. Perhaps his curiosity is whetted to
know more about the "real" Keith, not so much in isolation from us (for we had

to talk with and observe him somehow), but in relation to more aspects of the

"real" us. In a way, this was our own central problem, to become more of a per-

son with both Keith and Ronald. Only in this way, and not the single role of

teacher-examiner, could we come to know the children themselves as persons.

Van
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Keith's conceptions of law and society.

Keith seems to think of social conflicts and problems in more "official"

terms than does Ronald, that is, he turns more readily to recognized offices and

procedures for dealing with problems, or, this failing, he tends to feel there

is no solution to be had, or none he can think of.. In the Original Interview,

when we.introduced the Lord of the Flies situation by telling how a group of

youngsters had been shipwrecked on an island, and then asked what problems the

children would have to deal with, Keith said, "They would have to live in peace

and vote. in a leader, and then they'd have to make up some. rules." (Ronald had

responded to this same opening with a division of labor to make weapons, a

storehouse and a treehouse.) Mien asked what would happen if the leader made up

a rule that a lot of the children did not think was a good rule, he replied,

"They should tell the leader and say he should make up another rule that does

more for them." (Ronald: "They should disobey the rule.") If very few people

agreed with the leader's rules, "lie could write them on a piece of paper and

hang them up on a bulletin board to show the people what'to do." Then if the

leader did nothing further to enforce the rules, "He didn't do the work he was

supposed to, they shouldn't give him his rations, unless there was the excuse

he was sick." (Cf. Ronald's."The people would disobey..., would throw things..

would take over and do things their own way.") In these and other remarks of

Keith's there seems to be a turning to and a reliance on accepted procedures of

government, including what looks like a teacher's procedure at one point (the

bulletin board). This is consistent with Keith's responding, "I'd go tell the

teacher," when he was asked, earlier in the same interview, what he himself would

do if he were in charge of a group of children on the school playground and one

of them would not obey. (Ronald's response to this was, "I'd whallop him!", a

remark which we are just now realizing is not consistent with our earlier claim

that he was always trying to find a peaceful solution to a problem.) As far as

we can determine, for example by comparing.the two boys' performances on the

Easton and Hess questionnaire (see below for a discussion of Keith's performance)

Keith does not have more information about government and politics than does

Ronald. Therefore, his emphasizing official roles and procedures can be said

to stem from his way of conceptualizing what he know as much as from the sheer

accummulation of knowledge itself.
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There is very little evidence in the above responses of Keith's imagining

the state of disorder that tright occur, or the nonpeaceful acts that might take

place, if the official system were to break down. On the other hand, when asked

if law gives us more or less freedom, Keith said "less," because without law

"people could take what they wanted and there would be a lot of confusion." Fur-

thermore, Keith responded to the Lawyer Dialogue statement about lawyers' making

trouble, "That's not true, because if you didn't have lawyers there would be

worse fighting and trouble and everything to find out who was right or wrong."

Again, in the Last Problem Keith observed, "If there wasn't any courts you'd

just be fighting and fighting. Nobody would really find the solution. Like the

story of the hillbilly boys who were fighting for 100 years and after a while

they didn't even know what they were fighting about." This last comment was a

reference to a story we had discussed with the class during the third week (be-

fore the Lawyer Dialogue to lead the children to see some of the reasons for

resorting to courts to resolve disputes. Only Keith tied this thinking into the

Lawyer Dialogue and the Last Problem, when we had thought we would get it from

all our subjects. Perhaps Keith's thinking here is a good example of the de-

ductive or "scientific" pattern of concept formation that Vygotsky characterizes

as starting with an abstract formulation and gradually filling it in with detail

(Vygotsky, 1962). Ronald's greater concrete feeling for what happens when order

breaks down, together with his failure, on the several times when it was called

for, to make a more general statement about it, seems to be an example of Vygot

sky's inductive or "spontaneous" pattern of concept formation. Vygotsky argued

thatthe scientific or deductive pattern was more typical of school learning and

the spontaneous more characteristic of out of school learning. To the extent

that this is so, Keith seems to be more in tune with the school mode of learning

and thinking.

In the Original interview Keith differentiated about as accurately as Ron-

ald, and more so than his.other classmates, between the roles of different per-

sons in a court of law. However, Keith was quite different from Ronald, and far

the most consistent of all the boys in claiming, espetially in the Lawyer Dia-.

logue, that lawyers and judges would adhere to their role'norms rather than make

deals, let the client down, etc. Thus, "Friend or no friend, he (the lawyer)

has to get his client to win." "He (the judge) still has to give a fair judg-
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ment and it doesn't matter if it was his brother or his sister, it still has to

be a fair judgment." Here, as in the Lumberyard interview (cf. the section about

the yard's attractiveness to children,) Keith responds to a question about what

would happen with an answer more in the vein of what should happen, without mak-

ing allowances for or recognizing departures from the ideal. This, we should

say, is the way Keith handles a choice or decision to be made in some future

time. He does sometimes recognize "bad" actions, or performances that deviate

from the norm, in cases where the act has already been completed. Even these,

however, (as we noticed in analyzing the Lumberyard interview), he does not ac-

cept in the sense of one's saying, So it happened, now let's find out why. We

might thus expect that Keith's understanding of the bases of these actions would

be more limited than Ronald's.

In the various situations and interviews in which we observed him, both in

and out of class, Keith demonstrated very little inclination to role play or to

empathize with other persons. In the Moral Dilemmas, which we will look at in

more detail later, Keith usually lined up on the side of authority against the

person caught in a dilemma, while even when he took the other side it was not

with any expression of sympathy or indignation so much as with a more analytic

response to the examiner's asking a question like, "Which is worse, a son break-

ing a promise to his father or a father breaking a promise to his son?" This

particular question we have used here as our example, because it happens that at

the very end of the Moral Dilemmas interview Keith returned to it in an inter-

esting way. When he was asked if he had any questions about what had been dis-

cussed, he went back to this first problem, saying,

I'd like to know why the father broke his promise so that he told
his son that if he saved up his money [he could go to camp], and his
father was so cheap that he couldn't earn his own money and he had to
take away the boy's money?

This question had much more feeling in it than anything Keith had said while

"the test was still on," to put the matter most succinctly. Either he was just

coming around to look at the problem this way, or he suppressed any feelings of

this sort when he encountered the problem originally and said the boy should

give the money to his father. If we accept both of these interpretations, we
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can say Keith's suppression of feeling inhibited his exploration of the problem

until the interview was over.

Another interesting exception to our generalization about Keith's not em-

pathizing with or taking the roles of others occurred in Keith's playing the

defendent in our mock trial. The case concerned a woman who was alleged to have

signed a contract allowing a furniture company to recover all of the goods sold

her, even though some of them might in effect have been paid for, if, as new

goods were added to her account, she defaulted on any payment. The woman brought

suit against the company, claiming that she had been pressured into signing a

contract she did not understand, and that she would not have signed such a con-

tract if it had been explained to her. Keith, at our request, played the owner

of the company, and Ronald played a salesman who had participated in the origi-

nal sale and the signing of the contract. Both boys accepted the assignment

with enthusiasm and on their own initiative developed their role and prepared

a copy of the contract at home the day before the trial started. In court, both

boys played their roles to the hilt, elaborating on the positions agreed to in

advance with their lawyer (one of the investigators) and making appropriate ad-

missions and denials on cross-examination. Thus, it appears that Keith is quite

capable of role playing when it is a recognized part of the task or the game.

It is when he perceives that he is supposed to come up with correct answers to

something that he is not likely to put himself in another person's shoes.

Keith's grasp of the mechanics of the pre-trial conference, jury selection,

and examination of witnesses in the court was superior to any other of our sub-

jects, as indicated by the Lawyer Dialogue that followed the mock trial. At

the same time, his conception of a trial, like Ronald's, may have had a somewhat

different cast from the rational view that we intended to develop. In response

to the Lawyer Dialogue statement that Mr. Smith's lawyer thought his client. did

not get a fair trial, Keith said, "They.mightbe able to,bringit up to a higher

court.. Or try to find evidence." (Cf. Ronald's "spoiled brat? outburst at this

point.) Keith was not asked at this point what the basis of an-appeal or mis-

trial might be. Earlier in the interview, however, he had remarked to the child

he was tutoring in the role of the lawyer, "We had a court session in our room

last week and I lost, but you can't win all the time though." (It will be re-

membered that Keith had been cast as the defendent in this trial.) One might

Vi;
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just diamiss Keith'l Gayin, "Y3u can't. :iin all the time," except that it

fits n larger pnttern that uac observa6 by on of the experimenters who was

pith Keith throughout t114, trial:

In the trial when I was Keith's lawyer he and I were talking about
it and it was quite clear to me that he didn't have the idea that right
will out, that it was open and could happen either way. It wasn't even
a function of injustice or favoritism, but the kind of thing you hear
people say, "You've got to be in the right place at the right time."
Pretty much luck, pretty much chance that operated for him as a way of
thinking about the world.

These remarks are taken from a general debriefing of each experimenter's ob-

servations about the children. The reader may, like the author, wish he had

Keith's original remarks, but as was the case with so much of what we observed,

we did not appreciate their significance at the time of their occurence. More-

over, as we have been trying to show in a variety of connections, it was not in

particular statements so much as in the whole pattern of what our subjects said

and did, that their underlying conceptions seemed.to show themselves. Now, some

months-later,.the idea of chance or fate, emphasizing factors beyond one's con-

trol or prediction as major determinants of how things happen, seems pecculiarly

appropriate to Keith's general posture of trying to figure out or accomodate to

"the powers that be," especially, we suspect, to what Keith perceives to be someg,

what arbitrary or unpredictable authority.

Keith checked "not a very important problem" (the lowest possible rating) in

response to the Easton and Hess item asking how important "for America today" the

problem of "curing sickness" is. He then commented, spontaneously, "Fate is fate,

the Lord will take you whether you have a mechanical heart or not. There's no

point in calling sickness a problem for America."

A day later, in our last interview, we tried to check out our hunch about

chance by asking Keith and Ronald, separately, what they thought of the statement,

"A lot that happens is just fate, and there's nothing people can do about it."

Here are the two boys' responses:

Ronald: Fate is like nature, a lot of things have to happen. After you
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did something, you often say, "Oh, I should have done so and so, or
this wouldn't have happened." And, if you had, it wouldn't have!

Keith: Yes, that's true [our generalization]. There's some things people
can change, but other things you can't do nothing about. It's hard to
think of an example, -- let's see, -- like me riding down the street
on a skateboard I didn't have to ride down this street. So I could've
changed that, but that's not it exactly.

We would have no trouble recognizing Keith's statement from its general style.

However, the two statements are more difficult to distinguish substantively, un-

less Ronald's can be said to be more cheerful or to imply more control if one has

foresight. Whether or not our hypothesis fails depends on whether or not a con-

ventional saying like the one we used could be expected to elicit differential

responses from the children. Obviously, we thought it would.

One last note on fate or chance is our observation that Keith, alone of all

our subjects, seemed to imply that chance was one of the factors affecting the

pendulum. This occurred when he had observed, contrary to his prediction, that

weight made no difference to the period of the pendulum. "But sometimes it might

make a difference," he remarked, in a way that did not suggest -another discrete

variable (something he suggested at a different point in the interview) so much

as it implied that if he kept varying the weights themselves, there would some-

time be an exception to the results he was getting. This was, to be sure, a

strategy to defend his original hypothesis and simultaneously to protect himself

against the possibility that the revised conclusion he was now stating to the

examiner might be wrong. But is this not precisely the function of the idea of

chance? That it should be introduced into a science problem where the variables

were specified and subject to control seemed to us particularly significant. When

we examine Keith's pendulum performance more directly, several other evidences

of his defensiveness will also be noticed. Here we have looked at it only as it

relates to his idea of chance, or the unpredictability of events.

In the remainder of this section on Keith's concepts of law and society it

will be argued that he seems to have about the same fund of information that

Ronald has, but tends to use it quite differently. Keith "knows" as much, or as

little, as Ronald about the law, government and politics, Negro-white relations,

or Vietnam. However, he generally thinks more systematically, which is to say
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that he uses concepts to sort things out hierarchically, he checks out or keeps

in mind alternative possibilities, and he is openly concerned with consistency.

This pattern-is complicated by something we have noted before, his different ap-

proaches to questions of what is and what would be. Where norms or ideals are

concerned, he seems to handle the latter questions more in terms of what should

be. Where it is more clearly (to him) a question of the reality or truth of

things, he sometimes, again, imposes his ideas of what ought to be, but he more

often gives a highly differentiated, qualified response. In all this there seems

to be an interaction of Keith's defensiveness and his logical-conceptual devel-

opment, that is, his analytical powers are his defense up to a certain point and

may have been developed to serve this purpose more than, say, to satisfy a curi-

osity about the world and how it works.

The reader may recall that Keith scored best of all our subjects on the

Second Multiple Choice Test, the test which required a subject to rank order dif-

ferent explanations of legal phenomena. On all 8 items he agreed with us as to

which explanation was least valid, and on most of the items he agreed with us as

to the relative weights of the first two explanations (again, this latter ranking

was somewhat arbitrary for some items.) Let us look at two items on which he

not only agreed with our ranking but also wrote in some comments of his own:

5. Why is there a need for lawyers in a trial?

1 The lawyer understands the rules of the courts and he can use the
rules to present a person's case in the best way possible.

The court does not respect an ordinary person, but it listens
to a lawyer. [I don't like it.]

2 The lawyer knows more than anyone else what happened in a case
before it was brought to court. (I don't like it.)

6. Why do juries disagree?

2 Some jury members might not agree on what people said in
the testimony. [I don't like it.]

The jury members may not like each other, or may dislike some-
one testifying in the trial. [I don't like it.]

1 Jury members may not agree as to how the facts told by the wit-
nesses fit the basic principles stated by the judge.

We asked Keith afterwards why he had written "I don't like it" after two of
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the choices in each of these items. His response was that we had said all. of the

explanations were true, though of different values, while he thought the ones he

rejected were "not true" or at any rate "not good". We might argue with Keith

that the last choice in item 5 is not true, or not always true, and we will

chalk this up to Keith's analytical precision and his consistent concern with

what is true. We would not agree so readily that the-other choices Keith re-

jected are not true, and we are inclined to think another factor entering the

picture here is Keith's not recognizing the indicated departures from role norms

or ideals. The reader might object that the investigators themselves, by pre-

ferring the first explanation to the second in item 6, and perhaps even by their

preferring the third to the second in item 5, are undervaluing explanations in-

volving departures from role norms. As we ask ourselves now how to account for

the greater"congruency of Keith's ratings with ours, as compared with Ronald's

and ours, we might recognize both Keith's grasp of hierarchical relationships --

which shows up especially on other items not involving role norms -- and a bias

of our own ratings in favor of the "official" explanations.

Keith's first choices in the two items under consideration clearly suggest

that he recognizes the explanations which are most appropriate in terms of spe-

cificity to the processes of law and generalizability to all the cases implied

by the questions. His ability to make these choices depends on his being able

to use key concepts to order the material, a capacity which he demonstrated on

various occasions in the law instruction. For example, here is Keith's reaction

to the same generalization about sanctions that was discussed with Ronald:

Ex-- What do you think of this idea, Keith? "Without ways of making people
obey the laws, men could not have justice."

K: -- It's true, if they didn't have ways to make people obey there would
be riots everyday and lots of people would be getting hurt. Like in
Chicago, people were throwing stones and everything at police officers,
so they had to put them in jail.

Ex-- Does this idea apply to how the courts work?

K:-- Yes, they have fines in court. Mr. C. said the best place to hurt a
man is in his pocket. For some things jail isn't as good as a $50
fine. You get fined and you'll never do it again.

Ex-- Does this have anything to do with the Eskimo trial?

R4 Not exactly, but there's some resemblance. With the Eskimos the worst
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way to hurt a man is to disgrace him, here it's to take his money. In
different places there's different ways to hurt somebody.

Ex-- Is that true everywhere?

K:-- Yes.

so'

Keith was not just parroting something we had said here, for we had not dis-

cussed this generalization as such and its applicability to the Eskimos in class.

We had, obviously, made a comparison of fines and jail, and we had discussed the

law's ways of compelling people to appear in and cooperate with the courts, a

category of sanctions that Keith, like Ronald, omitted to discuss here (some

three months later).

Like Ronald, Keith knew that Congress makes laws for the nation but knew

nothing about the Democratic and Republican parties. Also like Ronald, he asso.6

ciated the names of Kennedy and Nixon more readily than Johnson and Goldwater

with the election for President, but he knew nothing of the issues they repre-

sented. However, as we attempted to talk about the parties and the issues with

Keith, he started asking us analytical questions. For instance, we

fled things somewhat by suggesting that rich people were more likely to be Re-

publicans and poor people more likely to be Democrats. At this point we had al-

ready established that President Johnson was a Democrat and that Keith's father

had voted for him, and Keith now asked how this could be when his father was

not poort He thus forced us to complicate and clarify our thinking, a frequent

result of talking with Keith.

A dozen times during the administration of.the Easton and Hess questionnaire

Keith objected that he could not answer a question without knowing more of what

it was intended to ask. Thus to an item that asked whether the President cared

"a lot," "Some," or "a little" about a letter 'you" write to him, Keith remarked

it depended on what one writes about. To both of two similar items asking whethe

the President and a policeman respectively can "make any one do what he wants,"

"almost anyone," "many people," etc., Keith said, "I can't answer, because it

depends on what he wants them to do." Likewise whether it is easy to get a law

changed depends, he noticed, on what the law is. We thought these were all

pretty shrewd observations, and we would question the validity of the items to

which they were addressed. A number of other instances of Keith's questioning

could be cited.
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On his reading an Easton and Hess item that asked why people would want the

job of President,*or Senator, or Mayor, Keith said outloud, "Of course, they want

to make a lot of money or be important," one of the choices provided in the item.

Nevertheless he checked on the form a different choice, "They want to change

things that are not good in the government." This is different from the pattern

of his-explanations of law phenomena, in that here Keith did in fact recognize

a role discrepancy, though he still did not give it as his official answer. Ron -

ald,who was present, checked the alternative Keith has supported aloud --

little difference which is interesting no matter how one construes it (as his

own choice, or the result of Keith's comment, or both).

In answering our questions about policemen Keith used the whole gamut of

his ways of talking about role norms and performances. To the one Easton and

Hess item that asks what would the policeman do, Keith responded "Would always

want to help me if I needed it," (rather than "would almost always," would usu-

ally," and so on down to "would not usually.") To the six remaining items about

the policeman "as he really is," all worded in the present indicative, Keith re-

sponded with much more reserve or caution. He chose the fourth alternative out

of six available (the first being the most positive) on a friendliness continuum,

and the fourth on a continuum concerned with how much the policeman is "my favor-

ite." He said the policeman makes important decisions "sometimes," a more re -

alistic.choice than Ronald's "all the time." He said he could not answer two of

the items, concerned with how much the policeman knows and how often he keeps his

promises, because it depends on which policeman and what knowledge or promises

one is talking about. And, as we noted before, he said he could not answer the

question about the policeman's ability to make people do what he wants because

it depends on what he is trying to make the people do.

When we asked Keith to tell us a story about a policeman, he asked us whethe

it should be a true story or one he made up. We said either would interest us,

and he elected to make one up. (This surprised us at first, given our judgment

that Keith was less inclined to fantasy than Ronald, who had told us a true story

at this point. However, fiction was what we really had in mind, as the word

"story" may indicate, and Keith managed once more to be more conforming.) Keith'

story was a long cops and robbers affair in which the hero was an Officer Muldoon

We then asked Keith if he had anything to relate about policemen he knew or
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policemen in his neighborhood. A friend of his father, he replied, was a police-

man and "broke up riots." Only a few weeks before, he went on, he and his family

returned one day from a fishing weekend at the Cape to find policemen "at every

corner in the neighborhood." There had been a rumor (we had heard it too) that

a riot would break out in town that day, but with the policemen there "everything

was quiet." We asked if he knew what the riot was supposed to be about and he

said, "No, the TV didn't work at the Cape, so we didn't hear the news."

In fact, the rumor of a riot had spread at a time when rioting had recently

occurred in the Negro ghettoes of a number of northern cities, and it was in this

context that we asked both Ronald and Keith what they thought had caused the riot-

ing in Chicago and Cleveland. Whereas Ronald had ascribed it to drinking, Keith

said simply, "I don't know." Thinking either that Keith really felt he did not

know, or that he did not want to discuss this with a white, the examiner made

some comments of his own about the Negroes' bad housing and unemployment in the

riot areas, and their more gencral anger and Tesentment over unfair treatment.

Keith seemed quite interested, but responded simply,

My Aunt told me Martin Luther King got hit by a rock in Chicago,
he came back to Boston, and now he's going back to Chicago. Does he
think he's invincible? Why would he do that?

We replied that we thought King was standing up for the Negro's rights and

trying to lead the Negroes. The next day Keith remarked,

You know what we were talking about yesterday, -- I can't understand
what they have against us. We're no different from them except in
color. I just can't understand it.

Once in class when we were reading together a book. Let's Go To Court, a

number of the children reacted with giggles and comments we could not hear when

they saw a picture that showed a Negro being sworn into a jury. We asked the

children what they thought of the picture, and some replied, "It's funny," or

"It's wrong," while others said it was the first time they had seen a picture of

a Negro'in a school book. Keith then exclaimed,

I know what's wrong! This man has black hands, the palms of his hands
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are black, but,the palms of a Negro's hands are not black. They're
light, like mine, see [holding up his hands]t I knew something was
wrong! Whoever drew this doesn't know Negroes.

We ourselves had felt something was funny about the picture, but until Keith

identified what it was we could not put our finger on it. In addition to this

sharpness, though, we were struck by the boldness of Keith's speaking up, both in

what he said and his tone of voice. We have presumed that there have been very

few, if indeed any occasions in the lives of Keith and his classmates, in school

or out, when they have talked about race and skin color with a white. This in

fact was the feeling or information conlred most strongly to us when the picture

of a Negro in a schoolbook caused such a commotion among the children. Keith was

clearly more outspoken here, in his analytical way, just as Ronald was in his way

when the occasion called for expressing a white person's attitude toward a Negro.

From all of our emphasis on Keith's listening for right answers the reader

might have concluded that Keith is insecure. In due time we will argue this our-

selves in a certain way, but let us point out here that Keith's outward manner --*

his voice and carriage, his asking his questions without having to'be invited to

do so, his easy laughter with us at times when we ourselves want to laugh, all

suggest a very confident and sometimes aggressive boy. One feels about Keith

that he has figured out "the system" up to a certain point and is going to make

it work. Likewise, one feels that he has figured out whites and blacks, in the

sense that he knows, at least objectively, that whites are not superior, and in

that he is proud of himself for what he is. We cannot say any of these things

about Ronald, and thus it is especially poignant that Keith would have said --

indeed the point is that only Keith would have said, -- "I just can't understand

what they have against us."

Keith's saying he did not know why Negroes had been rioting in the cities

may, again, have reflected partly his not wanting to discuss it with us. We

would have to guess, however, that there would be different limitations to his

understanding from those that seem to confine Ronald. Keith could grasp better

the systematic interplay of bad housing, unemployment, and so on, indeed he seeme

to be taking this in as we suggested it to him, despite his responding in terms

of Martin Luther King. On the other hand, Keith would bring less empathy and

feeling for the rights of the situation, as in fact he did in his comment on
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King. (One might interpret in the same way Ronald's saying the rioters were

drunk, but it remains our opinion that he could more readily be brought to sym-

pathize with theM.) It will be recalled that Keith assigned the lowest priority

to the Easton and Hess item asking how unemployment rates as a national problem.

His spontaneous remark at the time was, "People are just hurting themselves when

they're out of work." The house in which his family occupies the second floor

is owned by his aunt, and, as with Ronald's family, both Keith's parents have

steady jobs, the father as a bus driver and the mother as an IBM key puncher.

The economic situations of the two families are thus fairly comparable, and one

traces at least a fraction of the difference in the children's estimation of un-

employment to their separate ways of thinking about people.

We asked Keith too about the war in Vietnam:

K:-- There's a war and people are trying to take over the world, -- Europe,
the United States, the world. Then the Russians and the Chinese, I
forget the name, the communists [Chinese communists) will fight over
who's going to have which part. They're so greedy, the whole world
might be destroyed.

Ex-- What do you think the war means to different people who are in it?
What do they think of the war?

Like the army men?

Ex-- Yes, --

K:-- They would try to do their best. The people don't want it in their
part, because the country would be all blown up and everything. The
other side would try to win as best they can, so they could take over.

Ex-- Tell me more about the people in the villages.

K:-- Probably they're hoping that the war will soon be over.

Ex-- How do you think it might end?

K:-- Either Vietnam, -- the communists, -- or the United States will give up

Ex-- Suppose people want the war to end before then, is there anything they
can do?

Klam I don't know. They couldn't do anything. Either the United States or
Vietnam has to give up.

Keith's opening statement about the take-over of the world sounds very much

like Ronald's. In subsequent parts, however, one hears Keith more clearly. He

asks us a question to determine what we want to know, and he responds in terms
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of several subsets of the category we asked about -- the army men (presumably

ours), the people, and the other side. Except for the one image of things blow-

ing up, his picture of what people would think of the war is considerably less

vivid and personal than Ronald's, and even becomes tentative with his use of the

term "probably". He does not imagine a solution outside the only official one

he seems to know about, but at the same time his not fantasying a solution at

this point suggest a greater concern with reality. Finally, his saying simply,

"I don't know," distinguishes Keith from Ronald, who almost never recognized or

admitted the limits of his knowledge (remember Ronald's saying how he had been

afraid not to answer in school). It was Keith's keen sense of the limits, both

of his knowledge and of the statements he made within it, that gave one the great-

est feeling of power in his thinking.

The style and development of Keith's thinking.

We have had much to say about this already, not only because of the compari-

son with Ronald, but-because it has been impossible to talk about the substance

of Keith's thought without discussing his style. It is especially in this section

of the writeup that we shall be briefer.

i. Categorizing. Keith scored 125 AMA 15/9, CA 12/2] on the Stanford-Binet In-

telligence Test administered by us near the end of the instruction. The examiner,

the same who administered the test to Ronald, commented at the time:

Intelligent, alert, concerned -- eager to grapple with ideas, re-
fusing to let go of them until he has made a major effort to solve them.
Can deal with abstract ideas, mathematical relations, can plan, general-
ize, and deal with imaginary or hypothesized situations. Does not pre-
tend to knowledge he does not have, nor does he hesitate to admit failure.

It is one of the quirks of writing up such a complicated tangle of data that

we have just now noticed for the first time the Stanford-Binet examiner's com-

ment on Keith's not "pretending" to knowledge, after our having arrived at this

conclusion, or a certain version of it, in the previous section. As in Ronald's

case, the examiner's immediate impression of Keith provides a valuable set of

clues which take on more specialized meaning as one comes to know the subject

more intimately.
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We have introduced the Stanford-Binet scores under the heading of categor-

izing because of our intuitive hunch at this point that control of hierarchical

models of categories and levels of generality or abstractness, rather than sheer

vocabulary attainment, is the most central factor in conventionally defined in-

telligence at Keith's and Ronald's age. At-the least, it is the major discrimi-

nant in the intelligence performances of these two particular boys. That it is

Keith's forte is suggested particularly by his performance at the Superior Adult I

level, where he passed the enclosed box problem and the essential similarities

items, but failed the vocabulary, sentence completion, repeating reversed digits,

and sentence building items. (Ronald did not reach this level.) At the lower

levels Keith completed successfully all the items calling for control of abstrac-

tions, except, interestingly, the differences between abstract words and the

essential differences items, two similar types of task at the Average Adult level.

Keith's consistent categorizing with the Society Cards, and his relatively

high performance on the Abstract Categorizing Test we have already noticed.

Finally, we have observed on a number of occasions how Keith used concepts to

order material he was discussing, for instance the several sets of persons he

identified in the Vietnamese war, and how he seemed to be alert to the level of

abstraction (specific fact, general rule, etc.) that was called for at a given

time in discussion.

ii. Generalizations. Keith's concern with the truth of generalizations and our

conclusion that he took them more than Ronald did as models of reality ("It

ought to apply,") has already been noted. His generalization, "In different

places there's different ways to hurt someone," served the function of explain-

ing or at least relating variable phenomena, and was the only such statement

offered spontaneously by any of our subjects, though various generalizations were

elicited from them more deliberately.

Here is our discussion with Keith of the generalization which prompted Ron-

ald to imagine the United States' invading Mexico and Cuba:

Ex-- What do you think of this idea? "Whenever one country is stronger
than another, the stronger country will try to dominate the weaker
one."

K:-- Dominate?

Ex-- Do you know what that means?
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K:-- No.

Ex-- To try to influence, to control, to run....

To run the country?

Ex-- It doesn't just mean run, though, like you could dominate Ronald or
he could dominate you.

OK, now, what do you think of the idea?

Like Turkey, -- let me see, ah, Czechoslovakia and things like
that, sidelights, something like that, around Russia. What's the
word, sidelights?

Ex-- I got you, satellites.

K : -- Satellites! And .

Ex-- What do you mean, "things like that"?

K:-- Russia rules those countries, Russia's stronger and it rules the
satellite countries.

Ex-- So that's an example.

- - Yes.

Ex-- So, now what do you think of the idea, '%Yhenever one country is
stronger than another, the stronger will try to dominate the weaker
ones?"

K:-- That's not.true all the time.

Ex-- What's an example of it's not being true?

K:-- Let me see. Like I'll say the United States. The United States is
a pretty strong country, but it's not going over into Europe and
things like that and putting those countries under their rule. Like
they don't go having a war just because they want that land. Like
they'd try to buy land or something like that.

Ex-- Uhm. You'd be surprised that some people in Europe do think the
United States is trying to dominate them. Can you imagine what their
argument is, why they think the United States is trying to dominate
them?

K: -- Because -- I don't know. I really don't know.

Ex-- Well, what could it mean, even though you don't know the facts? What
could you guess? [Pause] Now you said that the United St#tes isn't
trying by military force to take their lands and you're right about
that. Could there be any other way to dominate?

K:-- Buy up the countries?

Ex-- Yeah, that's a good idea. Not buying a whole country, but....

K : -- Industry.

Ex-- Any other way?

1K: - - Products?
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Ex-- Yes, uh -- maybe they'd like to have the United
but selling our products there and beating them
Like selling cars, we could try to dominate the

States buy their products,
out in their own markets.
car market.

K: -- But that wouldn't be true, because the American cars are too big for Eur-
ope, the gas there is so expensive, and things like that.

[An airplane goes overhead.]

The United States might buy land around the European countries and make
airports out of it. The Europeans might not like that they might say
soon all the land would belong to the United States.

Ex-- Yes, or some Europeans might be unhappy about our planes being there
even if we only rented the land.

This discussion illustrates once again the precision that Keith requires, at

the same time that he is quite willing to entertain a generalization. As we have

become aware of this, we have wondered what difference our realizing it would have

made at the time of the Lumberyard interview. To put It differently, how do we ac-

count for the more satisfactory rapport and exchange between the examiner (on both

occasions, the author) and Keith in this interview conducted In one of our last

sessions with Keith, as compared with the interview of several months before? We

think it is due partly to our greater awareness of and respect for Keith's manner

of thinking, his questioning and listening for all the information he can get.

Perhaps too, however, our discussing together the truth of a generalization pre-

sents quite a different situation from our discussing a particular legal or moral

problem. We shall see how with a different person as examiner Keith seemed again

to be trying to adapt his stance to what he thought was the examiner's at different

points in the Kohlberg Moral Dilemmas. It seems to us that the question of the

truth of a generalization might be a more objective matter for Keith, one which he

knows the rules for and which therefore is more independent of the examiner's know-

ledge or opinion than is a question of moral judgment. With Ronald we had a some,

what opposite feeling. He was going to make a generalization work somehow, because

we were asking him to, but it was not his game as much as the discussion of a moral

problem.

It should be noticed how effectively Keith uses a hierarchy of concepts --

dominate> buy up a country > buy industries, products and land -- to converge on

the possible meaning of dominate in this discussion.

iii. Creativity. tie have presented our evidence for thinking Keith is consid-

erably less creative than Ronald, in the sense of his producing fewer examples of

or associations to various stimuli, and his not elaborating as much as Ronald
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on the contextual ramifications of things we were discussing. This does not mean

that Keith is inhibited from introducing any examples from his own knowledge or

experience, but that they tend to serve a more convergent purpose. Thus his ex-

cellent example of Russia's relationship to her satellite nations (Turkey aside)

served to pin down the meaning of "dominate" in terms that were consistent with

what he already knew, but it was more difficult -- though the problem yielded --

to imagine an example that seemed to contradict his usual way of thinking, in

this case about the United States.

Our experience in subsequent research (1966-67) with 7th grade children's

responding to the Wallach and Kogan items leads us to think that Keith is not

remarkably uncreative, but closer to the average for his age. However, his Wal-

lach and Kogan performance did have certain characteristics that marked it as

distinctly Keith's. We have commented before on how he converted it to a more

conventional testing situation by calling time on himself. This suggests that

his producing fewer instances than Ronald was not simply a question of lesser

imagination or capacity to change set, but also a matter of lower tolerance or

enjoyment of this activity. Another way in which Keith impressed himself on the

task was his saying "I don't know" at various points where in fact he was not ex-

pected to know but had been asked for an imaginative response. More than once

when he was examining the Pattern Meanings stimulus cards he said, "I don't know

what it is when I hold it this way," instead of the "I can't think of something

this way" that would be more appropriate and is the type of response generally

offered when a subject is stuck. This attitude of Keith's was noticeable also

in the Moral Dilemmas interview, where our intention was to ask for his opiiion

rather than for what he knew. Thus,

Ex-- What should his father do when Joe gets back from camp?

K:-- I don't know.

Ex-- Well, what do you think?

K:-- I hope 'cause he broke the law, I guess, I guess he'll talk, he'll
talk to him.

A little tactic that Keith employed several times in our working with him

was his making a very specific guess at an answer to a question that, in our

view at least, called for a broader or more general response. On the pretest of
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the Pendulum Problem Keith completed the statement, "I could make a pendulum that

makes the greatest number of round trips in 15 seconds with the following

response: "by putting a 1/2 oz. weight on a 7" string." Since no specific

weights or lengths had even been mentioned in the demonstration, this seemed

like quite an arbitrary and narrow stab at an answer. Somewhat similarly, when

he was asked in the conclusion of the Moral Dilemmas interview whether he thought

there were right answers to the questions that had been put to him, Keith said,

"Yes," and then, "About three-quarters," when the examiner asked him how many

had right answers.

The evidence points to Keith's being especially convergent in his thinking,

in the whole variety of tasks in which we engaged him. This lends some weight

to the examiner's feeling at the very outset of the Lumberyard Interview (Stmts.

1-10) that Keith was closing in quite quickly on the "right answer" to the prob-

lem, after very superficially checking out what the examiner's view of the case

seemed to be.

iv. Scientific problem solving.. How does one expect Keith to perform on the

pendulum problem? On the one hand, his questioning, analytical, convergent

style of thinking should lead to his pursuing the experiments quite critically,

indeed to his solving the problem. On the other hand, we have suggested that

there is some question with Keith of who has the truth, and that his behavior

varies as a function of his perceiving that the truth lies in one source or

another. (Perhaps this is a question for everyone, but it is especially promi-

nent, or at least we have noticed it first, in Keith's performances.)

In fact, Keith's performance on the written pendulum posttest was almost

flawless. Unlike most of the subjects (including Ronald in one instance) he

did not revert to hypotheses that the data had not confirmed, and he consistently

asserted that only the length of the pendulum made a difference in its period.

At the same time, there was something rather special in his answers to the ques-

tions that concerned factors that did not make a difference. All of these ques-

tions took the form, "If you do X [give the pendulum a push, add a weight, etc.]

the pendulum will make (MORE) (FEWER) (SAME) number of round trips in 15 sec-

onds because...." Instead of stating compensatory relationships of amplitude

and speed etc., as the other subjects tried to do, in response to the term
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'because' in each of these questions, Keith answered, "I tried it," "It's my

theory," and finally, in response to the last question, "I proved my theory."

We hear in these statements a strong note of self-assertion, almost of triumph,

at the same time that Keith ducked the questions for which the experiments did

not provide definitive answers.

When we look at the performances that preceded the posttest, the four oc-

casions on which the variables of the pendulum were manipulated one at a time,

we see that Keith was unusually self-conscious again, but in a different sense.

Here he was highly defensive. In the first place, he protected his hypotheses

somewhat more than any of our other subjects, ty miscounting the roundtrips of

the pendulum and by inventing a special case in which a hypothesis would be

covered even though the data of the experiments contradicted it, ("If the string

was a chain, the weight of the pendulum would matter.") Secondly, when Keith

was uncertain he was considerately more cautious than the other subjects. Thus to

a question asking him to predict what would happen, he answered, " - a little

bit, I guess it might, I'm not sure, so I'm not going to say nothing." At an-

other point, when he was asked what difference the length of the string made,

he said first, "I guess it would go faster, the shorter string;" the examiner,

responding to Keith's tone of voice and the phrase, "I guess," asked, "Are you

sure?" and Keith replied, "ro, I wasn't watching for that," even though in fact

it was agreed that we were watching for this from the outset. ionin, when he

had concluded an experiment varying the angle of the pendulum and had gotten

the same results each time, he was asked what difference the angle makes; "I

guess none," he replied, "or it might be my nerves, like my pulse, that might

give it an extra push." Keith was hedging here, much in the manner of the

junior scientists described by Holt in How Children Fail (1964).

All in all, it looks like the pendulum problem was a struggle for Keith, in

which,. as we have observed on a different occasion, b4s logical and conceptual a-

bilities turned,out to be his strongest defense. By his not attempting on the

posttest to*explain why weight, amplitude and push did not make a difference

(though he did invoke the concept of "power" in a general. way to explain these

things during the experiments,) Keith proved to be less. venturesome in his.expla -

nations. .0n the other hand, it is this very restraint of self-consciousness that

gives perspective to Keith's thinking.. As he said at one point in .the experiment

"I:can't give .it the exact 'same push, of course, because I'm only human."
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v. Defensiveness anxiety, and moral ud ment. With regard to defensiveness and

anxiety, we can do little more here than to reiterate our. impressions formed at

various points earlier, that Keith showed little anxiety in the test or school

situation, indeed that he thrived in it, but that he was at the same time quite

defensive, on guard, one might say, that he not be apprehended in a falsehood.

Especially if the reader is uncomfortable with Wallach and Kogan's distinc-

tion between defensiveness and anxiety, our characterization of Keith may be hard

to imagine. Let us first quote one of our investigators, the same whom we have

already quoted on Keith's attitude during the mock trial, this time commenting

on his overall impression of Keith. We shall then quote Keith himself, from the

Moral Dilemmas interview. Charbonnet said the following:

It was easier to get Keith to do interviews just in the crudest sort
of ways, in the grossest kind of way, because he would talk, because he
was smoother in a lot of ways than the others. The reason I mentioned
Keith so much in here is because I tend to gauge the others by Keith some-
what. That may not be a good technique, but it's what happened without
my being conscious of it. Keith from the beginning stood out in my mind
and I guess that's partially due to the fact that he's generally more out-
spoken, more verbal and he's just got that line; he's got a certain qual
ity about him. I'm sure Keith could go to any school and do well and fit
right in with any group. He just gives me the feeling he can handle the
situation.

Keith is quick to bring up what's in his mind. If he's got an.idea
or is involved with something, he wants you to know about it. And he wants
you to know about the ideas he thinks you'll approve of. I see Keith as
much more motivated than the others to succeed in the world, to do well, to
be recognized, to be well thought of. It's sort of a good boy kind of thing
and I expect Keith to be higher on the moral dilemma thing than the others.
He'd be on Level II just because of that kind of observation. Just the way
that scale is set up, he talks more and that's going to tend to set him up
higher.

That Keith did not perform at Level II in the Moral Dilemma interview, but

in fact got one of the lowest scores of all our subjects, is all the more in-

triguing in view of Charbonnet's essentially correct observations that Keith has

a good boy orientation and that the Kohlberg test is biased in favor of the more

verbal subject. Keith's concern to be a good boy is, we think, conditioned by

an underlying concern to avoid punishment or censorship and his verbalnetis and

smoothness seems to have served, at least at some stages of his life, to protect
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him from the hazards of being wrong. These factors-seem to have been operative
in Keith's Moral Dilemmas interview, with the result that he gravitated toward
Type 1, Level I behavior. In the dialogue that follows, notice that Keith's

"verbalness", as we are calling it, is not the same as Ronald's verbal fluency.

Keith uses many words, but often, at least in this Moral Dilemmas interview, to
dance around a difficult point, rather than to elaborate on an idea as Ronald

tended to do.

Ex-- O.K. uh, Keith, the first situation here is this: Joe, a boy named
Joe, was fourteen years old and he wanted to go to camp very much. His
father had promised him that he could go if he saved up enough money
for himself, and so he worked very hard at his paper route, and saved
up the forty dollars it cost to go, and a little bit more besides. See?
But just before camp was going to start, his father changed his mind
about letting him go. His father's friends had decided to go on a
special fishing trip, and Joe's father was short the money that it would
cost him to go with them, and so he told Joe to give him the money that
he saved up from the paper route. Joe didn't want to give up the money,
uh, or to, he didn't want to give up going to camp, and so he thought
of refusing to give his father the money. O.K.?

K:-- Yeah, I get it.

Ex-- Now the first question I'd like to ask you is: should Joe refuse to
give his father the money, or should he give it to him?

K:-- He should give it to him, 'cause it's his father.

Ex-- He should give it to him, because it's his father. Uh, why should he
give it to him, just because it's his father?

K:-- Because his father is his father. His father gave him more money than
forty dollars, for as long as he was living, 'cause with all the food
and everything.

Ex-- I see. I see what you mean. Uh, O.K. let me ask you this, then.
Would a loyal son have to learn, have to loan his father the money, or
is it up to Joe9 in other words, does Joe have a right to refuse?

K:-- Not really.

Ex-- O.K. Not really. Let me ask this then. Does his
to tell Joe to give him the money?

K4-- I, uh, uh, like if Joe's father had to go, like if
yeah, it, uh, probably.

Ex-- How about in this situation?

K:-- Uh, Uh, I don't think my father would tell me to give him the money.

Ex-- Would a good father have asked for the money like that? Youhave to
answer out loud, because of the tape recorder.

K:-- No.

father have the right

it was a business,
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Ex-- What would be the best reason for Joe to refuse?

K:-- Because uh, Joe wanted to go to camp, and his father told him to save
up the money, so Joe saved it up, and then his father told him he can't
go.

Ex-- I see. O.K. Um. Let me go on with a little more about the story. Joe
wanted to go to camp, but he was afraid to outright refuse to give his
father the money, so he gave his father ten dollars and told him that
was all he had made. He took the other forty he had made, and paid for
the camp with it. Then he told his father that the head of the camp
said he could go then and pay for it later, when he had earned more
money. So he went off to camp, but his father didn't have enough money
to go on his fishing trip with only the ten dollars. Got that? Is
that pretty clear? Did Joe do wrong in doing what, that, or was he jus-
tified in doing that under the circumstances?

K:-- He was doing wrong.

Ex-- He was doing wrong. O.K. Let's see. Let me ask this. Joe's father
broke his promise about letting Joe go to camp. Was that wrong, or
was it all right under the circumstances?.

K4-- It was wrong!

Ex-- O.K. Which is worse: a son breaking a promise to his father, or a
father breaking a promise to his son?

I guess a father breaking his promise to the son.

Ex-- Why do you think that?

K:-- Because, uh, if his son won't break his promise to him.... I don't
really know but, uh, I think it's worse for it the father breaking
the promise.

Ex-- O.K. Why shouldn't someone break a promise anyhow?

K:-- Because they gave their word.

Ex-- 'Cause they gave their word. O.K. Later Joe's father found out that
Joe had lied to him about the money. What should his father do when
Joe gets back from camp?

K:-- I don't know.

Ex-- What do you think?

K:-- I hope 'cause he broke the law, I guess, I guess, he'll talk, he'll
talk to him.

Ex-- Talk to him, I see. Should he be punished; should he punish Joe for
lying?

K:-- It matters what kind of boy Joe is.

Ex-- I see, depends on the kind of boy Joe is. What would you do if you
were Joe's father?

K:-- I, I'd talk to him, but I wouldn't punish him, because I broke my
word too.
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Ex-- O.K., I see. Would the punishment do Joe good when his father bad
broken his promise in the first place, if he did punish him?

- - It, uh, I don't think so.

Ex-- O.K. Let me go on to another situation. Before Joe went to camp --
this is more about the same guy -- before Joe went to camp, he told
his older brother, Alexander, how he really made fifty dollars and
how he had lied about it to their father. Alexander wonders if he
should tell his father or not. If he does tell, his father will be
angry and will punish Joe. If Alexander doen't tell, his father may
never know about it. Is that clear?

K:-- Yeah.

Ex-- All right. Should Alexander tell his father that Joe lied about the
money, or should he keep it quiet that Joe has told him?

K1-- Well, if uh, if, if Joe, if Joe did, if uh, like uh, you know like some,
like if they have brothers, you know how some brothers don't like each
other, you know, they really like 'em, but you know.

Ex-- Yeah.

K:-- They try to hurt each other, well, if they was them kind of brothers,
I guess he would tell.

Ex-- O.K. Do you think, he should tell?

K:-- If his father doesn't ask him?

Ex-- If his father doesn't ask him, then he should, or he shouldn't?

K:-- He shouldn't.

Ex-- He should not? Am I reading you right?

K:-- Yeah.

Ex-- O.K. Would it be wrong for Alex to tell, or is it up to how he feels?

K:-- I guess it's up to how he feels.

Ex-- I see. Why would he think he should tell?

K:-- Because uh, because he wouldn't want, he uh, his father, because of
his father? He didn't want, you know, he wants, I don't know really.
I guess because, you know, how, uh, uh, he wouldn't want his brother
to get in more trouble than he was already in. i

Ex-- I see. What would you think of Alex if he told?

K:-- He thinks it was terrible.

Ex-- Would Alex be a bad or disloyal brother for telling?

K:-- Yes.

Ex-- Would it be Alex's fault if Joe got punished?

K:-- Uh, Yes! If he told.

Ex-- O.K. It would be Alex's fault, in your opinion?

K:-- Yes.
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Ex-- 0.X. Would Alex be a loyal son if he kept quiet?

K:-- No.

Ex-- He wouldn't be. O.K. All right. Which is more important: being aloyal son or a loyal brother?

K: -- I guess a loyal son.

Ex-- Suppose their father actually asked Alex whether Joe had lied abouthow much money he had earned. Should Alex tell his father the truth,
or should he get out of answering?

Like how, get out of answering? Like what do you do, walk away, or
something like that?

Ex-- I don't know how he would do it, but... what do you think he should
try to do, get out of it, or come across with the story?

Try to get out of it, at first.

Ex-- O.K. Uh. Let me go on to a different kind of story, Keith. Pass
the tape over there, O.K.?

K:-- If it's on me, it doesn't bother me a bit.

In both of the dilemmas discussed above (whether or not the son should give
his father the money he had earned, and whether or not the eon's brother should
tell his father what has happened), and in the two other dilemmas discussed in
this interview (whether or not a man should steal an expensive drug to save his
wife's life, and whether or not amen should abandon his post in an emergency
to go look for his family), Keith initially took the opposite position from Ron-

or would
ald's, deciding each time that the choice should/be made on the side of authority
At almost no point did Keith seem to be concerned with the necessity of main-
taining authority, but rather he seemed chiefly intent on conforming to it. He
did not actually speak of punishments that might be avoided by this conformity,
but in all other respects -- his seeming to have no sense of the injustices in-
volved in the dilemmas, his poorly developed notions of the role of a son, a
father, a brother, a husband or a head of a family, and his barely formulated

rules or injunctions for behavior -- in these respects, Keith's moral judgment

seems to be at Level I, and more specifically in Type 1. On the basis of Kohl-
berg's Global Rating Scheme, Keith's four discussions were rated respectively,
1/4, 1/2, 1, 1 yielding a score of 140. The coding of individual statements
yielded a score of 208, the result of the following distribution of codable
statements:
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Types 1 2 3 A 5 6

3 6 2 1 0 0

Keith's producing the most codable statements in Type 2, representing a
naively egoistic orientation, reflects in part his response to the examiner's

pressing him on his original positions. Almost invariably, Keith switched to
the side that seemed to be implied in the examiner's questions, and his ration-
alizations of it resulted in Type 2 statements. An example of this is the se-
quence where Keith begins by saying the son does not have the right to refuse
his father's asking for the son's money, and ends up saying a reason for refu-
sing it would be "Because uh, Joe wanted to go to camp, and his father told him
to save up the money, so Joe saved it up, and then his father told him he can't
go." The main thrust of this statement is Joe's frustration or disappointment.
It does contain, however, as do other statements in the interview, a hint of
higher level expectations, of how an authority should act or even how a contract
should be honored. Though it is very hard to predict exactly how Keith's moral
judgment will develop in the future, some form of reorganization on Level II can
be expected next.

We have spoken generally of Keith as switching easily, almost in a mode of
"tuning in" to the examiner, when the pressure was low to moderate, and of his

occasionally getting his back up when the pressure was high. A clear example
of this occurs toward the end of the quotation from the Moral Dilemmas inter-
view, where Keith had been led back and forth across the question of the broth-

er's telling and then was asked pointblank to make the decision to tell or not
to tell. Keith's reply, "Like how (could he] get out of answering?", was almost
indignant in tone, and practically implied that the examiner was asking an im-
possible question. A moment later, however, Keith made a casual comment about
the tape recorder wire, "If it's on me, it doesn't bother me a bit." It is in

nuances like these that we think we notice Keith's combination of high defen-

siveness and low anxiety in the testing situation.

In discussing Keith's family life we will suggedithat a continuing struggle

or ambivalence about who has authority in the family seems to be a major determ-

inant of the development of Keith's moral judgment and of his outlook on things

more generally. Here let us take notice of the fact that Keith appears to be
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a contender for leadership among children his own age. Ronald and Keith both re-
called Keith's effort two years ago to organize a club of boys to rival another
club. The club apparently disbanded after a short while. Keith appeared to us,
from casual observations, to be well integrated into both his class and a neigh-
borhood play gang, but he seemed to be in and out of leadership roles at differ-
ent times. We regret that we did not construct a sociogram to give more definite
evidence of this. Kohlberg (1958) has demonstrated that solLiiometric standing
correlates positively with moral development. He predicted this relationship
from the argument that one learns some of the attitudes and expectations of others
in society toward oneself by participating in friendship groups. Since Keith
seems to be better knit into his peer society than Ronald, while his moral judg-
ment seems to be less developed, the differential contributions of the two fami-
lies to the boys' development is underlined.

vi. Reflectiveness. We have argued that Keith is more reflective than Ronald in
the narrowest sense of the term, his waiting longer before answering our Aug!-
tions. To this we might now add his own questioning and his greater preoccupa-
tion with the truth of things. Again, however, Keith appears to be less disposed
to look at matters from the standpoint of other persons, and he seems to have
less capacity to change set (another way of interpreting the Wallach and Kogan
performance). Thus Keith's reflectiveness has definite limitations.

Keith's Family and School History.

Keith lives with his mother and father and a sister less than one year younge
than he, who in fact was in the same class with Keith this year at school. The
first two times that we came to Keith's house to interview him, we were not ad-
mitted to the family's apartment, but waited outside, where we also conducted our
interviews with him. The third time we interviewed Keith in his bedroom and, at
our request, later met his parents together in the living room. The apartment is
somewhat larger than Ronald's, and is furnished in a more middle class way.

Keith's bedroom has a handsome maple doubledecker bunk bed, the extra bunk being

for a friend or Keith's cousin, who often visits overnight. In the living room

a modern couch and arty lamps set the tone of a more style minded family than

Ronald's.
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Mr. M., Keith's father, finished high school, while Mks. M. started, but did
not finish, in a state teachers college. Keith told us that his aunt went to col-
lege, and that she and his mother expecially were always urging him to read and
insisted that he get a reading tutor at he Keith indeed had just started
his reading tutorial in the summer that we were talking with him.

Keith said his father wanted him to go to college and "made" him choose the
academic program that he was about to enter in the 7th grade. Several times during
the summer Keith told us he did not know yet which school he would attend in the
fall, because his father had not yet made up his mind about it. This was not
merely in response to our own questions, but a matter of ongoing interest, which
Keith broached himself at the outset of one interview by saying, "Well, I still
don't know where I'm going to go to school." Keith said his father was not sure
whether the junior high school closest to home was the best one available. Since
the children in Keith's city are theoretically allowed to enroll in any school in
which seats are vacant at the time of one's application, his father was consider-
ing more than one alternative. In fact, Keith was entered in a different school
from the one nearest him, in September 1966, and then a month later transferred
to still another junior high school a considerable distance from his home. This
last school, unlike Ronald's, is racially balanced, and it has had a higher repu-
tation for scholarship.

Keith's father was a taxi driver when Keith entered kindergarten, and, as
we have indicated previously, he is now a bus driver in the city transit system.
He was wearing Bermuda shorts the day we met him, and he seemed more relaxed and
casual, though at the same time somewhat lees friendly than Ronald's father had
been when we met him. Keith's mother, who is, again, a key puncher at IBM, seemed
less at ease with us than her husband, but nonetheless joined in with him on equal
terms in their discussion of Keith.

We had only a few minutes with Keith's parents that we can go on here, so we
must presume, even more than we did in discussing Ronald's family, that our im-
mediate impression tells us something valuable. Mr. and Mrs. M. dwelt most on a
certain struggle with their son. Keith, they said, never sticks at anything,
though he is forever demanding the wherewithall to do things -- musical instru-
ments, sports equipment, and so on. With a mixture of pride and pique, they ob-
served (as we had ourselves) that the possessions stocked in Keith's room were
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testimony to his ability to get what he wanted. He always stays out a little
later than he is supposed to, and has to be urged, and sometimes punished, to get
him to do what he is supposed to do, for example to clean up his room. Keith is
"lazy", they said. Again with a certain mixture of feelings, Mr. M. observed
that, like himself, his son does not read much, but watches television "all the
time".

Both parents_ responded emphatically, "Was he evert", when we asked how inde-
pendent Keith had been as a sma:1 child. Mrs. M. said he was toilet trained quite
early, at 14 months, because of her need to concentrate her baby tending efforts
on his younger sister. He was able to fend for himself at an early age, but he
was at the same time a very demanding child, they both said.

Keith's worst year in school, they thought, was the third grade, when his
mother took a job and Keith "rebelled". The fifth grade was Keith's best year,
but the sixth grade, the year just completed, had been relatively unsuccessful
again, for reasons which they did not understand. Keith's laziness, they felt,
had been a factor. Uhen we asked if they thought the school itself was doing a
good job, they replied yes and commented on the favorable pupil-teacher ratio in
the school that year, the result of a number of families having withdrawn their
children to send them to racially mixed schools. Mr. M. M remarked that Keith was_

obviously learning more in school than he had learned, a comment that seemed in-
tended to say more about himself than about either his son or the schools as such.
That Mr. and Mrs. N. might not have been revealing their full thoughts about the
schools to the interviewer seems apparent from the fact that they did not discuss
their indecision at that time about what school Keith should enter in the fall.

Mr. and Mrs. M. volunteered that they wanted Keith to go to college. However
they said they had no specific ideas at that time about where he would go or what
he might study to be. Maybe Keith would become a doctor or a lawyer, they said.

It seems to us, as we look at the family in relation to Keith as we know him,
that there may have been a struggle between the parents themselves as much as be-
tween Keith and the parents together. It could have taken a variety of specific
forms, but in any of them we would expect to find Keith's father encouraging his
son with the one hand to be like himself, while with the other he goads him,.and
punishes him, to induce Keith to strive for something better. The mother, we
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of het hmoband as she is of Keith. She too, however, would be ambivalent about

this, for she must admire her husband's easygoing attractiveness, which Keith him-

self seems to have inherited from his father, both in his good looks and in his

manners.

Another slant on the situation, which does not say quite the same thing, is

that Keith's parents seem to have encouraged and taken pride in his independence

and his making demands, and simultaneously to have brought him into line or laid

down the law at times when, in his father's own words, Keith seemed to be "going

too far." If these limits were, as we suspect, not very consistent, or if they

varied as much according to the parents' convenience as according to principle,

then we could readily imagine the connection to Keith's present thinking.

More generally, it seems to us that the question, who has the truth, or who

is the authority, may have been as central to Keith's life at home as it is to all

his thinking. We realize that we are interpreting the family in terms of our idea

of Keith as much as we are reasoning the other way around here. However, we did

not go to either Keith's or Ronald's home with this sort of pattern in mind, but

rather in a search for information about much more specific or discrete happenings

in the children's lives. The patterns have impressed themselves on us precisely

as the bits of information individually did not seem to be very significant or

even unique. One such bit was Keith's and Ronald's different responses to an

Easton and Hess item that asked,

Who is the boss in your gamily? iChoose one)

.111. ! Both fairly equal but father more.

2. Both fairly equal but mother more.

3. f; Both fairly equal.

4. fl I can not answer.

To this item Ronald responded, "Both fairly equal but father more," while

Keith responded, "I can not answer." Though we did not know what to make of it

at the time, Keith's response now seems like a peculiarly appropriate statement

of a major question he has about his family and himself.
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As we did with Ronald, we turn last to Keith's record. in school. His marke

are recorded in Table V and his reading scores on various standardized tests are

shown in Table VI. Table IV, it will be recalled, gave California Achievement

Test scores for both Ronald and Keith.

[Insert Tables V and VI here.]

Perhaps the most striking thing about Keith's "permanent record" in school is

that almost nothing is striking about it. In the marks themselves Grade V doed

stand out, as Keith's parents had indicated, and as it did to a lesser extent for

Ronald. We have not talked with the boys' fifth grade teacher, the same in both

cases, and perhaps if we did we would discover that she had gotten to know them

especially well. If so, however, this knowledge does not seem to accumulate along

with the far more impersonal and stereotyped information represented by the marks

themselves. Since Keith was never retained in a grade, there was no occasion to

make a special study of him before the "case study" made this past spring by school

personnel. Here is a transcript of the case study, (because it was received over

the telephone, it is not an exact copy):

Keith M., Grade VI June 2, 1966

CA 12/2 M.A. 15/9 IQ 125 Revised Stanford Binet [administered by
Esther Edwards]

General Appearance at time of administration of Stanford-Binet: Intelligent, alert,
concerned -- eager to grapple with ideas, refusing to let go till he has
made a major effort to solve them. Can deal with abstract ideas, mathe-
matical relations; can plan, generalize, and deal with imaginary or hy-
pothesized situations. Honest; does not pretend to knowledge he does
not have, nor does he hesitate to admit failure.

Health: Vision passed and hearing passed. Height 60, Weight 92. Has had chicken
pox, measles, mumps.

Entered the School in September 1959 in Kindergarten at age 5 years 4
months. Transferred to the School during Kindergarten.
Entered the School in September 1964 in Grade 5. Results of
city-wide Kuhlman-Anderson Form D of October 1963 are as follows: CA 9/6,
MIA 9/4, IQ 98. Scored 7.1 in Word Meaning and 6.4 in Paragraph Meaning on
Stanford Reading Achievement Test of April 1966. Absent 3 sessions for school
year 1965-66. Present report card indicates B's and C's. Child is described
by the teacher as oversensitive, sulky, and discourteous.
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TABLE VI Reading Scores for Keith

January, 1961 Detroit Word Recognition 12 I

March, 1961 Detroit Word Recognition 27 I

May, 1961 Detroit Word Recopnition 31 I

September, 1961 Gates Primary 2.3 II

September, 1962 Diagnostic Reading 2.5 III

September, 1963 Durrell Sullman 3.3 IV

June, 1966 Stanford Achievement W.M. 7.1 VI

June, 1966 Stanford Achievement P.M. 6.4 VI
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[Insert California Achievement Test Scores Here.]

See Table /V (Page 59)

Conclusions:
1. Child is of superior intelligence.
2. Rapid rate of mental growth.
3. Chronologically correctly placed in Grade VI.
4. Mentally advanced for Grade VI.
5. Achievement in reading below level of mental capacity.
6. Achievement in arithmetic above present grade level.

Recommend: Promote to Grade VII.
Refer to a reading consultant.

The reader will recognize the figures given Viz. the Stanford-Binet and the

examiner's comments on "general appearance" as having been supplied to the school

personnel by our own examiner, a member of our investigating team. The school

included our Stanford-Binet test scores and observations in their case studies

of all five of the children we tested, including Ronald. How globally the idea

of intelligence is construed can be inferred from the school's conclusions.

Keith's Grade VI teacher's description of him as oversensitive, sulky, and

discourteous seems to us to be even more off the mark than the equivalent descrip-

tion of Ronald was, and yet again one can see how the teacher might have selected

these labels from those provided in the check list. This same teacher marked

Keith 'S' (satisfactory) in Courtesy on the Final Report, as shown in Table V.

In our own experience Keith was always very courteous. We can imagine that his

questionning, his insistence on definiteness, and his defensiveness have all con-

tributed to the picture of him as oversensitive, sulky, and discourteous.

If the reader will turn back to the California Achievement Test scores in

Table IV, he will note they generally meet the differential expectations we would

have for Ronald and Keith at this point. The one exception to this might be

reading, in which Ronald scored higher this fall than he did on the California

test last spring. (No score from this fall is available at this writing for

Keith.) Ronald did better than Keith in language and in spelling, while Keith

did considerably better in arithmetic reasoning and computation.

A comparison of the two boys' grades over their elementary school years shows
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Keith to have been meeting the teachers' expectations somewhat more than Ronald

in most subjects, and again substantially more so in the several areas of arith -

metic. This general pattern too we would have expected, but having said this we

must underline our feeling that the two boys look almost the same in these records,

or as close as the differences between 'B's and 'C's, or 'C's and 'D's. There is

nothing in these grades or the teachers' comments that would help future teachers

come to grips with the specific capacities and inclinations of the children.

We have talked briefly with Keith's present seventh grade homeroom and his-

tory teacher, but Keith has been in the school only a month and she knows him

only a little. Her comr lts included "nice", "well-mannered",."quiet", "doesn't

talk back or speak out of turn", and "doesn't say very much". From the last com-

ment especially, we would guess that Keith is looking over this new situation

very carefully. What he will make of it, and what it will make of him, remains

to be seen.



CHAPTER IV

Summary and Conclusions

This research set out to investigate children's learning in social studies

through case studies of individual children'a learning about law. Law, especially

certain aspects of civil law and the process of litigation, was taught for some

20 hours in each of two 6th grade classrooms. Five children in each classroom,

or 10 subjects in all, were selected in advance of this instruction for intensive

study through a variety of tests, interviews, and observations, conducted before,

during, and after the instruction. Two of these subjects, both of them Negro boys

from intact, lower middle class families in the inner city, were selected for fur-

ther study and have been written up in this report.

The instruments of the study included a number of tests and interviews de-

signed in relation to the law instruction, and tests and interviews whose use for

assessing the children's thinking along certain parameters was already established.

These latter included the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, the California Achieve,

pent Tests, the Abstract Categorizing Test, the Kohlberg Moral Development Inter-

view, the Wallach and Kogan Creativity Test, the Belanger Pendulum Experiments,

and the Easton and Hess Questionnaire on Government and Citizenship.

In effect, three major questions were posed in our initial statement of the

rationale of this study, and these can serve now to organize our summary and con-

clusions:

1. How can one describe the process of indtvidual children's thinking in

social studies, especially the bearing of their personal conceptions on their in-

terpretation of the material of instruction, and the relationship of their cogni-

tive development to their thinking in social studies?

2. What are the implications of these relationships for teaching?

3. What specific aspects of children's thinking about social phenomena do

our case studies point to for further investigation?

The case study method imposes much of the same limitation on the possibility

of summarizing our findings that the method was intended to cope with in applying

the findings of other studies, viz., the limited susceptibility to generalization
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of the characteristics of individual subjects' thinking. As would be the case

with a written history -- and history has in fact been our deliberate model for

much of the conduct of this study -- a good deal of what we have concluded or

imagined about our subjects cannot be reduced to a summary, but must be read in

conjunction with the data as we have presented it. On the other hand, certain

generalizable patterns have emerged, and it is on these that we will concentrate

here.

1. The process of the children's thinking. The central purpose of this study

was to explore the relationship between individual children's learning in social

studies, in this case their learning about law, and the thinking they brought to

the instructional situation, especially their individual conceptions of social

phenomena and their respective levels of cognitive development. Over the course

of the study our idea of the problem itself was transformed. Very simply, we

found that the individual characteristics of the children's thinking were more

pronounced and more integrated and consistent than we had imagined, and as we

realized this we became increasingly less persuaded that we were changing or re-

constructing the children's chinking, and more inclined to view our teaching ef-

fort itself as part of a protracted inventory and assessment of the children's

thinking. This is not to say that the children could not be taught and learn at

the more fundamental levels of their thinking, but that we greatly underestimated

what it would entail.

At the outset, we now realize, we were looking for fairly discrete concep-

tions and behaviors of the children, the changing or reconstruction of which we

would define as new learning. The multiple choice test and interviews on law

with which we "pretested" the children were in a sense paradigms of this first

view of things, for each separate item or question stood for something that we

thought was important to know about the law, and something we expected the chil-

dren not to know, or to know only incompletely, before our instruction. In fact,

though it seemed pointless to us to administer these or equivalent tests again

at the conclusion of our teaching, we can claim that the children did indeed

learn something that the tests contained: about what kinds of cases come within

the purview of the law, about the roles of lawyers, judges, and jurors, about

the steps of litigation before and during a trial, etc. We have not tried to
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calculate what the children learned in terms of successful completion of our

original test items, however, because from the moment we began administering

the tests to the children it became apparent that their responses to the items

were not in themselves the preconceptions we wanted to pursue and to reconstruct.

For instance, some children did, and others did not know at the outset that law-

yers might try first to settle a case outside of court, or that a dispute be-

tween an employer and his employee might be a proper matter for a court to de-

cide. However, the children's knowing or not knowing these things could not in

itself be said to constitute their preconceptions, nor their learning them the

reconstruction of these preconceptions, because the questions, and, to a larger

extent than we anticipated, the children's answers to the separate questions, re-

flected our own way of dividing up the world and talking about it. For another

purpose this might have been a perfectly appropriate base from which to judge

the children or their learning. However, it did not seem to us to represent

their individual thinking, though we did not know immediately what would.

remarks
With respect to the children's substantive preconceptions, the above/apply

especially to their specific information about law, and, to a somewhat lesser

extent, they apply to the children's attainment or nonattainment of the accepted

public meanings of law concepts. In retrospect, we can see in the children's

overall performances on the law tests and interviews the effects or evidences

of fundamental conceptions the children had, for example Keith's thinking in

what we have called "official" terms, but our instruments were not designed with

a view to this sort of outcome, and thus item scores do not reflect, or only in-

directly and in ways as yet unknown to us reflect these fundamental conceptions.

Furthermore, the instruction itself was not designed, our best intentions to the

contrary, to affect these fundamental conceptions, since we were only beginning

to become aware of them toward the end of the instructional period.

If one asks how the children's basic conceptions limited or facilitated

their attainment of specific information and the public meanings of law concepts,

we must say we do not know. As this was an implication, or as we see it now a

part of our original question, we have made no more progress in this direction

than the redefinition of the question itself.

Somewhat similar remarks pertain to our assessment of and influence on the

operations of the children's reasoning and judgment, except that we cannot be
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even
confident that the children achieved /superficial learning. of this kind. We have

no evidence that the children gained in their capacity to analyze the fact pati7

terns of given cases or to analogize between different cases in the manner of a

lawyer. For that matter, we have no reason at this point to expect such a gain,

given the limited nature of our instruction and the formidable consistency of

the children's manner of thinking, as this appeared in our various engagements

with them.

In our concern with the idea of learning as the "reconstruction of experi-

ence", we at first expected the children to refer to their experience -- to dis-

putes they had witnessed, television programs they had seen, people they had

known, and so on -- in their talking with us about law. Except when we asked for

it directly, however, this almost never happened. The material we- provided domi-

nated the foreground of our discussions, while the children's individual experi-

ences seemed to remain in the background. Gradually we realized what might seem

obvious to the reader, that this experience was already constructed or construed

(hence the significance of reconstruction) in the children's thinking, and that

it was more likely to be represented in the resultant manner of their thinking

than in specific episodes of past experience brought consciously to mind.

From each aspect of our original question, we were eventually led to cos-

eider the overall patterns of the thildren'a thinking and behavior. The particu-

lars of what Keith had to say about trespassing, or judges, or the government of

children marooned on an island, were not in themselves unique, and thus we could

not feel that we were engaging Keith as an individual in just attending to these.

However, in his regular resort to what he perceived as official procedures for

dealing with situations, his disinclination to forecast deviance from role norms

and his tendency not to empathize with or take the roles of other people, we be-

gan-to find consistency in Keith's thinking that distinguished him from our other

subjects.

Keith seemed to have different way of handling questions about what people

in fact do or have done,,and what they would do or could-be expected to do.

While, again, he expected conformity to norms or roles in the second class of

cases, he was exceedingly discriminating with respect to the first. However,

this latter recognition that people deviate from roles or norms did not seem to

procede from an understanding, much less a tolerance, of the sources of this

"colikesamOMOOWIWOMO
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deviance, so much as it stemmed from his concern with giving exact answers to our

questions: Indeed, his explicit concern for the exact truth of matters, his fie-

quent questionning, and his careful monitoring of the examiner for cues, all seemed

to be governed by acentral preoccupation with the source of truth or authority,

resulting in different performances according to what he took to be-the source at,

a given moment or for a given kind of question.

Keith exhibited a high degree of control over level of abstraction in our dis-

ceasions with him, and he made excellent. use of hierarchical systems of concepts,

both on tests and in disucssions. His thinking was relatively convergent on most

occasions, and correspondingly uncreative in the sense of.his not vary readily'

changing set. We speculated that Keith had developed his analytical, convergent

way of thinking as a defense against arbitrariness,-more than as an instrument of

curiosity or exploration. Some suggestions of a fatalistic attitude toward the

world, or an expectation of unpredictable interventions or happenings, seemed to

be mixed with his posture of control, and it seemed to us that a basic confusion

about authority. in Keith's family might have been the source or a major cause of

his outlook. Keith regarded his father as fair, and did not seem to fear his

father as such, but rather certain situations. He told us, for instance, that he

was "afraid" to look at his report card before he gave it to his parents, though

he could not say what would happen if it was not a good one.

At the same time that Keith was defensive, and, as we have put it elsewhere,

on guard to be telling the truth. and doing right, he did not appear to be very

anxious in school situations. His performances in the pendulum experiments and

the Moral Dilemmas interview, quite different tasks in themselves, particularly

seemed to exhibit a combination of high defensiveness and low anxiety. Finally,

we have commented on Keith's being quite forward and personally engaging and at-

tractive, a "natural" for leadership, except, perhaps, for his confusion and rela-

tive lack of understanding about authority.

In Ronald's thinking too it has been necessary to look for patterns, though

the particulars, on account of his divergence, are often more striking then Keith's.

Ronald regularly seemed concerned to find a reasonable solution to a problem. In

so doing, he mixed conventions with invention, usually at a commonsense interper-

sonal level, and resorted less than Keith to the law and officialdom to deal with

110 problems. Re had a greater sense of realism about people's motives end actions

4:
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(Which is not the same as Keith's concern to maintain a differentiated view of
what leo) and he had a greater capacity or inclination to view i-a case from the

standpoint of different parties..

Ronald seemed to be less concerned with matters of truth as such, end morn

interested in-the contextual -elaboration of an Idea.. His mode of thought was more
that of the story teller and moralist, capable of devilopine a situation consid
erably by projection into the roles- and feelings ofdiffetent means, mixing.re-
olity with fantasy, and often incorporating simple moral. 'minis or conclueione
in his speech. His exercising less control than Keith over level of abstractions,

and his being leis consistent in the substance of his thought on certain occasions,

seemed to be. as much a matter of disposition as of ability to control abstraction,

that le, Ronald was both lase able and less inclined to do so. At the some time,

h*.was generative anctinventive in his thinking, and seemed to have a kind of Con-

ceptual looseness that one must distinguish from concrete thought-in the more

pathological sense.

Ronald seemed to be more anxious than Keith in the conventional testing situ-

ation, perhaps more anxious in school in general. We do not have direct evidence

of this, but have inferred it both on theoretical grounds (Wallach and Kogan's

association of anxiety with creativity) and from certain shifts that we noticed

in Ronald's performance, when ho seemed to become more passive (cf. Keith's active

vouching for clues) as a function of his perceiving a task to be one of converging

on a right answer known to the examiner or teacher, but not to him. His pendulum

performance was an exception to this, possibly because he grasped at once that he

had been given the means to find out how the pendulum worked,*or because his at-

tention was shifted from the examiner to the pendulum-as-object, the reverse of

the shift observed nidway through our discussion of the Moral Dilemmas and, pos-

sibly, toward the end of the Creativity tests. On the other hand, Ronald seneare4
to be less defensive than Keith, which we construed to mean not only-that he was
lees concerned with the possibility of error (or, to put it differently, that he

recognised a larger domain of thinking in which his answers did not have to be

right,) but also that he was more defenseltu when he perceived that he was under
attack.

Ronald's moral judgment was more developed than Keith's, especially in his

greater capacity to interpret people's behavior in terms of role conformity and
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deviance, his sense of relativism and Mutual respect in people's relations, and

his-inclination to take an arbitrary starting point for arriving at certain agree-
ments. On the basis of his general inventiveness and his swift development of the

concept of liability, we have supposed _that Ronald might be more disposed to think

of laws and contracts as social constructs., However, this is mitigated by.Ronald's

noCresorting much to law in his thinking, at the same time that it suggests a

channel through which one might develop Ronald's.ideas of law more readily than

another child's.

In Ronald's home life, as in Keith's, we thought we sensed some of the origins

of his ways of thinking. The clearest presumption is that his preacher father's

talking with him about right and wrong, and urging him to settle things without

fighting, has led to Ronald's own emphasis on rational solutions and the develop-

ment of his moral judgment. Ronald's relatively high anxiety and low defensive-

ness akt have stemmed from the combination of his father's sternness with him,

including severe physical punishment, and both parents' overprotection of Ronald

when he was a young child. However, while we can feel the fit between Ronald and

his home life intuitively, we will be the'first to admit our limitations in de-

scribing it explicitly. This applies especially to Ronald's divergence or cre-

ativity.

It is the potential fit of every aspect of each child we studied, not only

in the two children we have presented here but in the eight others as well, that

has impressed us most. No detail of a child's performance now seems accidental,

and many thatobefore, we would have overlooked now tell us something about the

child. His manner of thinking and behaving, from the standpoints of both develop-

ment and style, and the substance of his thought, especially the child's basic

social concepts, are integrated in a way that seems. not only to reflect the cir-

cumstances of his past, but to function continuously in meeting and indeed defin-

ing the social world that he encounters in the present.

To many a reader this "discovery" of ours will seem naive. The fact of the

matter is simply that we did not begin this investigation with the concept of per-

sonality explicitly in mind, and thus it seems all the more significant to us that

it has been possible, indeed, that it has been necessary to invoke the concept to

give meaning to our data. The significance lies especially in the fact that basic
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features of a child's perionality can be seen to appear in and to, affect the

course of an ordinary instructionanterview, though the possibility of one's

understanding .a given case depends upon observing the child in a wide variety of

contexts.
I

The many advocates of teaching "the whole child", particularly in elementary

.education, may have meant much of what we are remarking here about the organiza-

tion of the child's thinking and behavior. We will certainly admit to having beeh

failess concerned than they with the socio-emotional life of the child, and rec-

ognize-that even our study of Ronald and Keith has been short-sighted in that re-

spect. On the other hand, the whole-child approach, precisely because it has

been intended as a counter to a too narrow construction of learning in terms of

the mastery of subject-matter content, seems not to have developed the cognitive

.dimension of.personality to the degree attempted in our-investigation. Especially

as we were predisposed to look for evidences of "cognitive style," our case

studies seem to have a considerably more cognitive emphisie than others we are

aware of in the education literature (e.g., Sears and Sherman, 1964).

Just now, as we are writing this summary and conclusion and are examining the

literature on personality, we have come across Smith, Bruner, and White's Opinions

and Personality (1956), ironically a followup (specifically so with some of its

subjects) of the same Lives in ammo/ (White, 1952) that we cited for its case

study technique in our opening chapter. The parallels between Opinions and Per-

sonality and our own investigation, in both their method and their general con-

clusions, are considerable. Smith, Bruner, and Mbite studied the thinking of 10

men on the subject of Russia, and analyzed this thinking in relation to the men's

life histories and their performance in a vaxiety.of tests and interviews, for

example, the Rorschach Test, the Wechsler-Bellevue Test of Adult Intelligence,

and the Vigotsky Test. "Look far enough into the origins of any opinion," the

authors argued, "and one will find, not just an opinion but a.sample of how the

holder of the opinion copes with the world" (Smith, Bruner, and White, oz cit.,

p. 40). In a manner very similar to our own they developed patterns in individual

subjects having to do with the abstractness of their thinking, the subjects' ex-

pressiveness, their defensive and adjustive strategies, and so on. The authors

looked closely at the need fulfilling functions of these patterns, but they .

shunned a full-blown interpretation in terms of need fulfillment, and stressed
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instead the more parsimonious concepts of personal style and consistency,

Of course there are many differences of detail between Smith, Bruner and
White's study and ours, but there ate some larger differences as well that should
be noticed. In the first place, their subjects were adults and ours were chil-
dren. If there was some question in the mind'of the reader Of Opinions and
Personality, as to how early the style of a person might be identified in his
thinking about social phenomena, our own study suggests that it is becoming mani-
fest at as early as 12 years of age. Secondly, Smith, Bruner, and White's study
did not begin'as a deliberate effort to teach their subjects something, though
they did present counterarguments to their subjects' opinions in a Stress Inter-
view. We have placed little emphasis in the present writeup on our own teaching,
from the standpoint of claiming to have taught our subjects anything significant,
but we were dependent on it nonetheless for our inventory of the children. It
seems to be particularly the case with children that, because of both their more
limited fund of information and their less developed repertoire of complex sche-
mata for presenting their ideas to others, one must make greater use of differ-
ential responses to instruction as a basis for studying their thinking. It has
been one of the major weaknesses of virtually all of the research on children's
concepts_eited in Chapter I that it did not attempt to teach the children any-
thing.

Perhaps the most fundamental difference between our two studies is that
Smith, Bruner, and White had the concept of, personality in,mind from the very
outset of, their research, whereas'we arrived at it inductively. For us this has
the advantage of persuasiveness, and we have tried to convey to the readir too
some of the sense of diticovery that we experienced. Smith, Bruner and White, on
the other hand, worked with a more powerful set of analytical concepts, grounded
in personality theory, than we have used to present and analyze our data. The
relevance to our own research of their characteristics of the "object of a senti-
ment" (we have been'saying "conception of law"): differentiation, saliency, time
perspective, informational support, and object values, we can appreciate and
claim to have approached partially in our analysis, but a further study by us
would need to use such concepts deliberately. This is equally true of another
set of concepts they develop, object appraisal, social adjustment, and external-
ization, as the principal functions of one's holding an opinion. These last con-
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cepts are particularly useful in that they suggest a way of approaching-.a question

that we haVe been Obliged to consider all aiong,, the implications of our research
for education. To this question we will turn, next.

ii.. Implications of the case studies for us as teachers. The first implication

is the easiest to state: we need to study our pupils more closely and more ob-
jectively than the classroom ordinarily allowa. In.saying this we do not over-
look the fact that Ronald's. and Keith's sixth grade teacher made some disdrimin-

ating'Observations about his pupils, such as his characterization of Ronald as an

"uninhibited dreamer" and his remark that Keith was especially prone to "put up a

fight". These observations;, however, have two failings. In the first place, they

are not set in the larger patterns of the children's style in such a way that one
can see how they might, bear on the children's learning and thinking. .SecOndly,

the teacher's observations are moralistic, especially in the manner that they

were conveyed to us; as such, they inhibit understanding.

.Perhaps we, the investigators, should admit at this point our real ignorance

of how much teachers do actually know about their pupils. It might be more than

we suspect in some cases, and the question would certainly be worth researching.

For the present, a number of factors in the conventional school situation lead us

to doubt that teachers could know their pupils very well.

Any teacher would say sheer time is required for knowing his pupils, especi-
ally time to spend with a child individually or in a small group. To this we

would add the time we have spent reflecting on our hours with the children, time

which in fact greatly exceeded these first hours, though it may be that practice

would make the process more efficient.

It will also be agreed that teachers do not have in their repertory the in-

struments one requires to obtain a many sided picture of the child, indeed, that

the instruments we ourselves used need to be refined in various ways. We have

long felt that school specialists need to be trained for clinical analysis of the

child's learning and thinking. Much of the value even of a standardized instru-

ment derives from the experienced examiner's capacity to make qualitative..obser-

vations, based on the subject's interaction with the examiner, and so on, that are
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not represented by the scores themselves.* Perhaps specialists in the different
subject areas of a school, language, arts, mathematics, social studies, and sci-
ence, should each conduct certain observations and then should pool their analy-
ses with those of a testing and guidance specialist, in case reviews of selected
children.

,

Another factor mitigating against teachers' knowledge of their pupils is
the vocabulary or categories of conventional school observations andratings,
The check list of traits which teachers in Ronald's,and Keith's school system
must apply to their pupils is an especially blatant example of'this.' Likewise,
the use of letter grades and the uncritical use of "intelligence" scores are
examples that readily come to mind. Amore subtle example, perhaps, is the term
"creativity". The present author must. admit that, until midway through this in-.
vestigation, "creativity" held little significance for him in relation to'social
studies, partly because the connotations of the term tied it more closely to the
purposes of the arts than to those of science. irow it is more clear to him that
creativity embraces capacities, like those we have called generativeness and
ability to change set, that are highly relevant to social studies and, further-
more, that are contributors to intelligence, in the larger sense of that term
which "intelligence" tests fail to recognize. Thus Wallach and Kogan's vying
with Goetzels and Jackson to establish that creativity is indeed distinct from

intelligence seems in one way only to harden the arbitrary separation of function
that the intelligence tests have laid down. It would be better to name the
capacities involved more descriptively, and then to examine, as well as their

separate tendencies, how they overlap or reinforce one another in behavior that

we would call "intelligent" or "creative". In another context (Grannis, 1965)

*After Professor Belanger had concluded his series of pendulum experiments with
each of our case subjects in the first experimental class, he recorded his
analysis of the subjects without naming them until the end. We were quite
dumbfounded by the congruence of many of his observations with ours, even to
the choice of terms to apply to particular children, though the instrument with
which he worked was quite different from ours. He had, furthermore, spent little
more than an hour with each child individually, and on the other hand had admin-
istered the series of experiments to several hundred children all told. It was
unfortunate that we ourselves had to administer Belanger's experiments to Ronald
and Keith, though at least in our observation of Keith the reader may find some
of the surplus value we are alluding to.
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we have argued similarly for the ,substitution of the terms "intracase" (or in-
tra-instance) and "intercase" for certain Usages of the often misleading and
value laden terms, "concrete" and "abstract", and we might better have made this
substitUtion for certain'of our observations about Ronald and Keith. 'Other ex-
amples could be adduced indefinitely. Both for the teacher and the clinical-

,.specialist, the amelioration of this problem of categories will procede Only as
mote satisfactory instruments,of observation are developed.

Still another factof limiting the 'teacher's knowledge of, and let us say
effectiveness with hit'puOils seems to us to be especially a problem of social
studies, though teachers in other areas are not exempt from it. This is that
so much of the teaching, when its not sheer telling or conduct of recitation,
consists in orchestrating what is euphemistically called a "class discussion ".

In this affair the children's individual characteristies.may well come into play,
as the teacher now calls on a tuba and then tricks a viola sound out of a violin.
In a few classrooms, a teacher may even succeed in staying in phase, so to speak,
with the thought processes of several children simultaneously, as he plays them

against himself or one another. For the most part, however, and this includes

most even of the "new" social studies as we have observed it, there seems to be
a very large discrepancy between the "picture" or the "model" that the teacher

fashions through discussion, and the thinking of the individual children.

This discrepancy is largely an inference from the complicated,'often tor-

tuous maneuvers teachers execute .in order to get their students to say the right
thing, "right" being defined sometimes in terms of information or a generali-

zation, and sometimes in terms of 'a process of thinking. Tests of information

retained by the students under these circumstances tend to be comforting. The
explanation for this learning, from the standpoint of the objection being raised

here to class discussions, is simply that a given fund of infoCation (of the
kind involved in social studies) can be assimilated to a virtually infinite

variety of interpretations resulting from different processes or basic concep-

tions and styles of thinking. This can be seen, for instance, in Ronald's and
Keith's equally well informed memories of the Golfcourse Case, though the two
boys did not use their information in the same way in their subsequent thinking
about the Lumberyard Case. Tests of thought process in social studies are for
the most part very inadequately developed (Massialas and Cox, 1966), but where
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they have been employed, they have cast considerable doubt on the efficacy of the

general class discussion. This is even true in those projects of the new social

studies which have gone to the.greatest lengths to develop strategies for teachers'

conduct of class discussions.*

In our present Continuation of the project that last .year studied Ronald and

Keith, we are attempting to come to grips with the problems discussed so far in

three related ways.. First, in common with all the new social studies projects, we

are endeaVoring to defile and to present to the children an alternative to the

ways of thinking about social phenomena that they bring with them to our class-

room. It is to be an alternative not in the sense of simply rejecting what the

children bring, but in being more complex, both in'its options and in its con-

straints, that' their original thinking. Our own conception of such an alterna-

tive involves, again in common with many other projects, systematic thinking in

a social science framework; (we have selected anthropology to teach in a seventh

grade social studies course.) For strategic reasons, our present conception

*
In her evaluation of gains at various grade levels from a year's instruction in

the Contra Costa County social studies curriculum, Tabs (1965) obtained statisti-
cally significant differences between her experimental and control subjects on a
posttest of capacity to make correct inferences from stories. However, the mean
scores and standard deviations are not reported, and one thus has no way of
.judging how close the experimentals approached to a criterion of learning or
mastery. Given the large sample of subjects, quite a trivial gain could be "sig-
nificant" in the sense of demonstrating simply that something happened over the
course of the year. It should be observed that Tabs herself is very much con-
cerned with the effectiveness of class discussion for developing individual capa-
cities. She has defined strategies for teachers' alternately developing discus-
sion at a given level of abstraction or generalization and then "lifting" the
thought to alligher level, in order to involve as many children as possible in the
generalization process. She has furthermore analyzed actual discussions in these
terms, and has compared individual children's performances in the discussions with
their performance on the social studies inference test. Unfortunately, one is not
given the actual numoers or percentages of children participating at a given level
in the models and examples of discussion that Tabs presents. Evidence is pre-
sented of a significant correlation between post-test performances on the infer-
ence test, and individual rates of participation in discussions at both the be-
ginning and the end of the experimental yaar. However, while Taba justifiably
concludes that this demonstrates that the discussion contributed to the gain of
some students, it is also evidence that students who did not participate, despite
the teachers' elaborate strategies, did not gain. How many students and how much
gain is involved, again, we do not know. Tabs concludes her study on much the
same note as ours: ,

Studies of thinking wilixemain defective as long as they focus only on
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[see footnote below)
differs from that of the three efforts already cited,/in placing more emphasis on
the explicit definition of a model of analytic concapts, rather than on a mcire

general process of critical thinking or constructing generalizations (cf. Fenton,
1966, fora similar emphasis). Both convergent and divergent thinking, role
taking and objectification,'and,intercase and intracase thinking, are required to
use a social science model. The reconstruction of the children's thinking must
consist in complementing what each brings in the way of style and basic,concep-

tions.

The second aspect of our attempt to teach the children as individuals con-

sists in our assessing characteristics of their thinking that we think may be

relevant to their capacities for using a social science model. This has so far

involved our administering to this year's subjects the Stanford-Binet Intelligence

Test;"items from the Wallach and Kogan Creativity Tests, the.pendulum problem

(this time in Piaget's version), 6 of the 10 Kohlberg Moral Dilemmas, and the

Abstract Categorizing Test. Further testing will be required, apart from that
based on the anthropology materials as such, as our own category scheme develnps.

4he nature and quality of inferences, predictions, and of .relationships
perceived by the students. The center of dynamics of thought seems to
lie beyond these end-products; namely, in the processes individuals em-
ploy in arriving at them. Much remains to be done in describing these
ways-of arriving at the answers required in tests on classroom discus-
sion (Taba, 9,12.. cit., 1). 179) .

That Oliver and Shaver (1966) arrived at a somewhat similar conclusion from
their analysis of the interaction of teaching style, student personality, and
learning, we have already indicated. Their study did demonstrate significant
gains (in both senses of significance) in students' capacities both to analyze
orally and to conduct discussions of controversial social issues: However, as
the authors point out, the teacher-directed classes in which the students were
instructed in discussion included only 12 children each. Furthermore, the rate
or timing of both learning and forgetting of the discussion process, together
with the students' significant but generally trivial gains on written testa of
analytical competence, suggest that the learning might have been quite specific
to certain instructional contexts. Again, we are arguing that to achieve even
a minimum capacity for critical thinking and discussion, as many of Oliver and
Shaver's subjects may have failed to do (actually, no criterion of achievement
or minimum performance is indicated,) major provisions would have to be made for
individual students.

The experiments conducted by Massialas and his colleagues (Massialas, 1963)
did not obtain significant differences of any kind in comparing the performances
of experimental and control groups on written tests. The investigators,supply
some exciting transcripts of teacher-directed class discussions, but one has no
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Third, we are developing certain materials for individual instruction. These
will be materials that the children can procede with at their own rate, and that
will be, we hope, susceptible to an analysis of the children's differential per-
formance in terms of what we have learned about the children from our testing.
Individual tutoring and small group discussions and projects will be our means
of differentiating the instruction for individuals.

It would be folly not to recognize the limits that our effort and the chil-
dren's will encounter. Because, in our own analysis, both the possibilities and
the limits of what we may do have been suggested to us by our confrontation with
the children as persons, we return now to the several functions of "holding an
opinion" that Smith, Bruner and White developed in their analysis of opinions
and personality.

"Object appraisal", which Smith, Bruner, and White use in the same sense as

the psychoanalysts' "reality testing", is "the process whereby the person devel-

ops attitudes that are a creative solution to the problems posed by the existence

of disparate internal demands and external or environmental demands" (Smith et al,

sp. cit., p. 41). These attitudes, in turn, aid one in "classifying for action

the objects of the environment, and they make appropriate response tendencies

available for coping with these objects" (Ibid., p. 41). Though Smith, Bruner,

and White do not put it quite so plainly, the term 'appropriate' is the key to

this formulation. "Externalization", too, involves classifying objects for ac-

tion, but presumably the result is not a real solution to the problems one per-

ceives, so much as a temporary staving off or release of the feelings generated

by the internal problems.

"Social adjustment ", a more subtle function, or family of functions, served

by holding an opinion, is the process by which one "identifies with or differ-

entiates himself from various reference groups [including membership groups' in

the population" Ibid., p. 42). Smith, Bruner, and White emphasize that this

process is not motivated by a simple need to conform or rebel, but that it may

idea from these how many students participated in what way. 'Tice authors
themselves observed, though without the crucial documentation, that some
students appeared to learn more than others as a function of individual
dispositions toward the process involved.
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involve the requirements of "ego defense, dependency needs, drives for autonomy,

hostility, drives for status, and many other dynamisms" (Ibid., p. 43).

Finally, "externalization"

occurs when an individual; often responding unconsciously, senses
an analogy between a perceived environmental event and some unresolved
inner problem. He adopts an attitude toward the event in question which
is a transformed version of his way of dealing with his inner difficulty.
By doing so, he may succeed in reducing some of the anxiety which his
own difficulty has been producing (Ibid., p. 43).

In both our own observation and Smith, Bruner, and White's, the holding and
expression of an opinion ,As to serve all three of the basic functions indi-
cated here at once. Different functions may be dominant in one person or another,
or, as we have noticed in our analysis of Ronald and Keith, there may be a shift
from the dominance of one to the dominance of another function within a single
episode of one person's thinking.

Is there any way of saying under what conditions one or another of the dif-

ferent functions of holding an opinion might be dominant in the classroom, or in
a person's instruction? We are not even sure what this question means, much less

are we certain of any answer to it. Nevertheless, we cannot avoid framing in
these terms our earlier question about the limits of instruction, for it seems

to us, intuitively, that a disproportionate amount of children's effort in most,
if not all, classrooms is involved in social adjustment and externalization.

Perhaps it is misleading to speak disparagingly of the "amount" of effort
involved in social adjustment, for we do not want to underestimate the importance
of, and the opportunity for a child's definition of himself by reference to in-
dividuals and groups he engages with or discusses in the classroom: children

and adults, boys and girls, Negroes and whites, Americans and Asians, the middle

class, the Romans, citizens, students, and so on. However, much of the adjust.

gent that school engenders may be quite dysfunctional in relation to those sub-

jects which we intend to be the objects' of a child's appraisal in school. We
may "mean" to get children thinking about, say, the Constitution or a balance

beam, but the children's "effort after meaning" toward these subjects gets sub-

verted by their effort to find meaning of a different sort, a pattern of ideas
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or behaviors that will enable them to survive, if not to distinguish themselves,
in their competition for the approval of those with power and rewards: the chil-
dren's teachers, their parents, and their peers. Holt (1964) has described with
savage insight how children are inhibited from object appraisal, as we would put
it, by their strategies to protect their opinions from the hazards of being wrong
in the classroom. Henry (1963), in his analysis of "the witch hunt syndrome,"
has done equal justice to another aspect of the matter, how children become par-
ticipants in even the more reprehensible of the teacher's strategies to maintain
social control of the classroom. Both Holt and Henry are writing about relatively
favored schools for middle and upper middle class children, schools where it
"could not happen here," though it does, in fact, happen much of the time. Ron-
ald and Keith have attended schools where, though the specific patterns are dif-
ferent, the exigencies of social adjustment work even greater havoc in the chil-
dren's learning. Of course, the children do learn. They do appraise objects.
What they learn, however, or the object of their appraisal, Is "the system" re-
presented by the school and the various crippling ways in which they can adjust
to it or fail.

We have attempted to make a case for the influence of life in the family on
the basic conceptions and styles of Ronald's and Keith's thinking, so our inten-
tion now is not suddenly to claim that the school accounts for it all. For that
matter, we have seen various strengths, as well as limitations, in the thinking
of each of the children. What we are suggesting -- and it is an inference only
from the juxtaposition of the children's school records, what we know about them
personally, and our experience with schools generally -- is that the children's
individual strengths have at best only ineffectively been engaged in object ap-
praisal or reality testing in the school.

In the final analysis, our hypotheses about the conditions in school that
might favor object appraisal in children's thinking amount not just to the pro-
cedures being followed in our current experimental attempts to individualize in-
struction, but to a radical redesign of the entire environment of the School,
especially the roles of teachers and learners in relation to different kinds of
tasks or problems they confront (Grannie and Oliver, 1965). For the present, let
us make just two observations. First, it goes without saying that to reduce the
need for externalization in children's thinking in school, one must somehow miti-
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gate the conditions that produce anxiety in the classroom. Secondly, and this

point meshes with the first, to change the quality of social adjustment in the

school, and to increase the opportunity for object appraisal, one must reduce

the arbitrariness of the relationship between the system of the school and the

way the world -- including the Constitution and the balance beam -- works. This

arbitrariness confronts the child in the discrepancy between the sets of facts
he must learn for tests, and the sets that matter in his own construction of

things. It appears more subtley, but to no less effect, in the discontinuities

of everyday classroom discussion. One does not have to blame teachers themselves

for this. Above all, it is the result of the absurd conditions under which

teachers and children are expected to understand and communicate with one another.

There will be no disagreeing that the experimental investigator needs to

know all he can about his subjects' basic conceptions and styles in order to

know how these affect, and are affected by, instruction. Is it actually neces-

sary, however, for a teacher to have this knowledge about his pupils? More

specifically, is it necessary in order for object appraisal to occur in a pupil's

thinking? Until we have evidence to the contrary, we will argue that a teacher's

having this knowledge will facilitate the child's progress. On the other hand,

we do not want to imply that the teacher alone takes the lead in this. We have

gradually come to the realization that, when anxiety or defensiveness is not too

aroused in a child, and when he thinks he can get information on something that

matters to him, the child hioself will engage in appraisal or testing, whether

the experimenter or teacher knows the object of this testing or not. Smith,

Bruner, and White give a fascinating account of a shift in their own interpreta-

tion of this process, which parallels the shift we reported earlier in our in-

terpretation of Keith's interaction with us:

The terminology that we finally adopted reflects the change in our
thinking. In place of "ego defenses" we adopted the term "adjustive
strategies"; for "opinion defense" we substituted the phrase "opinion
maintenance and furtherance." Part of the process is, of course, nar-
rowly defensive. But there is also a considerable amount of continuous
"monitoring" of attitudes with the object of testing their fit not only
to reality but also to inner requirements. When one looks carefully at
the verbatim transcript of an interview in which a man is discussing
his opinions of some matter that interests him, one notes a series of
"testings" of the conformance of expressed opinions both with deeper
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and more general values and with available information. Insofar as
the person is in the habit of thinking aloud, so to speak, the pro-
cess is the more noticeable. We may assume that the same process
goes on continuously in the course of dealing with the environment
(Smith et al, gm!. cit., p. 45).

This is not saying simply that a person is "curious". The conditions of

testing's occurence are more stringent, and at the same time the process seems

more profound than the term 'curiosity' ordinarily suggests. We do not mean to

say either that all persons are disposed to testing to the same degree or under

the same conditions. Ronald and Keith obviously were not, though the particular

process of each child's testing has only begun to come clear to. us.

As we think back to the Lumberyard Interview, it seems to us now that both

Ronald and Keith were testing, not merely exhibiting, their opinions; ultimately,

what we have called their basic conceptions. In this light especially it appears

that the attempt of the interviewer not to reveal his own opinion, or not to ad-

vocate a counter opinion, might be a shortcoming of our approach. Not only, as

we have already recognized, may it be important to study the differential re-

sponses of the children to instruction, rather than trying to capture their

thinking in a moment of stasis. If the children themselves are perceived as

testing, it is vital that they be responded to with feedback.

What we have just said about our posture as examiners applies equally, if

not more so, to our role as teachers. Even before we know, indeed as a condi-

tion of our ever really knowing the basic conceptions underlying our pupils'

thinking, we need to respond to their individual expressions of opinion as if

they themselves were testing reality. This does mean responding to their

thinking, which in the first instance means responding to what they say, not

what we want them to say. While it will indeed take time to tune into what

they are saying, we can support their appraisal of things from the vet./ outset.

iii. Ihmotheses for further iuggligation. The purpose of this last section

is not to raise a new set of questions, but to state succinctly the major hypo-

theses which have been developed or implied in the foregoing analysis. We.rec-

ognize that other investigators are already pursuing these hypotheses in one

form or another. The value of listing them here lies chiefly in underscoring

.40 4 ,TL., Y.
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the possibility that these hypotheses might have a bearing on our on under-

standing and affecting of children's thinking about social phenomena.

1. Different aspects of children's thinking are revealed as the investi-

gator (or teacher) changes his role in relation to the children, or as the chil-
dren perceive the investigator in different roles. (For example, a particular
child may be more inclined to empathize with other persons when he believes he

is not being tested than when he thinks he is being tested.)

2. The shifts in a child's behavior within given performances, as a func-
tion of the child's changing perceptions of a task or the investigator's role

or purpose, are as characteristic of an individual child as his modal behavior

across these performances. (For example, a particular child may consistently

shift from monitoring an investogator's questioning to resisting the questioning

as the investigator increases his pressure on the child.)

3. Under certain conditions a child's behavior in an instructional inter-

action with a teacher (or investigator) includes reality testing or object ap-

praisal. The greatest learning will occur when the child is most engaged in

reality testing.

4. The social "reality" or object a child perceives and tests is partly

a function of basic social conceptions learned in the home. These are not just

standard conceptions of the child's culture or subculture, transmitted through

the family, but reflect individual characteristics of homes or families as well.

5. A child's "cognitive style" results partly from his individual adapta-

tion to conditions of his family life. This style is manifested in a child's

everyday school performances, as well as on special tests of cognitive style.

6. A child's use of certain logical operations or forms of thought, par-

ticularly hierarchical ordering and generalization, is a function not only of

his ability, or cognitive development, but also of his disposition or style.

7. It is children's basic social conceptions and styles that must be re-

constructed if education is to be a reconstruction of the children's experience,

and if children's ways of construing new experience are to be fundamentally al-

tered. The possibility of this reconstruction depends upon the teacher's fos-

tering of reality testing, that is, the children's testing the adequacy of their

basic social conceptions and styles for understanding reality. Differences be-

tween individuals will probably not be reduced in this process, but individual

conceptions and styles will become more complex and capable of a larger range

of alternative constructions of experience.

A
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